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Preface

This text is intended for a one-quarter or one-semester course at the first- or
second-year graduale level. It discusses how symmetry concepts, orbital nodal
patterns, and molecular topology can be used to make statements about
energeties in chemieal reactions. It algo differs erom commonly used texts that
only eon sider how orbital-symmetry eonstraints allow or forbid various reaetions in its more rigorous approaeh. Introduetory ehapters explain the physieal
origins of orbital-, eonfiguration-, and state-eorrelation diagrams, Jahn-Teller
instability, internal eonversion, and intersystem crossing. These seetions are
for students who desire a rigorous understanding of the physieal origins of
these eoneepts as they relate to thermal and photoehemieal processes. These
diseussions are not unduly long, however, and they eontain sufficient physieal
interpretations to make Lbem valuable reading for graduale students and
researehers in all areas of ehemistry. Following the introduetion of the
physieal principles, applieations to explicit thermal and photoehemieal reaetion problem s show the praetieal uses of these tools. These examples, whieh
are written in a tuto rial style, should appeal to all student s of ehemistry.
Most one-semester introduetory eourses on quantum ehemistry and twoquarter eombined eourses on quantum ehemistry and speetroseopy should
provide adequate baekground to understand the material in this text. Some
eoneepts of group theory algo appear; more advaneed topie s are taught in the
text as needed. General ideas of Hartree-Foek molecular orbital theory
sometimes eome into use, but oni y to the extent that they are absolutely
neeessary. Little is said about numerieal applieation of moleeular orbital
methods; instead, emphasis is plaeed on the eoneeptual use of orbitais and
their symmetries in ehemieal reaetions. Three appendixes are provided for the
reader to review or to learn the requisite baekground material dealing with ob
initio moleeular theory, moleeular-point-group symmetry methods, and the
photon absorption proeess that prepares moleeular reaetants for subsequent
photoreaetion. For the reader who wishes to test his or ber mastery of the
material, two sets of problem s are prov~ded.
This text is the result of a one-quarter graduale eourse taught to first-year
gradu at e students in physieal, organie, and inorganie ehemistry at the Univer-
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sity of Utah. I wish to thank the student s who have contributed to its development. I also wish to acknowledge much helpful input provided by several of
aur graduate student s and postdoctoral fellows-David Chuljian, Judy Ozment,
Ron Shepard, and Ajit Banerjee-as well as the support and advice given by
my colleagues Paul J!1Irgensen, Bill Breckenridge, and Josef Michl.
June 1983

Jack Simons

ENERGETIC
PRINCIPLES
OF CHEMICALREACTIONS

P art 1

Underlyi ng

Physical Principles

In the flrstthree chapters of thls text we showhow to express.In quanterms.certaln concepts that ara widety used Ina qualltatlvemanner In chemlcal educatlon and research. Speclflcally.we analyze how
one deflnes potentlal energy surfaces and reactlon coordlnates. and we
examlne the condltlons under whlch these concepts break down. By
observlng how the reactlon coordlnate varles as the reactlon proceeds
from reactants. through one or mora transitlon states. to products. the Idea
of symmetry conservatlon Isdeveloped. In Chapter 3 we dlscuss the concepts of orbitais. electronlc occupancles (conflguratlons).and electronlc
states. and we show why symmetry conservatlon applles at each of these
three levels.
The ultimata goal of thls text Isto permit the reader to predlct whether
cny postulated chemlcal reactlon should experlence a larga actlvatlon
energy barrler and. thereby. be forbidden. Tomoka such predlctlons. one
must be abla to vlsuallze the reactant molecules movlng on a potentlal
energy surface that Is characterlstlc of elther the ground $lata or an exclted electronlc stale. Such qualltatlve vlsuallzatlon can be carrled out
only after one has achleved a good appreclatlon of the electronlc structures (Le..orbita I shapes and energles. and orbita I occupancles) of the
reactants. products. and IIkelytransitlon states. The flrstthree chapters of
thls text develop these Important tools.
The level of presentatlon In these flrstthree chapters Is substantlally
mora sophlstlcated than In most other books that deal wlth symmetry In
chemlcal reactlons(forexample.Pearson.1976;Woodwardand Hoffmann.
1970;Borden. 1975;or Flemlng, 1976).Thlslevel Is especlally relevant to
physlcal chemlsts whose research requlres a quantltatlve Interpretatlon of
experlmental data-modern research In chemlcal dynamlcs and spectroscopy often demands the usa of such theoretlcal tools. Llkewlse.It Is
Important also that researchers who wlshto moka qualltatlve usa of symmetry Ideas be aware of the orlglns and IImltatlonsof such concepts.
Therefore. although the vast majority of the examples treated In tatar

tltatlve

chapters moka only qualltatlve usa of the theoretlcal machinery covered
InChapters 1-3. ItIsessentlal that clI modern researchers be wall founded
Inthe physlcal orlglnsof these valuable symmetrytools.IlIsrecommended
that readers who ara not famlllar wlththe foundatlons of molecular orbltal
theory and polnt-group symmetry read Appendlxes A and C before attemptlng to master these flrstthree chapters.

~

.-- -------

Chapter 1
Potential Energy Surfaces

As will become elear shortly, a potential energy surface is merely a construct of
one's imagination. It is an idea that bas proved to be of immense value for
oonceptualizing cheinical reactions but that loses its rigorous rontent in certain
~ dmnnstances. Within its range or approximate validit~., a potential eneTg\:
I surface can be thought of as the topograpbicaJ map describing the terrain on
which the reactant molecuJes musI move on their route to a transition stale and

!

then eDward toward the geometrical arrangement or the product molecuJes.
To understand better what these potential energy surfaces are, it is useful to
examine how they arise in the quantum mechanical treatment of the motions
oCthe nuelei and the electrons that comprise the reactant molecules.
The Hamiltonian function describing morion oCa collection oCnuclei oC
masses Ma and charges Zae and electrons oC mass m and charge
i
!
~

H

= Ep - ~v~+1E
2Mp
2 b~p

[

+

ZaZbe2

- Rb I]

IRa

,
E - -LVf+
1-E
e2
- E Zae2
2 j~i Ir - rj I
Ir - Ra I]
[ 2m
i

- e is

i

a

(1.1)

i

where (Ra, r i) reCers to a coordinate system that is fixed in space and not on
the molecule.
IL is convenient to rewrite the Hamiltonian in terms of molecule.fixed
coordinates instead oCabsolute coordinates. Two such coordinate transCormations might be used. Fiest, one could introduce the totol center oCmass

R

z

= ~[~ MaRa

+

~

mr}

in which Mis the total mass oCsIl nuclei and electrons and coordinates relative
to R. This is a good and natural choice but one that is not convenient ance the
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idea of elamped nuelei. which we will use repeatedly. is introduced. If the
nuclei are held fixed and the electrons move. the center of mass. which is the
coordinate origin. could move; as a result. what was ascribed to electronic motion would inelude same center-o f-mass motion. As will become elear shortly,
aur desire to think of the nuelei as fixed is important; the elamped-nuelei concept rests at the center of aur ideas of potential energy surfaces.
A second transformation uses the center oCmass oCthe nuclei to define a
molecule-fixed coordinate origin

E.. M...

R = ~EM..R..;M=
..

Because the electrons are so light. this position will a1most be the true center of
mass. and this location will remain fIXedif we tatel clamp the nuelei. UpaD expressing the positions of the nuclei and electrons as R plus internal or relative
position vectors (for which we naw use R... fi). the above Hamiltonian can be
written. for a diatomic molecule.
~

H

= i.;'[(
+

-1;'1

1

2m

V, -

) ~':

z Z e1
,.

b

IRa - Rbl

1fl

Z,.e1
..!.E
e1
Icl-R..I + 2 J-' Ic,-cJI

fil

]
1fl

- -Vfa.-R,I-E V'.VJ--V:
2/l
2M lJ
2M

(1.2)

in which /l, the reduced mass oCthe nuclei is MaMb/M. Pack and HirschCelder
(1967)show the details oChow both this transCormationand the total-centerar-mass transformation mentioned above are carried out. For a moce complicated molecule. anty the fourth and fifth terms would differ; the Courth
would be
.!.

E

ZaZhe1

2 ,..6 IRa- RhI

and the fiCth would be the internal kinetic energy operator, which we labet hN.
describing the vibrations and rotations oCthe nuelei. As an example, consider

a triatomic moletuJe ABC. For soch a molecule 3N - 3

-

= 6 soch coordinates

-

are needed. and these could be the vectors Re RR and RA RR or the lengths
Re RRI. IRA RRI. and the angle 8ABC
and three Euler orientation angles.

I -

-

The choice is up to you and should be made to simpliCythe treatment of the
vibration/rotation problem. which Wilson, Decius, and Cross (1955)treat in
elegant detail. The seventh term in equation 1.2, the motion oCthe nuclear
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center of mass, separates exactly. Hence, this motion is uncoupled erom the internal electronicand vibration/rotation motion and will therefore be assumed
to have been removed erom further consideration (by separation of variabies).
The first four terms and the sixth term in equation 1.2 are usually combined
and called the electronic Hamiltonian (he) because they contain differential

operators only for the r i coordinates. Notice that the electronic energy will
then contain the repulsion oCthe nuclei, so the potential energy curves will
become infinitely repulsive as twa nuclei approach one another. The sixth
term, sometimes called the mass-polarization term, usually bas small effects
because it is multiplied by the inverseof the total nuclear mass M (a smalI factor) in contrast with the electronic kinetic energy term, which bas a h2/2m
multiplier (a large factor). Hence, iUs common (but not necessary)to ignore
this term in writing he. See Pack and Hirschfelder (1968)for further justification of this idea.
In seekingeigenstates I/; of H = he + hN, it is usual to introduce the eigenfunctions of heas a basis for expressingthe r i dependence of 1/;.What does this
mean? Since he is a Hermitian operator in r i space (which algO contains
reference to the locations of the nuclei), the eigenfunctions ep" of he
he(r i IRG)ep,,(ri IRG) = E,,(RG)ep,,(ri IRG)

(1.3)

form a completeset of functions of r i' Note that he depends on RGeven though
it is not an operator in the RG space. Hence, the E" and ep"will vary as RG
varies. However, for imy specific RG' the set of (ep,,)is complete in ri space.
Hence, because it describes motion of electrons and nuclei, the total wave
function 1/;,which depends on ri and RG' can be expanded to field
I/;(rit RG) = Eep,,(rll RG)X,,(RG)

"

(1.4)

in which, for naw, the X,,(R..)can be viewed as "expansion coefficient functions" that are to be determined erom the equation HI/; = El/;.
Substituting the expression for I/;in equation 1.4 into the total Schrodinger
equation, premultiplying by ep~(rIIRG), and integrating,over the electronic
coordinates (rA, we obtain for a diatomit molecule (analysis of polyatomic
molecules is maTe tedious but gives rise to no new features)

E" Jr (ep~[heep"X"- Eep"X" -

~2
Il (ep"v~x" + x" V~ep"
(1.5)

+2VRep".VRX,,)]drltfr2' . .drN = O
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in which the symbol R is naw used for the internucIear distance R Si IRa - Rb I.
Recall that the center-of-mass motion bas been removed. Using equation 1.3

and the orthonormality of the

[El

-

E

-

~;

V~]XI

= +

(4>A,).

~ [1

this equation reduces to

4>~V~4>k drXk

~;

+ 2 ~; 1 4>~VR4>kdr,vRxkJ.

(1.6)

The primary fact to notice in equation 1.6 is that there is coupling between
the electronic states 4>kand 4>,caused by the fact that 4>kand 4>,depend opon
Ra and. hence. vary as Ra moves. Thus. the t/1 function of equation 1.4 cannot

be expressed as a single product 4>kXkbut requires all of the electronic wavefunctions to describe even a single total stale wavefunction. Faced with the
problem that it is not possible to express the exact solution as an electronic
wavefunction multiplied by a vibration/rotation function. an approximation
is needed. Two approximations are described in the following section.

1.1. Born-Oppenheimer and Adiabatic ApproximatioDS
In the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation. 011of the terms on the right-hand

side of equation 1.6 (including the 4>k=

4>,

term) are ignored. This procedure

is equivalentto assumingthat t/1can be approximated as 4>,X,and that 4>,does
not vary (strongly) with Ra. Then. equation 1.6 is the Schrodinger equation for
the motion (vibration/rotation) of the nuclei in the potential energy field
E,(Ra) = v,. namely.

(- ~; V~ +

VI)XI

= EX,.

(1.7)

This equation states that the electronic energy. which certainly depends on
where the nuclei are located. provides the potential energy surface on which
the nuclei move. (Note that this potential surface is different for different electronie states labeled by I.) Thus. equation 1.7 is nothing but the vibrationl
rotation (VIR) problem and X, is one of the VIR wavefunctions for the Ith
stale. In other words. X, = x'",Jand E = E"w; v and Jare tbe vibration and
rot~tion quantum numbers.
In the adiabatic approximation. the k = I terms on the right-hand side of
equation 1.6 are retained. As a result. the potential surface Celtby the nuclei
also includes the terms
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r.
J (tP,

fl2

2

)

2/LVRtp, dr

and

I tp: (-:

7

VRtp, )dr'VR'

The V/R wavefunctions x, then algOdepend upon these "non-Born-Oppenheimer (BO) correction terms." Very rew calculations in the literature have
inc1udedsuch corrections. In the nonadiabatic approximation one attempts to
keep aU, or at least the most significant, terms in equation 1.6, but ab initio
calculations at this level have been dane only on very smaHsystems(see Kolos
and Wolniewiez, 1963, 1964, 1965).
Whenever we have twa or more surfaces (Et and E2) that come close
together, we musI consider the coupling of their electronic and nuclear motions. The usual war to think of this is to assume that the twa unperturbed
problems(ignoringthe right-hand sideof equation 1.6)for tPtxY,vJandtP2X~v'J'
have been solved. Then we attempt to represent the true if; as a combination of
these twa most important terms with unknown coefficients. The resulting 2 x 2
secular problem bas diagonal elements EY,vJand E~v'J'; for specific choiees of
vJ and v' J' these elements tan be nearly degenerate. The orf-diagonal terms
are

-

,,2
+2(VRtP2)'VRX~v'J.)'
2/L <tPtXY,vJI(V~tP2)X~v'J'
.

These non-Born-Oppenheimercoupling matrix elements, which determine the
splittingbetween the twa potential surfaces, will be large in reglonsof R-space
in whiehthe electronic wavefunctionsare expectedto undergo large changesin
their bonding characteristics (for example, when changing erom jonie to
covalent bonds or when breaking old bonds and forming new bonds).
Although it might not be important to be able to perform quantitative ab
initio quantum calculations that inc1udenon-Born-Oppenheimer terms, it is
important to understand when such terms are likely to be large, because it is
under these circumstancesthat the concept of the separate or uncoupled potential energy surfaces (V,) breaks down. Alternatively, the idea of potential
energy surfaces tan be kept, and the coupling terms on the right-hand side of
equation 1.6 tan be viewed as giving rise to transitions erom one surface to
another. Such so-called radiation/ess transitions become important when the
potential energy surfaces of the electronie states tP/t and tPI approach or intersect one another. This problem of the rate of transitions among surfaces
will be treated in more detail later (Chapters 5 and 6), when photochemical
processesin which a molecule is prepared in an excited staLeare considered.
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1.2. Intersections or Potential Energy Sunaces
In section 1.1 reference was made to electronic potential energy surfaces that
intersect. Let us now briet1y examine the circumstances in which two surfaces
actually can "cross" one another. Consider a pair of approximate electronic

wavefunctions cP 1 and

cP2

that might correspond to two different electronic

configurations (e.g., Na+, CI- and Na., a.) of the same molecule. Alt~matively,
one could be referring to the coupling of zeroth-order Born-Oppenheimer
wavefunctions to field the fulI non-Born-Oppenheimer 1/;,as discussed above.
In the former case, the 2 x 2 secular problem that results erom using these two
functions as a basis for approximating the correct electronic wavefunctions cPl
and cP2bas energy levels given by the expression

E%

=

~

ru + h22:t .J(hu - hu)2 + 4hl~

(1.8)

in which

hi} E

I cP~h.cP}dr.

(1.9)

To make the two energy levels E % equal (for surface intersection) it is necessary

that hu = hu and hu = Oat the same geometrical point(s). For a diatomic
molecule,the elementshi}ale functions of R only, 50it is not generallyposSible
to find R-values at which both of the above conditions ale met. As a result,
potential energy curves of diatomic molecules do not cross (unless cPland cP2
have different symmetry and hu is identically zero for all R). For a general
molecule with Natoms,

there ale 3N

- S (linear) or 3N - 6 (nonlinear)

vibra-

tional degreesof freedom upon which E % can depend. By insistingthat

hu = hu and hu = O,the dimension ofthe space in which E%can intersect is
reduced to 3N - 7 or 3N - 8 (for two states of the same symmetry for a nonlinear molecule). Hence, states of the same symmetry can cross, though they
cross on a surface whose dimension is two less than that of the potential energy
surfaces on which the molecule is moving. As a result, the molecule does not
frequently encounter such crossing geometry, so the fact that the surfaces may
actually cross at specjal points is not particu1arly important. The essential
point is that when surfaces approach one another closely (e.g., in the neighborhoods of crossings), transitions ale likely to occur. (The rates of these transitions ale discussed in Chapter 6.) The extension of the above analysis to
intersections among mOle than two surfaces is nontrivial and bas been given by
Alden Mead (1979).
In summary, the potential energy surfaces upon which chemists usually
,
,""..
,
, -."l ~h"',,,.h"m;"~1
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"gure 1-1
Potential energy surface of XII; ground-state HCN as a function of the location of the H atom for
fixed CN bond length. The minimum on this surface is located at the linear (9 = 180°)geometry
with the H atom bonded to the C atom.

reactions caD be thought of as solutions to the Born-0ppenheimer version of
the electronic Schrodinger equation (equation 3). The dependence of these
electronic energy levels lEkI on the internat coordinates of the molecule is what
generates the potential surfaces that ale depicted in maDYtexts (for exaQlple,
see Eyring, Walter, and Kimball, 1944; Pearson, 1976). This concept is illustrated in Figures l-l and 1-2 by contour graphs of the potential energy surfaces of the ground (Xl E) and n1l"*exCited (Ci A') states of HCN as functions
~~ .1- TT ~1
O,h.H'" "
. TT~" '-~~ 1 ".."1,, ""
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Flgure 1.1
Potential energy surface of the CI fi{ state of HCN as a function of the location of the H atom for
fixed CN band length. Note the potential well at an HCN ansie near 140° and the barrier at 180°.
Dashed contours are lower in energy than the solid contours.

Chapter 2
Symmetryand
Potential EnergySurfaces

In this ehapter two points are eonsidered: (1) the information provided by the
shape and topology of a surfaee and (2) how the shape of the surfaee makes the
nuclei (moleeular framework) move in a war that might lower the symmetry of
the moleeule.
In general, a potential energy surfaee is a funetion of 3N - 5 or 3N - 6
internal eoordinates. Fór example, for HCN these eoordinates eould be rCH,rCN,
and °HCN'At loeal minima on the energy surfaee s~an displaeements of aDYof
these internal eoordinates (X;) inerease the eleetronic energy. (Note that moce
than one minimum might be present, as, in the ease of HCN and HNC.) Henee,
at the loeal minima, the slopes or gradients vanish,
iJE

(iJXi )min= O,

(2.1)

and the eurvatures are positive, that is,
iJ2E

(iJX~ )min> O,

(2.2)

and
iJ2E

det

(iJXiiJXj)min> O.

(2.3)

An alternative statement is that the gradients vanish and the eigenvaluesof the
Hessian matrix (iJ2E/iJXiiJXj)are positive. Notiee that iLis possible that
although equations 2.1-2.3 are obeyed, the potential wen loeated at this
minimum may not be deep enough to hold a bound vibrational state (if the
zero-pointvibrational energyis greater than the dissociationenergyof the wen).
At an aetivated complex or transition state, equation 2.1 is still valid for
0/1eoordinates, but along one specjal direction (which generally will be SOfie
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-~')1~~2

'@/

7)!!t\f
H+H2

-

Flgure 2-1
Hl + H. The central
Schematic plot of potential surfaces for the exchange reaction H + Hl
point is symmetric H30 which is at a maximum in energy. The dashed lines Bre the reaction coordinates actually followed.

combination of all of the X,-that isoQr = 1::a,rX,) the curvature is negative.
azE/aQz < O.with all other curvatures being positive. This direction is called
the reaction coordinate. If this direction is folIowedaway erom the transition
stale. the slope aE/aQr becomes nonzero. In particular. if we move along Qr
in a manner that maintains all other slopes at zero. namely aE/aX, = Oand
azE/aX: > O. then it is said that one is "walking along a reaction path."
There may. of course. be moce than one reaction path and mocethan one transition stale on the potential energy surface of a molecule. which simply means
that there ismore than one reaction event that this molecule (or "super"
molecule)can undergo. By super molecule is meant the total system consisting
of all atoms involvedin the reaction. For example. HzCO can undergo decomposition to field either Hz + CO or H + HCO. Hence. HzCO. Hz + CO. and
H + HCO all consist of the same super molecule.
From the above discussion. we see that the reaction coordinate

Qr

traces

out the "valley floor." defming the reaction path that connects the reactants
to the activated complex (where even aE/aQr = O). Because a "mountain
pass" such as that described above for the activated complex bas only one
direction of negative curvature. it cannot connect moce than twa valleys. and
hence the reaction coordinate

Qr

must be nondegenerate at the activated com-

plex. Figure 2-1 illustrates this situation; it should be elear that the top of the
mountain cannot be an activated complex. Lower-energypathways exist for
getting erom one valley to another. and along these lower-energypaths there
are nondegenerate motions with negative curvatures that have a point at which

aE/aQr =.0.
Tt-;~ "nt tr11" tl."t thp rn(\r(H"~tpc: of a molecule IIctua11v move on ty along
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potential surface; the internat motion of a molecule depends both upaD the
surface and upaD how the collision occurs (initial molecular orientations.
velocities. etc.). However. it is still useful to learn how to follow the reaction
coordinate flam local minima characterizing reactants through the activated
complexto products. If this path tan be folIowed. one might be able to predict
whether the energy of the activated complex is high (Le.. if a large activation
energyis expected).Hence. eventhough we ale primarilyinterestedin energeties
(in contrast to the actual dynamics that the moleculeundergoeson the surface).
knowledge of the shape of the potential surface is important. To carry out
dynamie studies of reaction mechanisms requires knowledge of the potential
energy surface(s) at alt geometnes that ale energetically accessible-not anty
along Qr. Although such studies ale becoming common in modern research in
chemical dynamics. we ghali focus onconsiderations of energeticsand hence
be satisfied to walk along or near Qr.
From the slopes and curvatures of a potential energy surface at same
starting geometry {R~I. automated algorithms (Cerjan and Miller. 1981;

Simons.J~rgensen.Taylor.and Ozment.1983)tan be usedto walkalong Qr
flam {R~Ito same new geometry {R~I.Continuing this step-by-step procedure. a
transition stale tan eventually be reached. Further walking leads to the product
stale determined by this particular transition stale. Such step-by-step walks ale
naw routinely carried out in theoretical studies of chemical reactions. In this
book. such walks will be conceptualized but not performed quantitatively.
The concepts just described relating to the shape of a potential energy surface tan be used to determine whether an electronic wavefunction tPo. which
bas energy Eo at a starting geometry {Q?I. corresponds to a local minimum
(e.g.. stable conformer). to a transition stale. or to same point lying along the
reaction coordinate. These conclusions tan be made mOle quantitative. To do
sa. the dependence of the electronie Hamiltonian. which determines theenergy
surfaces. on the internat coordinates of the molecule must be examined.
The anty term in h.(r i IR,,) that is an electronic operator and depends on
R" is the electron-nuclear coulomb interaction
V.n E

- EZ"e2lri
- R"I-I.
i",

Consider naw how this interaction energy would change if same geometrical
coordinates were changed by a smali amount. The coordinate Q that is changed
may be same combination of the x. Y. and z position coordinates of each of the
nuclei (Q = EC,,'
R,,). The change in V.ncaused by a smali change in Q tan be
"
expressed as
aV.n - ~("'.

v ). (aR,,\

t, 4)
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The derivative VR Vm is a vector containing the Xa, Ya, and Za derivatives of
Vm' For example;

a
.

ax " Vm= - EZae2Irt-Ral-3(Xt-Xa),
,.

(2.S)

in which X; and Xa are the x coordinates oCthe ith electron and the ath
nucIeus, respectively,Notice that avm/ax" bas X-symmetryas an operator in
the space of the electrons, so VRVmis a vector whose three components have
x, y, and z symmetry as electonic operators. The aRa/aQ term is nothing but
the change in Ra accompanying a unit change in Q. The reactioncoordinate
caD also be written as a linear combination of the elementary nucIear coordinate displacements. In fact, the elementary displacements, which are 3N

-6

or 3N - S in number, can be combined (see Wilson, Decius, and Cross, 19S5)
to give an equal number of symmetry coordinates (Qt):
Q;

= EC;jRjt

(2.6)

j

in which the IRA are the x, y, or z displacement coordinates. Conversely, it is
also possible to express the displacements in terms oCthe symmetry coordinates, namely,
Rj = E(C-1)j;Q;o

(2.7)

As will be seen shortly, only distortions that are totally symmetric contribute to the slope of the potential energy surCacewhen one is on the reaction
coordinate. Hence, for motions along the (symmetric)reaction coordinate Qrt
the derivative term appearing in equation 2.4 can berelated to the symmetry
coefficients Cij,
aRj = (C-1)jr.
aQr

(2.8)

That is, aRj/aQr is merely the element of the inverse transformation matrix.
.
For example, in H2O there are twa stretching coordinates
1
Q,., = ..fi. (~OHI :I::~OH1).

(2.9)
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The inverse transCormation is
1
~rOHI.2

(2.10)

= J2 (Q+ Q-).
%:

Hence,
a~OH1.2 - 1 .
aQ+ -..fi. '

(2. li)

since Q+ is the reaction coordinate (at the equilibrium geometry oCH2O), these
derivatives are the values needed in equation 2.4. For the treatment oCmore
complicated symmetry coordinates, see Wilson, Decius, and Cross (1955).
AD important point is that a V.n/ aQ bas the same symmetry (when considered to be an electron;c operator) as Q itself bas (when considered as a function oCnuclear positions). How is this Cactuseful? Let us assume that we have
an electronic waveCunction, which Crom now on we denote as 1/;0,that obeys
the relation
h.(r i IR~1/;o

=

(2.12)

Eo(R~1/;o

=

(Le., the electronic Schrodinger equation at a geometry R:
Q~. Perturba, t;on theory will first be used to compute the change in the electronic energy Eo
R that accompanies a smalI chaRge in same coordinate Q. The perturbation is the
~ change in h. brought about by a smalI movement in the Q direction
!

.

h.(riIQ) = h.(rdQo)+(ah./aQ)~Q+ ~ (a2h./aQ2)~Q2+

= h~+ V.

(2.13)

The chaRgein the eIectronicenergyEo can be expressed(through second order
in ~Q) using conventional perturbation theory (Eyring, Walter, and KimbalI,
1944)as
Eo(Q)

= Eo(Q~

+

1(1/;,.1VI1/;0)QoI2
(1/;01VI1/;o)Qo + ,.110
Eo(Q~-E,.(Q~'

E

,in which the 1/;,.are the other eigenfunctions of h. at QO.

(2.14)
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2.1 Slope of the Energy Surface: First-Order Jahn- Teller Effect
Clearly the anty term that is linear in AQ appears in the (1/10
j VI1/10)
00 factor
and gives OUTapproximation to the slope of the potential surface along the Q
direction
(BEo/BQ)oo

= (1IloIBhe/BQI1Ilo)oo
= E(clR../clQ)'(1/Io
..

1- EZ..e2/
I

If, - R.. 13(fl - R..)! 1/Io}

(2.15)

+ E(oR../oQ)'E
(Rb-RCI)
CI
b 1:..:~113
b
..

The second term in equation 2.15 comes erom taking the derivative with
respect to Q of the nuclear-nuclear coulomb repulsion terms (yno>that were
also included in he(theseterms are not functions of the electroniccoordinates).
Because v"nis a totally symmetric function of the nuclear positions (Le.. it
displays the symmetry of the nuclear framework). aDYdistortion Q that is not
totally symmetricyieldsa Von/oQ = O.For example. the antisymmetricstretching coordinate of H2O does not change Von.sinceit movesone H atom cIoselto
the O wbiJethe other movesfarther away (the H-H distanceremainsconstant).
Thus. Voncontributes to the slope of the surface only for totally symmetric
distortions.
What about the symmetry effects in y...?We saw earlier that ov.n/oQ bas
the same symmetry as Q. If 1/10 is nondegenerate (Le.. not symmetry
degenerate). the product 1/I~1/Io
is totally symmetric. and thus the integral
<1/10Ia Y.../oQI

1/10)

will vanish

unless

a Y.../ oQ. and hence

Q. is also totally

sym-

metric. Therefore. for nondegenerate states anty totally symmetricdistortions
contribute to the slope of the potential surface; other kinds of motion automatically field a Ynn/oQ = o and (1/10IaY.../oQ 11/10)= O. At a minimum

or at

a saddle point. even the symmetric distortions give atotal slope of zero. since
ov"n/oQ =

- (1/101 oVen/oQI

1/10)

at these specjal points. From the definition of

Qr.

the reaction coordinate bas

to be totally symmetric if 1/10is nondegenerate. because the slope of the poten-

tial surface along Qr is assumed to be nonzero exceptat local minima or at activated complexes.
What if 1/10 is degenerate? In this casco the symmetry of

1/I~1/Io

contains at

least one element that is not totally symmetricand that itself may or may not
'.

'..

-"..r.,',

r"T".'-

-MO, h :~ ~ -:~...1"

!>nrl wpl1-k,,""'n

rpC:l11t t"at

is treated

in
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(1/1olav.n/aQI1/1o)(but not to aVnn/aQ)is also possible. Moreover, motion
along soch nonsymmetric directions (in one or the other :l: sense) will [ower
the electronic energy, so soch degenerate points on the surface are generally
not activated complexes (since the slope is nonzero at degenerate points).
Hence we conclude that a degenerate stale will generally be unstable to distortion along a nonsymmetric direction (which thereby lowers the overall symmetry of the molecule). If this nonsymmetric distortion is itself degenerate
then, though SOfie of the original symmetry of the molecule may be tost, it is
possible that not all of the symmetry is broken (by these linear <1/10
I8 v.../ 8Q 11/10)
terms). Molecules for which these slope terms are nonvanishing for degenerate
states ale said to be unstable with respect to fust-order Jahn- Tener (FOJT)
distortion. Of COllege,the symmetry of 1/1~1/10 algocontains A t (the totally sym-

metric element), so symmetricdistortions also give rise to nonvanishing slopes
for degenerate stalego However, soch symmetric distortions will generany
preserve the degeneraty of the stale 1/10'
At this stage of the analysis of movement along the reaction coordinate,
the fonowing points have been established about the potential surface: (I) At
the activated complex, Qr cannot be degenerate because a mountain pass tan
connect only two valleys; that is, the sur face. tan have only one direction of
negative curvature. (2) If 1/10is nondegenerate, Qr most be totany symmetric.

(3) If a point is reached at which 1/10 isdegeneiate,a nonsymmetricmotionwill
distort the molecule, thereby lowering its energy (remaining in the valley) and
lowering its symmetry (so this motion is now symmetric in this lowersymmetry point group). This behavior of the reaction coordinate-that
is,
totally symmetric-makes the symmetry of 1/10 unchanged (except when 1/10is
degenerate) and leads to the concept of connecting states by symmetry (symmetry conservation).

2.2 Surface Curvature: Second-Order Jabn-Teller Effect
The effects of terms that determine the s[ope of the potential energy surface
have just been described; now, curvature terms-those quadratic in Qr-will
be examined.
The quadratic terms ale mainly of concern in regions of the potential surface at which the slopes ale zero but at which the system might be unstable
because it is at a saddle point-for example, at the activated complex. Equation 2.8 bas two soch terms. The fiest term
(1/10Ia2 v/aQ~I1/1o)Q~
concern~

the re~"nn~{> nf thp

"fr(,,?',,""

"h '1rop rI,,"dh'

('ol' .1. t" ~ ~"n~nn

;n
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symmetry). and 02V/OQ~ bas the same symmetry as Q~. Hence. the term
(I/;o! 02 V/

oQ~11/;0)is generallynonzero; in factoit is also positive. This caDbe

seen by evaluating 02V/OQ2:
02V
OQ 2

~ aRa

= I.J
a,b OQ

02V

. oRaoRb .

aRb
OQ

.

(2.16)

Recall that V contains Vonand Vonterms. Because
d2/dx2!X-yl-l

= -471"ó(x-y).

(see page 69 of Arfken. 1970) the expression caD be evaluated. For Von.note
that ZaZb IRa - Rb 1-1 contains Ra - Rb in a symmetrical fashion; thus.

O/ORb\Ra-Rbl-l = -%RaIRa-Rbl-l.
Therefore.
02 Von
oRaoRa

(2.17)
= -471" EZaZbe2ó(Ra
b~a

- Rb)

and
oVnn 2
oRaoRb - 471"ZaZbeó(Ra - Rb). for a '* b.

(2.18)

Since the nuclei never are located at the same position. these ó functions
vanish.
Using the above ó-function identity. 02Von/oQ2caDbe evaluated as

cl:~Ra = ~(-Zae2)( -471")ó(ri
- Ra)and O::~Rb = o.
Thus.
02~ = EE(oRa/oQ)2471"e2ZaÓ(ri
- Ra).
oQ

(2.19)

i a

The expectation value of this term gives the first term in the curvature. namely.
1/;~1(02Von/OQ211/;0 = E471"Zae2(clRa/oQ)2p(Ra)

(2.20)
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in whichp(Ra) is the electron density in stale 1/;0 at the nucleus at Ra. Clearly,
this contribution to the curvature is always positive and will be nonzero for

any symmetry of

1/;0,

since iJ2V/iJQ2is totally symmetric. The negative cur-

vature of the surface at an activated complex is a result oCa second contribution to the curvature. This is given by

E

I (lho I(iJV/iJQI1/;o) 12(Eo -

"';tO

E"rl

and is alwaysnegative(if 1/;0 is the ground stale) because Eo - E",is negative.
Earlier, it was shown that iJV/ iJQbas the same symmetryas Q. Therefore, if Q
is totally symmetric (as it is along the reaction coordinate where 1/;0is
nondegenerate), the excited stale 1/;",most have the same symmetry as 1/;0' On
the other band, if Q is not symmetric, which might occur at a minimum or
maximum point at which a/l iJE/iJQ = O (and heRce consideration of the
quadratic terms in Eo(Q) becomes essential), or if 1/;0wece degenerate, so that

Q leads to distortion of the molecule, then the symmetry oC1/;", is dictated by
the direct product of the Q and 1/;0symmetries. Notice that because the slope of
Eo is zero at the activated complex, the energy variation is naw dictated by the
quadratic terms, which can now allow Qr to be nonsymmetric.
Clearly, for these negative curvature terms to become important (and
~ven dominant, as they are at an activated complex), the symmetry oC1/;",must
be correct and the energy splitting Eo

-

E", most be smali. This situation

occurs

when a chemical band is broken. For example, at large internuclear distances
the a2 and ala*1 configurations oCHCl are reasonably cIose together in energy.

BecauseiJV/iJQis a one-electronoperator, the excitedstates 1/;", that can couple
most strongly with 1/;0 are those that are singly excited relative to 1/;0 (Condon
and Shortley, 1957; Cook, 1978). As a result, negative curvature along the
reaction path should be possible when there are low-lying excited states that in-

,

volvesinglepromotionsof electronserombondingorbitaIsin 1/;0 to antibondingorbitaIsin 1/;",.
To gain moceinsightjoto why 1/;", and 1/;0 shouldbe relatedin this antibonding/bonding manner, recall that we are looking (using perturbation theory)
at the response oCthe system (1/;0,Eo) to a smali displacement of the nuclei
(J~rgensen and Simons, 1981). The energy response bas already been discussed
above. The change in the wavefunction caused by the perturbation Vis given by
1/;0-1/;0

+

E
(1/;",1VI1/;o)(Eo -E",)-I1/;",
"';tO

(Eyring, Walter, and KimbalI, 1944). Thus, the electron density
(through first order in the ch~,""f"in n\ hv ~n ::1mnl1nt

(2.21)
1/;~1/;0changes
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E2!f~!fIr(!flrlav/aQI!fo}(Eo-Elrr.

(2.22)

;5 E8polr.

~O

1r1l0

Where {,POIris positive, the electron density increases as the motion along Q
occurs; where it is negative, electron density decreases. The symmetry (Le., the

nadal pattern) of

{,POIr

can be determined by looking at the symmetry of

!f~!flr'

If "'o and "'Irare approximated by Slater determinants (Cook, 1978) that differ
by a single orbital replacement (,po
the nadal pattern is that of the orbital
products c/J~c/JIr'
The positive nudei will move to regions at which {,POIris
positive (Le., in which electron density piles up) and willleave regions in which
{,POIris negative.

- ,prr),

Consider, for example, the U10 molecule at its equilibrium geometry.
Since !fois nondegenerate, all of the slope terms vanish. What about the curvatures? Excitation of an electron erom the bonding a. OU orbital to its anti-

bondinga. partnergivesa ,p~,plrpattern of the form

~
~

wbicb is consistent (according to tbe above analysis of the integrals arising in
tbe curvature terms) with a symmetric stretch distortion. The bonding bl to
antibonding bl{,Polralso looks like

-

-

wbicb is also consistent witb a symmetric stretcb. On tbe other band, tbe
a.

bl

or bl

a. excitations

bave a {,POIrof tbe form

-~

c:J~

~

whicb is consistent with an antisymmetric bl stretcb. Of course, we do not ex- ~
pect any of tbese excitations to give rise to large (negative) contributions to the
curvatures in this particular (U10) case. Their excitation energies, wbicb occur
j

- ",

...~- .~~~-

~ ..~

,

'" c;ince thev involve
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excitations are moce than outweighed by the positive contributions arising
erom the terms shown in equation 2.20. This is, of course, expected hece, since
we are considering H2O at its equilibrium geometry and negative curvature is
not anticipated.
Before proceeding to the application of the ideas presented in the fiest two
chapters, it is useful to review the facts that have been established about the
reaction coordinate, the activated complex, and the slope and curvature of the

surface along Qr. Remember that the goal is to be able to use this information
to move along Qr erom reactions, through an activated complex, to products
in order to estimate the activation energy for a reaction. As this path is taken,
the symmetry of the wavefunction remains conserved except when the stale
becomes degenerate (first-order Jahn- Teller) or when low-Iying singly excited
states come joto play and give rise to second-order Jahn-Teller distortions.

Cha pter 3

Reviewot
Molecular Orbita I and
Contiguration-Mixing Ideas

Chapters I and 2 describe what a potential surface is and how a reaction path
moves along the surface. In this chapter we discuss briefly how to obtain soch
surfaces. Knowledgeof the procedure is important because it relates to the actual numerica! evaluation of potential energy surfaces and, furthermore,
because it makes one think about those electronicconfigurations that are likely
to be important in deseribing chemical reactions. These ideas are presented
maTethoroughly in Appendix A.
Consider again the hypothetical dissociation of H2O. At its equilibrium
geometry this moletuJe bas molecular orbitals with alt b2, and bl symmetries.
The Iso, O"OH'
O"~H'
and lane pair orbitals in the motecularpiane alt have al symmetry. Another O"OH
and O"~H
orbital pair bas b2 symmetry, and the Po orbital
directed perpendicular to the molecular piane bas bl symmetry. As we saw

\

~

above, the

O"OH

-

~H'

aI

-

b2,

or

b2

-

a I orbital

excitations

of H2O may play

~(

important Talesin the asymmetricdissociationto giveOH + H. Hence,weexpect
that the laf2aflb~3aflM, laf2aflb23aflbNa.. and laf2allM3aflM2b2 configurations should be important in describing this fragmentation. AIthough
the orbitais having al and b2 symmetrycaDanty be labeled as a' ance the C2v
symmetryis broken (bl becomesa"), wecaDimmediatelytell that the first configuration above cannot possibly describe OH + H because alt orbitaIs are
doubly occupied, whereas the radical fragments OH + H have twa singlyoccupied orbitals. The other twa configurations do have the correct orbital occupancy to describe OH + H.. However, at the equilibrium geometry of H2O,
this first configuration dominates the electronic wavefunction because it bas
twa pairs of bonding electrons. Hence, as .-hO fragments, a substantial
change in the electronic structure is expected to occur when moving erom one
dominant configuration to another.
Before proceeding further to specific examples, one most learn how to
construct wavefunctions whose energies give us the desired potential energy
surfaces. In the conventional molecular orbital model of electronic structure

,

(Cook, 1978; Pilar, 1968) there are three tevels of analysis of wavefunctions:

~.
~
"

~
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the orbital, configuration, and state-function levels. The electronic wavefunction of a given stale is usuaUyexpressedas a linear combination of configurations, each of which is expressed in terms of Slater determinants over
molecular orbitais (see Appendix A). In same circumstances, the stale
wavefunctions of the reactants and products may be smoothly connected (correlated) by way of the reaction coordinate, though the orbitals or orbital occupancies(configurations)of reactants and products may not correlate smoothly.
Recall that we are directed to correlate or to connect orbitals, configurations,
or statesby the observationthat Qr is totally symmetric (except where 1/10is
degenerate or when second-order Jahn-TeUer effects dominate), and henee,
movements along Qr eannot ehange the symmetry of

1/10.

3.1 Molecular Orbitais: Symmetry ol the Fock Operator
Let us recall erom Chapter l how Uartree-Fock (UF) molecular orbitals, whieh
are probably the most widety used orbitals, are obtained. (For those readers
who wish to review the fundamental stepsinvolved in ob initio moleeular orbital caleulations, a brief overview is provided in Appendix A.) A Foek
operator ean be eonstructed erom a particular orbital occupancythat is assumed
to dominate the true wavefunetion at the geometry at whieh one is located [we
naw write the operators in atomie units as in Pilaf (1968)]:
F

l

2

= -TVr-

~

~

Za

Ir-Ral

~

+ "':

r.

1-PI2

J q".(r2) Ir-r21

d

q".(r2) r2

(3.1)

in which p. extends over aU of the spin orbitals that appear in the presumed
dominant eleetronic eonfiguration. Clearly, the first twa terms in F eommute
with the symmetry operations of the molecule because they depend on Ra in a
symmetrieal manner. If the q". are nondegenerate and symmetry-adapted (this
will often be true in so-ealled symmetry-restricted UF caleulations), q,:'<r2)q".(r2)
is totally symmetric: therefore, even the coulomb part of the last term in F will
commute with aU symmetry operations. To show that the exehange part is algO
symmetrie is more difficult.
Consider the eommutator of the exchange operator K with any symmetry
operation o

[o,K]q,(r)= o(r) J K(r, r2)q,(r2)dr2 in which t~e kernel K(r, r:z) is defined as
lO

J K(r,

r2)o(r:z)q,(r:z)dr:z

(3.2)
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Now using the fact that symmetry operators are unitary (u+ = U-l), we obtain

I K(r, r2)u(r2)</J(r2)dr2 = I [u-l(r2)K(r,

r2)]</J(r2)dr2

(3.4)

and heRce

[u, K]</J(r) =

I

[u(r) - u-l(r2»)K(r,

r2)</J(r2)dr2.

(3.5)

~

i
f

From equation 3.3 il should be elear that K(r, r2) contains r and r2 in a symmetrieal manner. Moreover, for abellan point groups (those with no degenerate representations; see Cotton, 1963), U-l = u. Therefore, u(r) - u-l(r2)
operating on K(r, r2) would give zero, and the commutator [u, K] vanishes.
For nonabellan groups U-l is no longer u. However, if the sum over occupied
spin orbitals (u,.)bas equal occupancy for sets of (degenerate)orbitals thatare
related to one another by symmetry (Le., u</J,.
= </J,.,),
then the overall sum
arising in u(r)K(r, r2) will be the same (although not term-by-term) as that in
u-l(r2)K(r, r2) and again [u, K] = O. The main point is that [u, F) = Oimplles that the eigenfunctions of F, which are.the Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals, will algObe eigenfunctions of u and, heRce,will be symmetry adapted.

As a result, all of the rulesfor correlatingstates (1/;0,1/;k) that are discussed
above immediately apply algOto these Hartree-Fock orbitais sinceF bas all of
the same symmetry as h.. This means that symmetry conservation applies to
orbitals and to total wavefunctions.
Now let us review how the Hartree-Fock equations are solved for the
molecular orbitais. First, an atomie-orbital basis set consisting most likely of
. orbitais of the Slater (r"-le-r. Y/m) or the Gaussian (x"ybzce-a.2) type is chosen.
, These basis functions generally are located on each of the nudei in the molecule
being studied. Minimal, double-zeta, or extended bases induding polarization
functions are common choices. Tabulations of good basis sets are available for
the ground-state normal chemical-valence states of most first- and second-row
atoms as they occur in molecules. For example, good Gaussian bases are given
by Huzinaga (1965) and by Dunning (1970, 1971). If the stale of interest bas
unusual behavior (Le., ionic states, Rydberg states, or maDYlow-Iying excited
states), it is necessary to explore the effect of adding moce and moce atomie
basis functions. The importance of this basis-set selection step cannot be overemphasized; without a good basis, one bas little chance or achieving meaRingful results.
-,,; ODce an atomie basis is obtained, alf one-electron (kinetic energy, over.lap, and electron-nudear interactions) and twa electron ( (ab Icd» integrals are
f'v!>l1J::Il"~

{",il\'

~ ~nmn"t~..\

A t tl,;,

-t--~

;., t"'~ __1___1_0- -.-
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symmetry-adapted functions IX6)and to generale the one- and two-electron integrals over these symmetry functions.
The matrix elements of the Fock operator are then constructed (Roothaan,
1951) within the symmetry-adapted basis. This is done symmetry-by-symmetry
since F is block-diagonal. To construct each block of F all (Le., those belong-

ing to all symmetries)of the occupiedspin orbitaIs Ic/lp) must be available.
However, these Hartree-Fock molecular orbitaIs are not ret known, so an
iteration process is used (Cook, 1978). With the aid of a computer one can
guess the form of the occupied molecular orbitaIs; this is done by specifying
the expansion coefficients IC,.6)of c/lpin the symmetry-adapted basis:
c/lp

= EX6Cpb.
6

(3.6)

The guess can be made either on chemical grounds (e.g.,

= Iso for H1O)

c/lt

or, as in most computer programs, by first solving the equation
Fc/I,. =

(3.7)

epc/J,.

ignoring the coulomb"and exchangecontributions to F. The orbitaIs that result
erom the latter procedure ale usually not chemically reasonable because they
respond to only the isolated nuclei-no electron repulsion (screening)effects
were included. Nevertheless, these initial orbitaIs caDbe used to construct a
new F operator whose matrix elements (in the symmetry-adapted basis) are
defined by

Fc6= (Xc1- ~ V:- ~

Ir~RallX6)

+ EEC,.dCpA(xcXdlx6Xf)
p

dJ

- (XcxdlxfX6)OS...s.],

(3.8)

(Roothaan, 1951) in which p.runs over the occupied spin orbitaIs and osI' ,sc in-

dicates tha. the spin (a, (3)of c/I,.must match that of Xcfor the exchangeterm
to contribute. Tbe form of tbe Fock matrix given in equation 3.8 is appropriate for performing a spin-unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHp) calculation.
Thereale twodifferentF matricesfor tbea and p spin orbitaIs. Tberefore, tbe
molecular orbitaIs computed for a and (3 spin generally differ. Numerous
techniques exist tbat attempt to overcome this somewbat inconvenient fact
(different ,orbitaIsfor different spins), so a single Fock matrix can be used to
generale spatial orbitaIs tbat ale appropriate for botb a and p spins.Wewill
"..-f'-

-

".

1,~-o

1_~.,~..o~

"..'

...:,',

.~

pmnh"o;7<>

,hp
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of their solutions for specjal cases. These are treated in a elear manner by
Cook (1978).
Having formed F (using the crude (C,..d»,we solve
FC,.

= E,.SC,..

(3.9)

in which S is the overlap matrix, for a new set of (C,.) coefficients that are then
used to form a new F and, subsequently, a new set (C,.). This iterative selfconsistent-field (SCF) procedure is continued until the (C,.) no 10nger vary
erom iteration to iteration.
The results ot such an SCF calculation are a set of occupied and unoccupied (virtual) orbitais (4>,.)and orbital energies (E,.). For example, for a
double-zeta basis of H2O, there are fourteen Xcfunctions (eight s and six p).
Hence, F is a 14 x 14 matrix having fourteen eigenvalues and fourteen
eigenvectors. Of the fourteen SCF orbitals, only five are occupied in the
ground stale (la~2a~lb~3aHb~); nine are virtual or unoccupied orbitals. Keep
in mind that the words occup;ed and v;rtual only refer to the occupancy which
you guessed to start the SCF procedure. We saw earlier that as H2O is puned
apart to give OH + H, the occupancy changes. Thus, for OH + H it would be
maTe natural to use the "open shen" configuration to define occupancy.

3.2. When CaD Orbita. Energies be Added?
Before elosing this discussion of orbitals, let us review (Cook, 1978; Pilar,
1968)the expression for the total electronic energy EHFin the Hartree-Fock
approximation:
EHF

, (3.10)

= EE,.~E(/LI'IJW)'
,.
,..~

in which /Land I' run over the occupied spin orbitals and (/Lv IiW) representsthe

coulomb interaction integrals minus the exchapge integrals (Cook, 1978) over
the Hartree-Fock molecular orbitals. ILis important to note tltat the sum of the
occupied orbital energies does not give EHF' because, through F, each E,.contains interactions between 4>,.and all other 4>~orbitals. Hence, the sum E,.E,.
doubly counts the electron-electron interactions. As a result, the second term
in equation 3.10 is needed. Although EHF+ Ea,b (ZaZb/ Rab) is not equal to
the sum of orbital energies plus the nuelear repulsion energies, the changes in
this energy accompanying molecular distortion caD, for neutral molecules,
often be approximated wen by the changes in E,. E", This approximation works
t,~~~
"
.
.

t
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on different centers. That is, the subtracted electron-electron repulsions involving orbitais on different atoms cancel the repulsions of the corresponding
nuclei (at least at large band length). This cancenation does not occur for ions
because there ale "extra" or "missing" electrons whose repulsions ale not
cancened. One moce thing must be stressed at this time: even though the shape
oCthe HF-Ievelpotential energy surCacemight be wen represented by the shape
oCE,. E,.,the entire Hartree-Fock picture rests on a guessof the dominant electronic configuration occupancy and the assumption that "'o and Eo could be
accurately represented by a single determinant wavefunction. Jf the guess is
wrong, or if the correct electronic wavefunction requires moce than one configuration to describe reality qualitatively (e.g., in H2O as it fragments joto
OH + H), the shape of the Hartree-Fock surface win probably not be correct.

3.3. Configuration Construction and Mixing
In the preceding sections the means by which molecular orbitals ale defined,
calculated, and correlated by symmetry along the reaction coordinate have
been descnbed. This information is not, however, sufficient to allow a statement
about how the wavefunctions ale to be symmetry~rrelated-other
information
is needed about how the orbitals ale occupied in the stale wavefunction "'°.
This amounts to specifying the electronic configurations that ale important in
describing "'o throughout the entire lange of the reaction coordinate. Many
sophisticated ab initio computer programs (Shavitt, 1978) have configurationselection subroutines that choose those configurations of the proper symmetry
whose energies (expectation values) are law in order to represent the ground ar
low-lying excited states accurately.
In most chemical reactions, by using information about the orbital energy
variations and estimates of electron repulsion energies, we tan guess those rew

configurations likely to dominate

"'°.For the asymmetric fragmentation of

H2O,weexpectboth the (1-4)(0')2(10")2and the (30')2- 30'50' configura- 1
tions to be important. The farmer configuration dominates "'o near the
equilibrium geometry of H2O, whereas the latter dominates for OH + H. For!
the OH + H geometry the (1-4)(a')2(10")2 configuration corresponds to
OH-+H+. At the equilibrium geometry of H2O, the (30')2-30'50'
eon-!
figuration describes a singly excited stale of H2O that bas one OH band
broken (Le., C7~HC70H.C7~H').

~. to wra" ",...","

!>11nrrnnl,"des

:
!
.

In general, we fiest consider how the orbitals of the reactants and products symmetry-correlatealong the reaction coordinate. This is dane by simply
ordering the orbitals of reactants and products by their energies and by connecting the orbitais of the same symmetry by "correlation lines." Then we at.~

~

(configurations) of these orbitals that ale
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electronic energy. From this list of dominant configurations, a qualitative diagram can be drawn displaying their energies (expectation values) as functions
of the reaction coordinate. This diagram is referred to as a configurationcorrelation diagram (CCD); it is the configuration-space analog of the orbitalcorrelation diagram (OCD).
The step of constructing the configuration-correlation diagram brings us
closer to the goal oCpredicting how the total electronic energy varies along the
reaction coordinate. However, we stm must consider the fact that configurations
of the same symmetry must be combined (in the configuration interaction step)

to give the correct electronic wave functions. In quantitative calculations dane
on modern computers, the Slater-Condon rules (see Condon and Shortley,
1957,or Cook, 1978)ale used to evaluate the Hamiltonian matrix elements
Hi} := (~iIHI~})

(3.11)

between the important configurations (~il whose overall space and spin symmetry is .correct. The eigenvalues of the H matrix then give the total electronic
,. energies of those states that arise flam the configurations (~i}. These total
stale energies, when plotted as functions of the reaction coordinate, generale
the state-correlation diagram (SCD), which finally allows something to be said
about the shape of the potential energy surfaces along the reaction coordinatein particular, whether large or smali reaction barriers ale expected.
If ab initio calculations ale not being dane on a computer, a qualitatively
correct picture of the state-correlation diagram can still be achieved by using
the configuration-correlation
diagram. The reasoning is that, when the
energies of twa configurations cross on the configuration-correlation diagram,
the states that arise flam the mixing of these twa configurations will have
energies that aviod one another because of configuration interaction (see
Shavitt, 1977). Thus, simply by converting all of the crossings that occur in the
,

.

configuration-correlation
diagramto avoidedcrossings,an approximatestate-

lcorrelation diagram is obtained.
~
Before considering how a state-correlation diagram for a chemical reac;tion is used, it is valuable to review the essential characteristics of the reaction
,j,coordinate. It is a totally symmetric motion on the potential surface, except
:when "'o is degenerate or when low-lying excited states o( another symmetry
fare present tllat can couple «"'klav/aQI"'o»
to "'o, in which cases the reac~tióncoordinate becomes symmetric ance the symmetry is lowered. The impor~tant point is that, by labeling the wavefunctions with only those symmetry
~elementsthat ale preserved along the entire reaction palb, the reaction COof~dinateis always symmetric and, hence, ,the symmetry of "'o remains constant.
~s means that whenever we guess a reaction coordinate, the symmetries or
"theorbitals, configurations. and states should be Il'heleil nc:;nltnnh. l"'~ro ~"m-
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sidering the C2yinsertion of an atom (say Mg) joto the hond of H2' ooly the

elements of the C2ypoint group most be used, whichmeans that the 1S, 3P2,l,O,

and 1P statesof Mgmostbe labeledaccordingto howthey transformunder
C2v'Being able to do this is crucial to the use of symmetry correlation concepts
as a tool for understanding reactivity.

3.4. Approximate Symmetry
In this section one moce point conceroing the preserved symmetry elements
will be made. The symmetries of the active orbitals (those orbitals involved in
the bond-breaking and hond-forming process) are determined by the potential
energy field influencing the electrons in these orbitals. This field depends in
turo opon how the nuclei and the passive-occupied orbitals ale arranged in
space. However, those nuclei and passive orbitals that are spatially far erom an
active orbital will have little influence on the potential field at this active site.
As a resu1t, the shape (nodal characteristics and symmetry) of this active orbital
will be tiUle influenced by nuclei and orbitals that are far erom il. For example,
we do not expect the carbonyl1/" and 1/"*orbitals of H2CO (formaldehyde) to be
qualitatively different erom those of (H3Q2CO (acetone) or even H3C(CO)H
(acetaldehyde). In fact, we expect the 1/"and 1/"*orbitals to maintain their odd
character under reflection through the pIane containing the C(CO)H group to

a very high extent. Certainly the quantitative nature of the 1/" orbital, which is
moce highly localized on the oxygen, and the 1/"* orbital, which is polarized
toward the carbon, will be differently influenced by substituents. However,
the basic orbital nodal characteristics, which is really the most important
aspect of symmetry used. remains largely intact. Thus. approximate localsymmetry is almost as good as true overall molecular symmetry.

!I\j

Part 2
Applications to
ThermaI Reactions

In Chapters 1-3 the theoretleol foundatlons were lald that are needed to
understand the energetlcs of reactlons taking place on a single potentlal
energy surface. It would be qulte dlfflcult to apply those concepts In a
rlgorous quantltatlve fashlon to cny reactlon Involvlng a potentlal energy
surface havlng more than a lew degrees of freedom. Theprocess of walkIng clono the reactloncoordlnate requlres that the potentlal surface be
explored and that the preclse nature of the reactlon coordlnate Q, be
determlned. Although such calculatlons have recently become feaslble
for systemscontalnlng three or tour atoms, one almost never knowsexactly
how to walk clono Q, for reactlons of more complleoted molecules.
Therefore, In most appllcatlons of symmetry-conservatlon concepts, a J
reactlon path Ispostulated, and one attempts to explore how the orbita I,
j

~

conflguratlon,
clono thls
path. One
that,j
by
chooslng a and
pathstale
that energles
glves rlsevary
to favorabie
overlap
of thehopes
Important
orbitais of the reactant specles, the postulated path Is close to the true
reactlon coordlliate.
Another problem Isthat, In addltlon to belng oble to know the reacIlon coordlnate preclsely, reactlon pathways other than those chosen
may be avallable. Forexample, If the one-step four-center reactlon of H2
wlth h to produce 2HIwere examlned, a reasonable concluslon would be
that the reactlon has a high actlvatlon energy. However, thls concluslon
does not elIminate the posslblllty that HI can be formed by some other
mechanism, 50 It Is Important to explore olI pathways that mlght yleld the
deslred products. The symmetry methods lIIustrated In thls chapter and
those for photochemlcal reactlons In Chapter 7 eon be used to analyze
cny single reactlon step that Involves breaking old bonds and slmultaneously forming new product bonds. If a proposed reactlon path eouses
reactants to glve rlse to products In a single step, the reactlon Istermed "
concerted. The symmetry rules eon be applled to the single step of Buch
concerted reactlons to predlct dlrectly whether the reactlon would have a
large actlvotlon energy. For stepwlse reactlon mechanlsms, the symmelry

...

rules must be applled to each step. Ilcny step Inthe reactlon Ispredlcted
to have a larga actlvatlon energy. the overall reactlon would not be expected to proceed wlth great speed.
ItIssuggested that readers who have not recently mada usa ol pointgroup symmetry tools such as character tables. dlrect products, and
projectlon operators read Appendlx C before beglnnlng the examples
treated In Chapter 4.

Chapter 4
Examples for Analyzing
Ground-State
Thermal Processes

In this chapter several examples of applications of the symmetry arguments are
presented.

4.1. Simple Predictions from Orbital-,
Configuration-, and State-Correlation Diagrams
The thermal addition reaction of a nitrogen molecule and a hydrogen molecule
to field cis-diimide is a straightforward problem.
H

H

+
N====N
,

.

H
I

N=N

H
I

We begin by considering only the orbitals directly involved in changing the
bonds and assume that C2vsymmetry is preserved during the reaction paththis is the guess of the reaction coordinate. The steps for attacking the problem
Bre the following:
1. AD orbital-correlation diagram is drawn for the proposed reaction path.
2. A hypothesis is made for the likely (energetically favorable) eon figurations, and a configuration-correlation diagram is constructed.
3. The state-correlation diagram is made and is then used to determine
whether the reaction is thermally allowed along this reaction path.
If we assume that the reaction coordinate involves the C2v'approach as
,owo in Figure 4-1, the active orbitals are the bonding and antibonding (1HH
1I"NN
orbitals. Notice that we are not trying to deduce the reaction coor-

~.

ate but merely proposing a reaction coordinate and observing whether a

i gh' barrier to that reaction is expected. The basic approach is to tfY all reac[don pathways that we believe to be likely for'good band formation. If we then
[usume that the potential energy surface can be smoothly interpolated between
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Fllun 4-1
Cis addhion path.

crlrH (b2)

0i*-cr;{b2)
0;*+crl{O1 )

E
7T~{b2)

7TNN (01 )

Oi ~cr2 (b2)
O; + cr2 (O. )

crHH(01)

N2 + H2

N2H2 (cis)

Fllun 4-2
Orbital-correlation
diagramfor cisaddition.

these postulated pathways, which have same symmetry, then a qualitative picture of the fuli surface tan be obtained.
Since nitrogen is more electronegative than hydrogen, the expected energy
ordering of the N2 and H2 orbitaIs is that shown in Figure 4-2. The spacing betweeD the bonding and antibonding H2 orbitaIs is larger than for the N2 11'
boQd7energy. In more complicated situations, one often resorts to using information about valence ionization potentials to provide, via Koopmans' theorem,
(Pilar, 1961), the ordering of the orbital energies for reactants and products. ,:
Figure 4-2 also yields the symmetries of the orbitaIs of both N2 + 82 and cis.

'-':~",

,.1:~~~.,..- :~.."h'n~

., croc:c:inq ~monl!:
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(O; + CT2)2 (0;*+CTi)2

-

E

r
2 ,..2

"NNvHH

-

N2+ H2

(Oj + CT2)2(Oj

- CT2)2

N2H2 (cis)

Fllore 4.3
Configuration-correlationdiagram and state-correlationdiagram for cis addition.

-

reaction N2 + H2
HNNH is forbidden (remember that only cis-HNNH is
being treated hece because we assume C2vsymmetry); we stm have to look at
the configuration-correlation diagram and the state-correlation diagram.
Sincethe ground electronic states of N2and H2 possessdouble occupancy
of the bonding1rNN
orbital and the bonding UHH orbital, the 1r~NU~H configuratlon, which bas (a~a~)= tA t symmetry, should be important. At the other
end of the assumed reaction coordinate is cis-HNNH, which should be
dominatedby the (U~HI)(U~H1) = (a~)(b~) = t A t configuration. The fact that
these two confzguratzons do not correlate is shown in Figure 4-3, which algo
shows the avoided configuration crossing that gives rise to the state-correlation
diagram. Notice that configurations are correlated according to the symmetries of the orbitaIs that are occupied in the configurations rather than by
their overall space-spin symmetry. The steepness of the two configuration
'energy lines shown in Figure 4-3 is determined by the relative energies of the
two dominant configurations at the extremes of the reaction coordinate. For
:example,the 1r~HU~H
configuration, which correlates to U~HU~~,is expected to
be very high in energy (since both NH bonds are broken) on the diimide side of
'he reaction. Baserl uoon the ::lhove state-correlation diagram, a substantial
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CT(b)

><

o;*+CT;(O)

'7Tl:N
(O)

U1*-CT{(b)

'7TNN(b)

U1 -CT2 (b)

CTHH
(o)

U1 +CT2 (o)

E

N2H2(frans)

N2+ H2
Figure 4-4
Orbital-correlationdiagram for trans addition.

We most also consider whether the interaction between the twa configurations that cross would be large enough to produce soch strongly avoided crossings that the state-correlation diagram would show no barrier. This is not likely
because the configuration coupling is caused only by the ril terms in he (since
the configurations differ by two orbitais as discussed in Appendix A), and
these electronic interaction terms are usually quite smali. Hence. configuration
pairs that differ by twa orbitals relative to one another should display weakly
avoided crossings. Notice that the orbital crossing (noncorrelation) leads to the :
configuration noncorrelation, erom which a high barrier is predicted. The '
above analysis shows that this reaction is thermally forbidden. The word ther-

mai is employed becausethe molecular orbitals are occupied in a war that is "
appropriate to the ground states of reactants and products, and the system iso
consideredto move on this ground-state surface. The reaction is forbidden onty
because a large symmetry-imposedactivation barrier to this thermal reaction
should be present.
We naw consider the reaction N2 + H2 HNNH(trans).The relevant
point group is naw C2(where the C2 rotation axis is perpendicular to the pIane
of the molecule, and the orbital correlation diagram is given in Figure 4-4.
Now the orbital symmetries correlate differently. so that the configurationI'nr,T'!'I:\tion
di:uJT':\m
(Fi!mre4-5) does not involveconfiguration crossing (Le..

-
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crHH

1TNN

(0;-cr2)

N2 +H2
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(O; +cr2)2

N2H2 (trans)

FIgure4-5
Configuration-correlationdiagram and state-correlationdiagram for trans additioo.

1r~O~H correlates directly with O~HI0~H2)'Hence, the formation of transHNNH via a C2 reaction coordinate should involve no significant symmetryimposed barrier. Thus, N2H4 should thermally fragment via a trans reaction
'coordinate, and H2 should attack N2 in a trans mann er. This latter prediction
is based upaD symmetry considerations alone, and it does not mean that such a
trans attack would occur easily-for exampl~, in a collision. In fact, such a
collision is not likely to be successful, since the band length of the H2 molecule
is so short that a great deal of energy would be required just to stretch the H2
sufficiently to make formation of the twa new NH bonds feasible.
The above symmetry considerations include nothing about geometrical
factors or the overall reaction thermodynamics (such as band strengths of the
reactant and product); symmetry only makes requirements on the nadal patterns of the important orbitaIs. Il is essential to keep Ibis point in min~ in all
subsequent problems.
Notice algo that, because the C2vpoint group bas no degenerat e representations, nowhere (except at infinite separation) along the hypothetical reaction
palb do aDYorbitais or states become degenerate. Hence, questions involving
fiest-order Jahn-Teller instability do not occur in Ibis example.
~

Onlytwa possiblereaction paths have been considered,and it is reasonable

':to wonder whether collisions that are slightly non-C2v tan field cis-diimide,
because in the Cs point group, which would rigorously pertain to such a collirsion, the al and b2 orbitaIs both have a' symmetry. As a result, the rigorous
torbital-correlation diagram would not include an orbital crossing and, hence,
'.

the configuration-correlation diagram and state-correlation diagram would

fi not predict a forbidden reaction. However, Ibis rigorous analysis is incorrect!
. The concept of near ~vmmf'frv !>1",.,
!>1I1')"'"
"" fI')."",1" f',,~~I..~:,..u 1_~...t ..",."
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symmetry analysis to collisionsthat involve near-C2vgeometries. That is,

neor the C2v geometry that was analyzed, a symmetry-imposed barrier, whose
precise shape and height will vary somewhat as one moves further erom C2v
geometry, will still be present. As will be seen in later examples, it is not the
rigorous symmetry that actually gives rise to orbital symmetry nonconservation but the nadal characteristics of the orbitais. These nadal patterns remain
even when rigorous symmetry is tost.

4.2. AD Example of Unimolecular DecompositioD
This example makes use oCmoce quantitative data on ionization energies to
order the molecular orbitais. If soch data is available, it is certainly wiseto use
il, because then one caDmake moce quantitative predictions about the thermal
and photochemical behavior of a system. As an example, the thermal decomposition of Cormaldehydeto carbon monoxide and a hydrogen molecule
H2CO

-

H2

+ CO

is analyzed. A minimum-basis molecular-orbital calculation bas been carried
out (Cook, 1978; Pilar, 1968; SchaeCer, 1971) and bas yielded the orbital
energies (in eV) given in Table 4-1. We begin by postulating a reaction coordinate, by assuming that C2vsymmetry is preservedduring the decomposition,
and proceed through the following steps:
I. The symmetry oCthe molecular orbitaIs oCthe formaIdehyde molecule,
the hydrogen molecule, and carbon monoxide are classified according
to the point-group symmetrythat is preservedduring the reaction path.
2. An orbital-correlation diagram for this reaction path is drawn.
3. A configuration-correlation diagram is constructed, and the statecorrelation diagram is used to determine whether the thermal decomposition oCformaIdehyde is allowed.
The irreducible representations of the formaIdehyde molecular orbitaIs
givenin Table 4-1 determihe the coordinate systemto be used. The lal and 201
molecular orbitaIs are the ls orbitaIs on oxygen and carbon, respectively.Ali
01 orbitaIs have the symmetry of the z coordinate ws. The 1b 1 orbital is unique
among the occupied molecular orbitals and, hence, most represent the 11"
molecular orbitaIs of the carbonyl group that are aligned along the y axis, lying
perpendicular to the piane oC the formaIdehyde molecule (Figure 4-6). The
symmetry labeis that Can thus be attached to the active molecular orbitaIs are
the Collowing:
The hydrogen mo/ecu/e. 10.(01), 10,,(b2)
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TABLE 4-1
ORBITAL ENERGlES IN eV FoR
FORMALDEHYDE. CARBON MONOXIDE. AND
HYDROGEN

Formaldehyde
(C1.)

Carbon monoxide
(COD.)

la, -553.4
20, -302.8
30, -36.52
40, -23.02
Ib1 -18.48
Sa, -15.09
lb,
-12.22
2b1 - 10.28
60,
3.99
2b,
7.10
70,
19.75
3b1
23.07

/

lu
20'
30'
40'
l...
50'
2...
60'

-553.3
-302.7
-35.82
-19.92

Hydrogen
(DODh)
10'. -17.51
100u
20.05

-15.78
-13.09
7.07
25.36

H

H
.....

:6= C",
H

:OsaC:

+

I

H

Flance 4-6
Decomposition of formaidehyde.

Carbon monox;de. AU of the C1and lone-pair orbitals transform as a.; the
7rorbitals transform as b. and bz; the 7r*orbitais also trans form as b. and
bz.
FormaIdehyde. The CO C1and one of the CH C1bonds transform as ah the
other CH C1band as bz, the nonbonding orbitals on oxygen as a. and bz,
and the CO 7r and 7r*orbitals as b.The orbital-correlation diagram that results erom simply connecting the
orbitallists of HzCO and Hz + CO is given in Figure 4-7. Notice that several
orbital crossings are present, so the possibility exists that an activation barrier
will be predicted. By using the 16 electrons to occupy the lowest 8 molecular
orbitals or H2CO (since we are considering the thermal or ~round-state reaction)
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3b2
701

~

60"(01 )

~

27T (b, +b2)

10"u(b2)

2b,

E
l

601

-

2b2
1b1
501

50"

17T (b,+b2)

~~

1b2
40,
301

(0, )

10"g(0,)
40"(01)

30"(01)

201

20"(01)

101

10" (al)

H2CO

CO+H2

Figure 4-7
Orbital-correlation diagram for decompositionof formaidehyde.

the 2b~ part or the resulting'conriguration

correlates with a 211"2occupancy
oCCO (Le., double occupancyof an antibonding 11"&orbital). The 211"orbitalor
the ground stale or CO is not doubly occupied. The cross ing of the 501 and lb2
orbital energies is not relevant, for both of these orbitais are doubly occupied
in the ground states of both the reactant and the product.
The coJlfiguration-correlation diagram shown in Figure 4-8 results when
the lowest'8 orbitals or CO + H2 and or H2CO are occupied by the 16 electrons.
The twa configurations that cross do have the same overall symmetry eA 1)' so
they caD mix to' give the state-correlation diagram algOshown in Figure 4-8 by
'.

J

..neT

'T

,T

'.".

1T~...,...~..

ll.~..,:~...,"~~

nf tl>~ Arh;l~'
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(162)2(50,)2 (16, )2(60,)2
OCTg)2(11r)4(271

E

062)2 (50,)206,)2

H2CO

(26-l>2

(1CTg)2 (17r)4 (5CT

"'co + H2

Flgure 4.8
Configuration-correlationdiagram and state-correlationdiagram for decompositionof formaIdehyde.

thermal reaction. Since the twa configurations that cross differ with respect to
one another by twa electron occupancies, anty the electron-electron interaction terms Vi]) in he couple Lbemtogether. Hence, the barciel predicted by the
configuration crossing should not be substantially lowered in going to the
state-correlation diagram.
Because of the law point-group symmetry (C2v), degenerate representations
ale not possible; therefore, fiest-order Jahn- Teller effects do not come into
play. Notice also that if the reaction wece to occur along a path that preserves
anty the one piane of symmetry (Cs point group), then both b2 and al orbital
become a'. Consequently, the reaction becomes orbitally allowed (since naw
the orbitais of reactants and products correlate) and, hence, allowed in the
configuration- and state-correlation diagrams. Thus, the high barciel predicted
for the C2v path will probably be reduced when moving away erom the C2v
path. However, the barciel should not suddenly disappear when moving slightly
away erom the C2v symmetry because approximate symmetry is still present. In
contrast, lf we imagine distortions of H2CO that make the molecule nonplanar
but preserve the piane of symmetry bisecting the HCH band angle, the crossing
of the 2b2 and 601 orbitaJs wouJd still occur. since.the!':f'two orhit,,'~ h..."pfiiL
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4.3. A Degenerate Case with Jahn-Teller Effects
In this section a case in which degenerate orbitals caD occur is examined. We
ask whether the 11"
orbital structure of the cyclopropenyl radical (C3H3) favors
an equilateral triangular structure. The (C3H3t or (C3H3)- forms will also be
considered. At the equilateral-triangle geometry. the P.. orbitais on the three
carbon atoms caD be combined to field one orbital having at symmetry (C3v
point group)

at = PA+PB+PC

j

and twa degenerate orbitals of e symmetry

e

[

PA-PC

I

]

= 2PB-PA-PC

These symmetry-adapted orbitals caD be generated by applying the projectors
(see Appendix C or Cotton. 1963)

.1

i
Pi =

1I;Xi(R)R
g R

..
;~

!

to the individual atomie basis orbitals (PA. PR.Pdt in which Xi(R) is the
character of irreducible representation i. The twa degenerate e orbitals that
would be obtained are not orthogonal. After orthogonalization the twa e
orbitais given above are obtained. The atorbital is bonding between aUthree
carbon atoms. whereasthe e orbitals are antibonding. Becauseonly the effects.
of the 11"orbitais are examined beret all of the factors that determine the shape
of C3H3 are not considered. If the (1-bonding effects are sufficiently strong
(Le.. if the (1Cofce constants are large enough). the 1I"-orbitaleffects treated
here will be negligible. However. they are still interesting and instructive to
study.
'
What predictions can be made within these limitations? First. (C3H3t
should be stable at the equilateral-triangle geometry. since it would have both
of its 11"
electrons in the bonding at orbital; thus. 1/10would be nondegenerate.
Second. C3H3 should be first-order Jahn-TeUer unstable. since the configuration (at)2e is degenerate. The kind of vibration that will distort the equilateraltriangle geometry is predicted (by forming the direct product of 1/I~1/Io(Cotton.
1963) erom the first-order Jahn-TeUer matrix element-( 1/10 Iah./aQI1/10) to
have (e x e = at + e + a2) or e symmetry (for this point group. a2 is a rotation
~~r!

Nr~

ovmp'~"-:~

-:~N

,.1;o.~-,;~",

.1'~l

.."",1,.1

~".

hr~-I-
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groups away erom the other two. Consequently, equilateral triangle C3H3 is
unstable and cannot even be a true transition stale (since it bas a nonzero value
of slope). Third, (C3H3)- should not be stable at the equilateral-triangle
geometry for two possible reasons: (1) it bas two electrons in the antibonding e
orbitais that would "cancel" aDY11"bonding due to the two a l electrons (but

the C1bonds would remain intact). (2) The configuration (e)2 might be JahnTeller unstable. The (e)2 configuration bas symmetry components lA 1+
3A2 + IE, of which, by Hund's rules, the 3A2would be the lowestenergy stale.
This tri piet stale is not spatially degenerate and is therefore not first-order
Jahn-Teller unstable.
The above symmetry- and spin-term symbols for C3H3 - are obtained by
forming, for the singlet states (which have antisymmetric two-electron spin
functions), the symmetric direct product (e x e)+; for the tri piet (which bas an
even spin function), one forms the antisymmetric direct product (e x e)-. The
characters (X*) for these two kinds of direct products are given in terms of the
characters (x) of the e representation of the individual orbitais appearing in the
e2 configuration as
1
x*(R) = 2[x2(R)

:l: X(R2)J.

Within the C3v point group,

E

2C3

3
1

o
1

x+

x-

3C1v

1
-1

Then, the x* are decomposed joto their individual representations using the
projections (Cotton, 1963)

ni = .!. EXi(R)x*(R)
g R

(g is the group order 6, and the Xi are the characters of irreducible representations), which indicate the number oftimes (ni) representation i occurs in x*. It
is important to use these symmetric and antisymmetric direct products when
dealing with two equiva/ent electrons. If the electrons were in different sets of
degenerate orbitais (1e, 2e), then they are nonequivalent and you caD use the
usual direct product (Cotton, 1963).
The lowest energy stale of (e)2e A 2) is nondegenerate; thus, (C3H3)- is
nnt 11Tl~t:>nle
nv :>first-orrlPf Tf'hn-Telter distortion. Its unstable nature is an
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did not have different spin symmetry erom the JA2 ground stale. then
quadratic terms in the Jahn-Teller theory sbould come joto play through the
(1Polah./aQI1Pk)factors.The distortion that should contribute would have
either A2 x A I = A2 or A2 X E = E symmetry. The CJv-character Labie shows
that the molecule bas no A 2 vibration. though it does have an E vibration.
Hence. an E distortion should occur. or course. this analysisis nothing but an
exercise in futility because the different spin symmetnes of the JA 2 and

eA I. IE)

states would make the {1PoIah./ aQ I1pk>integrals vanish-unless spin orbit effects wecevery large-and this is not likely for (CJHJ)-.

4.4. The Bond-Symmetry Rule-Another

Jahn-Teller Case

In this section we consider whether two ethylene molecules will combine to
give cyclobutane if they collide in a D2,,-symmetry manner (in a head-on
fashion such that their 11'orbitaIs bump joto one another directly) and then
examine the analogous exchange reaction H2 + O2 2HO.
The orbital-correlation diagram for both of these reactions is shown in
Figure 4-9. in which each orbital is labeled according to its D2" symmetry (and
according to the the D4" symmetry that appears ODcethe four hydrogen atoms
are equivalently located in the latter reaction). Notice. for H2 + O2. that the
b2u and bJu orbitals cross at D4" symmetry where they are symmetry-degenerate
(eu)' These orbitais algo cross in the case of ethylene. but not at D4" symmetry.
As a result of these orbital crossings. the ethylene 1r21r2(a:blu)and u2u2(a:biu)
configurations algo cross one another-they
do not correlate (Figure 4-10).
The corresponding configurations algo cross in the case of H2 and O2. Since
both of these configurations have I A g symmetry. the state-correlation diagram
will show an avoided crossing ODcethey miKto give rise to two lAg stale wave
functions. A substantial barrier (an avoided crossing) to both of these reactions should be present. but it should be weakly avoided because the two participating configurations differ by two orbitals. so only the ril can couple Lbem.
If the D4" geometry wece proposed as a possible transition stale for the
hydrogen-exehange reaction. several kinds of motion that might be important
in distorting this geometry must be considered. At D4". the configuration
afge~-through the symmetric direet product for this singlet reaction-gives
rise to IAlg + IBlg + IB2g electronic stalego Quantum chemical calculations
indicated that the IBlg stale is the lowest singlet stale. Thus. this D4" IBlg stale
is not fiest-order Jahn-Teller unstable. and we cannot conclude that the slope
of the suf'Caceis nonzero along aDYnonsymmetric direction. Hence. it is possible that the square geometry is a transition stale. Furthermore. quadratic
Jahn-Teller effects involving (IBlglah./aQI lAI,) could give rise to a

-

n.

V. A,~ ,,- p

rI;d",.t;".,

"r t1-.~ n-1"I"""ln
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Flgore 4-9
Orbital-correlation

diagrams for (a) dimerization of ethylene and (b) H2-D2 exchange.

The other distortion
Big X B2g = A2~ cannot occur because the D4h point
group
bas
no
A2g
vibration
(Cotton, 1963). Thus a D4hH4 transition staLe
. ,
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of ethylene.

vibration. The termpseudo-Jahn-Teller is used rather than second-order JahnTeller.beeausethe excitedstale (vl1c= lA I,) arises by electron rearrangement
between the twa degenerate eNorbitals (analogous to the atomie orbital eonfigurationpl givingrise to 3P. ID. and IS states) and not flam electron promotion into an excited orbital. One cannot conclude that the square geometry is
definitely pseudo-Jahn-Teller unstable beeause. flam what bas been said. it is
not elear whether the negative-curvature terms caused by coupling of the IBl,
and lAI, states are larger in magnitude than the positive-curvature terms described in equation 2.20-more quantitative information about these coupling
matrix elements is needed to make this prediction.
This example-two ethylenes combining to give cyclobutane-illustrates
the concept called the bond-symmetry role (Pearson. 1976). This fule states
that a reaction will be orbitally forbidden-that iso involve orbital crossing
problems-unless the symmetries of the bonds plus lane pairs broken in the
reactants match the symmetries of bonds plus lane pairs formed in the products. For example. the rearrangement of benzene-which bas one occupied
alb! and b11forbital (seeCotton. 1963.and section7.S)-to givedewarbenzene
CD
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(which bas twa occupied al orbitais and one occupied b2 orbital) is forbidden.
Also the C2v decomposition of

H
'C = O
/

~

l

~

H

r~

" to give
H
I

H

+:C=O

is forbidden, since the reactant bas twa al and twa b2 orbitals (CH bonds and
oxygen lane pairs), whereas the products have one b2 orbital (theCO 11"
hond)
and three al orbitais (HH and the :Co: lane pairs).
The addition of a halogen to the 1 position of dewarbenzene

q)
X
reduces the symmetry erom C2v to Cs. As a result, the reactant bas twa a' and
one a" orbitais, as does the halobenzene. Thus, the reaction becomes allowed,
though the reaction rate is still very law (Pearson, 1976, p. 90). The reagan is
that the halogen does not have a strong influence on the active orbitais, so C2v
symmetry (in which the reaction is forbidden) is approximately valid.
The bond-symmetry fule is, or course, nothing but a short cut for'
recognizing when nonconservation of occupied-orbital symmetry will occur.
Whenever the symmetries of the occupied orbitais of reactants and products
do not match, the orbital-correlation diagram will display a crossing of occupied and unoccupied orbitals, which then causes nonconservation of symmetries.
Use of this (or aDY other) symmetry fUle requires that only symmetry
elements that are preserved along the fulI reaction path are used to label the
orbitais. Only for these symmetry elements is the reaction coordinate Qr sym-

metric, and this is necessaryif the orbital, configuration, and stale symmetries
are to remain constant (Le., be correlated by symmetry) along the reaction
path. For example, in considering the opening of

IA2I

,
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to give

D
twa possible "reaction paths" are commonly examined (Woodward and Hoffman, 1970). Two kinds of ring opening-conrotatary
and disrotatary-must
be considered. In conrotatory opening, both CHI groups are twisted in the
same direction (e.g., clockwise). When this motion is used as a reaction coordinate, the only symmetry element preserved throughout the reaction is a CI axis

dJ
'C2
The occupied u and 1rorbitais of the reactant and the twa occupied 1rorbitals
in the 1,3-butadiene produet are even and odd, respectively, with respect to
this CI axis. Hence, the bond-symmetry rule indicates that conrotatory ring
opening is orbitally allowed.
In disrotatory opening, the twa CHI groups move in opposite directions.
Such motion preserves a reflection pIane Uvthat runs down the middle of the
molecule

co.

Under this symmetry element the u and 1r orbitals of the reactant are both
even, whereas the 1rorbitals of the produet are even and odd. Hence, disrotatory ring opening is orbitally forbidden.
The twa different reaction paths (conrotatory and disrotatory) preserve different symmetry elements' and therefore lead to different symmetry predictions.

4.5. Breaking of Single Homonuclear and Heteronuclear Bonds
Before considering more sophisticated examples, we return for a moment to
the most elementary reactions-those in which only a single hond is
fragmented, as in the dissociation of Hl and HCI. These simplebond-breaking
reactions serve as an excellenttest of aur concepts, for if these ideas arf valid,
they must certainly apply for these reactions. In these cases, oniy one active
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correlation diagram are the bonding and antibonding orbital pairs (u, and Uu
for t-h, u and u* for HCl). These pairs of orbitais never cross, so such bond
breaking cannot be orbitally forbidden. It isimportant to note that not being
forbidden does not mean that the bond breaking costs no energy but instead
that symmetry constraints do not impose an additional energy barrier to such
reactions beyond simple thermochemical energy requirements. In general, the
meaning of the symmetry rules forbidding or not forbidding a reaction is only
the presence or absence, respectively, of an additional energy barrier. The
overall thermodynamie stability of reactants and products, whieh bas nothing
to do with symmetry, must always be inclllded when one attempts to guess
total reaction activation barriers.
So far, we have concluded that for breaking (or forming) simple bonds, an
orbital-symmetry-related activation barrier will not exist, because the bonding
and antibonding orbitals do not cross. We now consider the configurationcorrelation diagram for such a reaction, treating the homonuclear and
heteronuclear molecules separately. For H2' the available orbitais (u, and au)
caD be occupied in several different ways-u: and u~ give lE, configurations,
and U,UucaD give 103Eu.Since the ground stale of H2 bas lE, symmetry, only
the u: and u~ configurations caD play a role. The energies of these two configurations differ greatly for internuclear distances (R) near equilibrium, but
they become degenerate

when R

-

ex>.Therefore,

a strong configurationlinter-

action should exist between u: and u~ for large values of R.
We now analyze the behavior of the u: and u~ configurations at large R to
see why they become degenerate. Using the facts that the unnormalized
molecular orbitais caD be expressed in terms of the IS atomie orbitais as
u, == lSA + ISo
Uu == lSA

-

ISo

for large R, the two relevant Slater-determinant wavefunctions caD be written
as (Pilar, 1968)
Iu:1 = u,(1)u,{2){a{j -{ja)r1/2

= [lSAlSA+ ISoiSo+ lSAlSo+ lSolSA](a{j-{ja)r1/2
and

Iu~I =

[l SAl SA + ISoiSo

- lSAlSo -

lSolSA]{a{j -{ja)r1/2.

Notiee that, at large R, both of these configurations contain equal mixtures oC
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properly describes 2H at R

-

00; they both attempt to describe

t [2H+ H+. Hi.

whose energy lies above that of 2H by one-half the ionization potential of H
minus the electron affinity of H. However. at large R the configurationinteraction function (1/'-'2)[10:1 10~1J would contain only covalent (2H)
terms and its orthogonal partner (1/'-'2)[10:1 + 10~1Jwould descnbe (H-. H+).
Recall that o,ou could not contribute because it bas the wrong symmetry.
Thus. the breaking of a single homonuc/eor hond bas no symmetry-caused
activation energy and requires mbring of 02 and (0*)2 configurations that are
doubly excited relative to one another and that miKvery strongly because the o
and u' orbitaIs are degenerate for large R.
For heteronucleor bonds the situation is somewhat different. For example,
in HCl the bonding (u) and antibonding (u.) orbitaIs do not cross. and at large
R they do not become degenerate. However. the 02 configuration and the uo*
(singlet) configurations do cross as R varies. Near the equilibrium value of R.
U2represents the u band of HCl. whereas uu' describes a dissociative excited
stale. At large values of R the o orbital becomes 3p CI and 0* becomes ts H. so
02 describes (H+, Cn and uo* represents (a. H). Therefore, a configuration
interaction should be important in describing breakage of the HCl band. Notice
that, in contrast with the homonuclear case. singly excited configurations play
the dominant role. As a result. the operator ohe/oQ can effectively couple the
02 and 00* configurations and thereby produce a smooth (barrier-free) transition erom HCI to H + a as the reaction coordinate varies. In both cases. a
strong configuration interaction (u: and o~ for H2 and U2. uu* for HCI) yields
a smooth potential energy curve that displays no symmetry-imposed barriers.
Symmetry barriers anse onty when moce than one electron pair undergoes
changes in a reaction. since it is only in this moce complicated case that orbitaI
crossings (which then produce avoided configuration crossings) caD exist along the reaction coordinate.

-

4.6. The Use of Bonding-Antibonding Orbita. Mixing
to Predict the Reaction Coordinate
In section 4.4 we showed that. as far as being symmetry-allowed. cyclobutene
could open by means of a conrotatory motion to field 1,3-butadiene. In that
example. a reaction palb was guessed and then tested for orbital-symmetry
conservation. That reaction can also be viewed in a different way. In section
4.5 we showed that breaking bonds utilizes moong of configurationshaving
antibonding- and bonding-orbital partners. Cyclobutene bas. in C2v symmetry. doubly occupied OI(U) and bl(1I")active orbitaIs and corresponding
empty b2(0*) and 02(11".)orbitaIs. If we proposed to add in configurations
(through

{1/1oIohe/oQ!1/1,,»

that include one or both ofthe excitations
Ol-.. b2
. "
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symmetry of the direct product of its singly occupied orbitaIs. On the other
band,

al

a2 «1

11"*)

and b1

b2

(11"

<1*)

excitations

could be caused by a

distortion of a2 symmetry. The CH2 twisting motions of cyclobutene, which
are needed to break the <1hond between the carbon atoms 1 and 4, have b1
(disrotatory) and a2 (conrotatory) symmetry (Cotton, 1963); b2 motion would
be an in-pIane deformation of the carbon ring, not a twisting motion. Hence,
the conrotatory motion produces proper bonding-to-antibonding orbital mix-

ing and this causes hond breakage. This reaction, in which a new 11" hond is
formed erom the termini of a conjugated 11"system, is called an electrocyclic
reaction.
Notice that in this example knowledge of the symmetry of the molecu1ar
orbitaIs of the product molecule was not used. Instead, mixing of bonding and
antibonding orbitaIs of the reactants was the approach employed. Consequently, the technique caD only predict the kind of motion that caD break certain bonds and is independent of the bonds that form. This idea of mixing the
bonding molecular orbital of one fragment with the antibonding molecular orbital of the other fragrnent (e.g., <1 11"*, 11" <1*) is very import ant. This mixing allows charge density to flow erom the old bonds joto regions of space (orbitaIs) that allow these bonds to break wbite pew bonds form. Recall erom introductory quantum chemistry (Cook, 1978; Shavitt, 1979; Appendix A) that
singly excited configurations are used to describe orbital polarization or orbital relaxation. That is, an excitation of the form <1211"2
<111"211"*
gives ?rise to

- -

-

polarization of the <1orbital in a way that mixes in SOfie11"*
character. If this

polarized orbital «1 + X1I"*)looks like a bonding orbital of the product, the
reaction is favored. Earlier in thisbook the change in charge density EhooPkO
caused by mixing singly excited configurations was considered, and it was scen
that nuclei move to regions of space in which EhooPkO is positive. Hence, in
order to propose that nuclei move erom one part of a molecule to another
(e.g., when conrotatory and disrotatory openings of cyclobutene were ex~. amined), it is necessary to look for single excitations that give positive values
~ of Ek*oOPkOfor those regions of the molecule. If these same single excitations
', also give rise to EhooPkO patterns that allow the "new" bonds to form as the
. "old" bonds are being broken, the concerted reaction should be symmetry-

I~.'allowed. Hence, for cyclobutene, when wemiKthe <1211"2
configuration with the

~;
<111"211"* and <1211"<1*, we are trying to allow electron density to flow erom <1
to 11"*
~ and erom 11"
to <1*,respectively. Clearly, these excitations (orbital p01arizations)
allow the <1and 11"
bonds of the reactants to rupture. Moreover, flow of charge

joto the

11"* orbital

produces electron density in an orbital of the form

~
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whereas, artel the conrotatory rotation, the o*.orbital appears to be

0

Notice that these orbitals have the same nadal patterns (phase relations) as the
twa occupied molecular orbitais of the product 1,3-butadiene:

and

Thus, the same excitations that lead to rupture of the reactant band also form
the product band. We shall make use of the idea of charge now erom the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) again. In still other examples, it will be seen that
orbitais other then the HOMO and LUMO can play important roles. What is
important is that low-energy single excitations arf present that permit new
bonds to form as old bonds break-this is the essenceof the concerted reactions we arf studying.
4.7. Electrocyclic ReactioDS
by Occupied-Orbital FolIowing
Another feature of chemical reactions caD be seen by again considering the
opening of a four-membered ring but with a heteroatom present. The (hypothetical) opening of

H'NI

/

to give

H-{7
..,,~ tl."

c;aT11",,~l-;t~~-~"mn'H'h.,'

~""'d,."i"t~

...~ tl."

~~~~t;

~""m;""r1

;., '"'~~
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of the barrier to disrotatory opening of cyclobutene-the true origin of symmetry barriers is the noncorrelation of nodalpatterns among the reactant and
produet orbitaIs (Pearson, 1976). Soch nodal-pattern noncorrelation is examined in this section.
By applying a disrotatory motion to the twa occupied orbitaIs of

L7
one obtains

Q
L}

DIS..

DIS.

~
j

~

== DIS (eT)

Rj

== DIS (7T23)
!

[in which OIS{o) denotes the effect of the disrotatory opening on the q orbital).
In the produet

r7
the occupied 'II" orbitais look like

=°1

= b2.

Notice that although DIS{q) bas the same Dodal pattern (phase relationship)
between the atomie orbitais as occurs in orbital ah the DIS{'II"23)
orbital does
not match in its phase relationship with b2. Thus, soch ring opening is forbidden. It is important to keep in mind that w,eare examining the effect of the DIS
opening on the occupied reactant orbitais to see whether the occupied produet
orbitais
result-exactly
is dane . when constructing an orbital-correlation
,.
~,
.. what
.
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On the other band, a conrotatory (eON) motion applied to the occupied
active orbitaIs of cyclobutene gives
eON (o-)

q

-

and eON(1I"23)is identical to 0IS(1I"23)'The phases of eON(1I"23)and eON(o)
agree with those of the product a 1 and b2 orbitaIs, respectively, so for this mo-

tion the occupied orbitaIs correlate. For disrotatory motion they do not.
This kind of orbital-following works equally well on the hypothetical
reaction involvingaza-substituted cyclobutene. The phase relationships of the
occupied reactant orbitaIs are folIowed as the molecular deformation of interest takes place. Only the occupied molecular orbitaIs need to be considered
because of the bond-symmetry role discussed in section 4.4. By ignoring the
unoccupied molecular orbitaIs, work is reduced, but the opportunity is tost to
guess how large a symmetry barrier is expected, because to know how steeply
uphill the configuration-correlation diagram should be drawn, the relative
energies of the excited orbitaIs most algo be known.
We now examine another electrocyclicreaction

O~0
and ask whether eON or DIS motion is aIlowed. Disrotatory motion is considered first. To simplify the diagrams in this and several of the following examples, the symbols + and are used to indicate whether positive 1I"-orbital
components project up or down erom the pIane of the page. Thus, for
disrotatory motion,
~

DIS (o-)

=

o
+

DIS (vI)

and

=

:cr

-

0.+
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occupied

11"

orbitals

of the

produet

+(1-

+(1+

The

orbitals

caD

DIS(1I"

-

DIS(a)

t)

-

DIS(1I"2)

so disrotatory

be

by

described

-

+
+

are
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-(I-

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

71";

71"2

71"3

correlated

according

to their phase

relationships

as

11"1

1I"J

-

11"2,

ring

opening

eON(eT)

is allowed.

=

In contrast,

for conrotatory

-

Q

motion,

(l
+

which could correlate with 11"2
but then DIS(1I"2)would have no produet orbital
with which to connect. Hence, conrotatory motion is forbidden. Note that the
motion (CON or DIS) that is allowed varies, depending upaD the length of the
conjugated 11"
network connecting the twa termini (Woodward and Hoffman,
1970).
These electrocyclic reactions caD algO be treated by the HOMO-LUMO
mixing concept. For example, in the disrotatory opening of

o
,

1\\

,

the reaction coordinate preserves the av phase running through the molecule.
As a result, the HOMO-LU MO single excitations vlk ItlUst have the same symmetry under av as vlo for (vlo Iahe/aQI
vlk) to be nonvanishing.

This means that

the HOMO and LUMO themselves must have the same symmetry under av.
The relevant HOMO's are

Q

~lr
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-

o

:0'

ClearlyUand 11".
havethesamesymmetryas 11"and u*, and the HOMO-LUMO
excitations give rise to patterns that allow the new bonds to form. Thus, this
reaction is algo allowed according to the LUMO-HOMO mixing criterion.

4.8. Cycloaddition Reactions by Orbital Following
The cycloaddition reaction
2 H2C =CH2

--

D

considered in section 4.4 is now reexamined by using the orbital-following procedure. The fragmentation F of the two u bonds in

D
gives

Fu, = F

H
H

Fa. =

H
H

+

F

H

+

=

-

=

-H

H

erH

er

Here, for example, FUl is used to represent the result of fragmentation on the
Ul

orbital.
FUl bas the same phase properties as the bonding

fragment. However, Fu2 looks like an antibonding

orbital of one ethylene
orbital of the other

11"

11".

ethylene fragment, so this fragmentation is forbidden, in agreement with the
result~ of section 4.4.
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Notice that the symmetry-combined u orbitals, Ut and U2, were used
because orbitais were needed that, on bond rupture, would have amplitude on
both atoms of the resultant ethylene molecule. If we bad considered

F

(tJ)

=~

ar

~

we would achieve no phase information, because two or more pieces of a
wavefunction or orbital are needed to make a statement about phase.
The above cycloaddition reaction is labeled [2$+ 2.J. The 2's denote the
conjugation lengths of both fragments; the subscripts s show that fragments
react in a suprafacial manner. The term suprafadal refers to an attack on the

same face of the 11"system;antarafadal(subscripta) meansthat the newly
formed or broken bonds occur on opposite faces of the

11"system.

We now consider the [2$+ 2"J cycloaddition of two ethylenes. To indicate
the fact that the one ethylene is bonded in a suprafacial manner and the other
in an antarafacial manner, cyclobutane is drawn as follows:

~
~
in which the + and

-

signs again indicate the directions of the orbitallobes

participatingin thebonding.Thefragmentationresultsin thefollowingorbital
mappings:

F(~
F(~

=

=

H
H

The fragmented orbitais with the lowest-energy nodal pattern that results have
heen chosen to ('orrel!!tf'. For f'y~mnlf'.
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H
is not drawn in the first case. These fragmented orbitais have the proper phase
relationships to correlate with the bonding 11"
orbitals of both ethylenes; hence,
the [2$+ 2a] reaction is allowed.
The retrograde Diels-Alder reaction

G--R

+

O2

o-o

is a more difficult example. The fragmentation process gives rise to the folIow-

ing orbital mappings:

/
o-o
FP)
"

=/\eoo-oo(i)

FM

=

++

c

F()

O
=

These three fragmented orbitais have the same phase patterns as in the three
occupied active orbitais of

R

+

O2

hence, the retrograde Diels-Alder reaction is allowed via a [4$+ 2$]
mechanism. Notice that the lengths of the conjugated 11"
systems in the twe ene
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systems determine whether the cycloaddition reaction is allowed via the suprasupra mechanism (Woodward and Hoffman, 1970).
The above reaction tan also be examined by the HOMO-LUMO method.

The relevant HOMO's of the

(J

and

11"

moieties are

o
" "

~

o

~

o-o

and the LUMO's are

o-o

a,-p

As the fragmentation of the twa carbon-oxygen bonds begins, the (Jco and

11".

tan be combined to form a new 11"
band in the diene

and (J~o and 11"tan combine

to give the 11"band on O2

e e
f)-fJ
Thus, the [4. + 2.] reaction is allowed.
.

The fragmentHOMO'sand LUMO'scouldalsobechosento referto th(

O2 and

r7
product molecules. In this case, the O2 HOMO
(+)
(+)
O-Q

O

bas good overlap with the diene LUMO

O
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and the O2 LUMO

e
t)-t)
(+)

overlaps favorably with the diene HOMO

again leading to the prediction that the Oiels-Alder reaction is symmetryallowed.
In section 4.4 the four-center concerted-addition reaction typified by the
dimerization of ethylene to give cyclobutane was shown to be thermally forbidden. However. in same circumstances, products can still be fOrt11ed.For example,

/
can dimerize to give 1,5-cyclooctadiene

o

What makes this reaction occur so easily (Le.. with law activation energy),
when the analogous ethylene dimerization bas a verylarge activation barrier, is
the availability of a two-step reaction path. By first combining twa reactant
molecules\'to give the radical intermediate

~
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and, in a subsequent step, coupling the twa allyl radicals, one obtains

cY=
which tan then rearrange via an a/lowed Cope rearrangement (Pearson, 1976)
to give the final product 1,5-cyclooctadiene. The stability of the well-known
allyl radical intermediates make this reaction path thermally favored. This
path does not contribute to the ethylene dimerization because the 1,4-biradical

c:
is very unstable. In contrast, perfluoroethylene F2CCF2 tan thermally
dimerize via the radical pathway because of the strong radical-stabilizinginfluence of the electron-withdrawing fluorine atoms. These examples illustrate
the point made in the introduction to Part 2. The symmetryanalysistan be applied to aDYsingle reaction step, but if that step is predicted to be forbidden,
one must keep in mind that other pathways might be available and even
favorable.

4.9. Sigmatropie Migrations via HOMO-LUMO Overlaps
The reaction

U+-~
utilizes the [l,5] suprafacial shift of a hydrogen atom. If the product were

-n
if would be a [l,5] antarafacial migration. This class of reaction tan be examined by considering HOMO-LUMO charge-flow interactions (Le., a singly
excited configuration interaction caused by (1fOIah./aQI,h»;
The HOMO's
of the twa relevant fragments are
1T=~

cr=~
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v*

:

~

(T*

:

~

As the hydrogen atom is moved erom the right car bon terminu s to the left terminus, both the (1 and 71"* orbitais and the 71"and (1* orbitais develop substantial
(1- and 7I"-bondingoverlap. If (1*were drawn

~
the singly excited configuration (1271"(1*
would still give rise to bonding interactions, because this configuration would simply enter into the perturbation
description of 1/ik(or ÓPkO)with an opposite sign (relative to the sign it has with
(1*drawn as originany drawn.) Another war to sar this is that

~

~

and

ale equivalent descriptions of the same orbital. An overall sign change never
has ariy influence on the physical content of an orbital (or a wavefunction)-it
is oni y the internal relative phases that ale important.
Based on this analysis, the [1,5] suprafacial shift is anowed according to
the criterion of HOMOcLUMO overlap criterion. The antarafacial shift is forbidden because the orbital of the hydrogen atom attaches to the bottom of the
P...orbital of the left carbon terminus. As a result, the (1 and 71"* orbitais and the
71" and (1* orbitais no longer have totally favorable overlap for the product
molecules (they have SOfie favorable and SOfie unfavorable overlap):
(T-V*:

(t)~

and

&-~~

-

V-(T*

In contrast, the [1,3] antarafacial migration

~-

~
H

is anowed because the relevant HOMO' s

(T~~

~
+

T=~

:

-

-

-- --+
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and LUMO's

~.=~

~.=~

develop good overlap (u- 1["*and 1["- u*) as the hydrogen moves to the bottom of the left terminus. The [1,3] suprafacial shift is forbidden because the
feature that determines which reaction (antara or supra) is allowed is the phase

pattern of the 1[" orbital of the reactant (Woodward and Hoffmann, 1970).
Fukui (1971) bas extended the idea of good fragment HOMO-LUMO
overlap to predict wherein a moleculethe reaction is most likelyto occur. For
example, in the reaction
CI-CH] + Cl-

-

Cl- + H]C-Cl

the HOMO of the attacking Cl- is

8cI3
and the LUMO of CICH] is

H

€c13

C)C{@
~H

The other HOMO-LU MO pair is very high in energy because it involves the excited stale of CI-; hence, it contributes little to the charge flow. Attack of the
Cl- should occur either on the back end of the CICH], where the LUMO bas
large amplitude, to give CI- + H]CCl, or on the CI end of CICH] to give
CICI + -CH]. The former reaction is thermodynamically favored because' of
the differences in hond strengths (C-CI> CI-CI) and electron affinity
(CI » CH]). The fundamental point in using the Fukui method is to identify
the HOMO and LUMO pairs of the fragments and then to let Lbeminteract in
a way (Le., along some molecular distortion) that allows Lbemto overlap maximally.

4.10. A Topology-Based Metbod
In this section, a final technique for predicting whether a reaction is allowed is
i!p~,.ra,orl

T\-.;c m"th,,"!

~c

--'~..~1,,~~--'

h,'

7;~~~r.~~"

ftnl:r,\

~...,

,,..

T"\~...~-
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approaeh, the energyis govemed by the aromatie or antiaromatie nature of the
transition stale. By concentrating on aromaticity, this tael is limited to reaetions that pass through a cyc/ic transition state-a elass of reactions called
pericyclic (Woodward and Hoffman, 1970).The primary advantage of this

techniqueis
thatnumber
it requiresknowledge
of onlythe
of the
transition
stale and of the
of aetive electrons-it
is nottop%gy
necessaryto
examine
in-

I

dividual molecular orbitals, HOMO's, or LUMO's.

I

To implement this method, one begins by assigning phases to the atomie
orbitals involved in the eyclie transition stale in order to give positive overlapsas far as possible-as one walks along the bonds being broken and the bonds'
being formed throughout the transition stale. It may not be possible to have
positive overlap throughout, for one or moce interorbita/ sigo inversions may
be foreed by the nature of the atomic orbitaIs being used. If an odd number of
soch sigo inversions oeeurs, the transition stale is said to be Mobius; no inversions or an even num ber of inversions give rise to a Bilcke/ transition stale. A

~
~

Hiiekel t~~sition ~tate is s~~ .to be s~~le if it eontains 4n -: 2 electron~and

.,~

unstable If It eontalOs 4n; Mob1UStransitlon states are stable If they eonta1n 4n ;l

electrons.
Let us use this method to determine whether the reaction Mg (3s2)+
H2

-

.
,;

MgH2 eA 1) is allowed. For C2" symmetry, 3sM&
is al and H2u, is alt but

the MgH u bonds are al and b2; thus, the bond-symmetry fule indicates that
the reaetion is forbidden. The HOMO-LUMO overlap eriterion yields the
same result, namely,
1
H2uu = LUMO

and

3sM&= HOMO.

In the Dewar-Zimmerman topology-based method the atomie orbitals
assigoed phases as follows to permit no sigo ehanges:

+

+

@---0
G5
+
This is a Hiiekel system eontaining 4n = 4 active electrons; henee, its tr:
tion stale is unstable and the reaetion is forbidden. In eontrast,
Ni (4823dl~ + H2

-

NiH2

is allowed if Ni uses its d orbitals, since the system is naw Mobius,

.

i'
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-

+@@+

@}@

00

00

ar

EJ\2)

EJ\2)

and contains 4n = 4 active electrons (only the twa electrons erom H:zand the
twa electrons erom the one active d orbital count.)
The suprafacial addition of H2 to H2CCH2 is a 4-electron Hiickel system.

~
I

@---@
+

I

+

,forbidden, just as would be found via a LUMO-HOMO or full-symmetry'!JTelationtreatment. The.antarafacial addition reaction is allowed, since it
~§:afour-electron Mobius transition stale. The antarafacial attack diagram
"', be constructed by walking along the new-bond-old-bond cycle as follows
~g with the top hydrogen and moving to the neighboring carbon)

\

1

-

0

-

\
\
\
I
II

,/1

bows one phase chanie, or alternatively, by walking erom the top
':ento the b~Ltomhydrogen
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G

-' -\ \

H

(

\

\

+:

+

l

,

I

.0- ---///
where again one interorbital phase change results. Hence. this reaction is
Mobius and contains tour electrons. Note that this method applies only to
those systems having (proposed) transition states that are cyclic. Other
methods that we have talked about (in particular. fuli orbital diagrams.

i
"

configuration-correlation diagrams. and HOMO-LUMO interactions) tan be
used to solve any problem as laRg as same symmetry exists or as laRg as one

tan identify the proper HOMO and LUMO of the fragment.
j..
It would be good practice for the leader to go back through sections .
4.4-4.9 and applyall of the Dewar-Zimmerman. HOMO-LUMO. symmetry- l
correlation. and orbital-following techniques. This would help one to see rela- f
tionships among the methods. In particular. it is important to observe that
most of the techniques that we have covered ale closely interrelated. Bach
attempts to determine whether the occupied orbitaIs of the reactant (where
electronic configuration information appears) evolve smoothly joto occupied
orbitaIs of the products. In the methods of the orbitaI-correlation diagram and !
the bond-symmetry rulet this is achieved by matching symmetriesof occupiedl
orbitaIs. In the orbital-following technique. one concentrates on phase rela- l
tions of these orbitaIs. The HOMO-LUMO method monitors the evolution oC"
the occupied orbitaIs by looking for low-energy virtual orbitaIs that can be.;
mixed with the occupied orbitaIs of the reactant to generale product-occupied~
orbitais. Although the Dewar-Zimmerman method emphasizes the aromatic or
nonaromatic nature of the cyC/ic transition stale. even these properties are
directly related to the occupied-orbital nadal pattems.

Problems
l. Consider the reaction
H
"::

(1)
~

"3 h

. +

H3C

HCD

I

~

CO I ~
~
h

H

+

H3C'

O
HC'
3 H

~'
~
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The products could be those shown, or the cyclohexanecould have the opposite
stereochemistry,that is,
HJ'. H
3-"'
H/l

b

CH3
Which of these reactions is thermally allowed? Use HOMO-LUMO,
symmetry rule, and Zimmerman-Dewar methods.

the bond-

2. Which of the ketones shown below should be thermally unstable with respect to CO
" loss to give the diene and cyclotriene, respectively?

o

6

~

Use orbital-correlation diagrams, configuration-correlation diagrams (using the two
mirror planes of symmetry), and orbital-following to predict whether the reaction
given below is thermally allowed.

m2

F"

/

C=C (-C=C)

D

-

n,

/H
C
R2
RI

Down to undergo a thermal sigmatropic hydrogen shift to give a 50:50 mixture of
'o compounds that have identical chemical formulas but differ in their geometrical
idabsolute configurations. What are the two products if n is even? What are they if
Js odd? You may assume that steric factors are unimportant in formulating your
'er. Use the Zimmerman-Dewar method to answer this problem.
though the [1,3] suprafacial hydrogen shift

')\H

~H~
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is forbidden, the corresponding methyl-group migration is allowed. Why? What
products (including absolute and geometrical isomer considerations) are expected in
the [1,3] suprafacial migration of the Rs, R6, R7 substituted methyl group in
R5

R~
I

~
R2

\

"R 7

C"
'R
R3 R~

6

You may neglect steric factors.
6. Ammonia NHJ is known to have CJ. symmetry. The bonding in this molecule caDbe
explained gy using the 2s and 2p orbitals of nitrogen and the ls orbital of hydrogen.
a. Use symmetry projectors to combine the lsH orbitals to form symmetry-adapted
orbitais. What are the symmetries of the resulting orbitals?
b. Repeat step (a) for the 2sNand three 2PNorbitals.
c. Show in a qualitative orbital-energy-Ievel diagram how the N and H atomie orbitals combine to produce bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding molecular orbitals of NHJ. Label the orbitals. Assume that the lsH orbitals are lower in energy
than the 2PNorbital but higher than the 2sNorbital.
For use in the following questions, seven molecular orbitals are labeled in order of

. . . CP7.
d. Consider the singlet excited stale that can be generated by exciting an electron
eromCPJ joto the lowest available molecular orbital. ts this excited stale slabie,

increasing

energy

CPI

first-order Jahn-Teller unstable, or second-order Jahn-Teller unstable? If it is
Jahn-Teller unstable, what symmetry of vibration would be expected to distort
the molecule (NHJ has 2A I and 2E vibrations)?
e. Repeat step (d) for an excitation out of CPJjoto the highest-available-valence
molecular orbital.

Part 3
Theory and Applications
Perta in ing to

Photochemical Processes
Chapters 1-4 treated thermal reactlons. InChapters 5 and 6 the theoretlcal
concepts needed to understand photochemlcal reactlons ara explalned.
Chapter 5 beglns by revlewlng the qualltatlve experlmental teatures that
characterlze most photochemlcal processes. Thepurpose ot thls revlew Is
to tocus attentlon on those aspects ot partlcular exclted-state potentlal
energy surfaces that play cruclal roles In rate-cletermlnlng processes
because the slaw rate-cletermlnlng steps determlne the outcome ot
photochemlcal reactlons. AnImportant principia Isthe Kasha ruje (Kasha,
1950)that radlatlonless transltlons arnong exclted slnglet states usual/y
occur very qulckly compared elther to fluorescence or to a chemlcal
reactlon. Thus,It Is only necessary to conslder the lowest-exclted-slngletstale potentlal energy surface, slnce It Is on thls surface that the system
may eventually undergo chemlcal reactlon. Chapter 5 also shows that
the strategy tor uslng symmetry concepts to probe photochemlcal problems Isvery much the same as tor thermal reactlons. ItIsstlllnecessary to
seek symmetry-Imposed actlvatlo~ barrlers In the approprlate (exclted)
potentlal energy surface. In addltlon, avolded (or real) crosslngs ot the
exclted- and ground-state surfaces musIbe sought, slnce the system ylelds
the commonly observed ground-state products through thesa tunnels.
Chapter 6 presents a quantltatlve analysls ot the raJas ot Internal converslon and Intersystemcrossing. Thlstreatment wili provide understandIng ot how such raJas depend upon the shapes and energy spaclngs ot
the potentlal energy surfaces between whlch the radlatlonless process
takes place, though the treatment does not provide the mechanlcs to
compute the rates tram tlrst prlnclples. Thlsanalysls wilishow that radlatlonless raJas wili be rapld when the surfaces approach one another
ciosaly wlthsimIlorslopes and when there ara high trequency vlbratlonal
modes available tor dlgestlng the excess electronlc energy. Inthe case ot
Intersystem crossing, conslderatlons ot orbltal angular momentu m tavor
certaln transltlons [e.g.. l(mr.)-3(nn.») over others r(nn.)-3(nn.»). KnowIng how these radlatlon'ess raJas depend upon physlcal characterlstlcs
~------

_.-

of the ground and exclted states of the molecule enables one to design
molecules wlth parllcular photochemlcal behavlor and to Interpret experlmental data tram mony photoreactlons.
In Chapter 7 the prlnciples Introduced Inthe Chapters 5 and 6 willbe
applled In a qualltative manner to several photoreactions.
Readers not entlrely famillar with the Franck-Condon principia and
other concepts relatlng to photon-absorptlon processes should read Appendix Bbefore beginning Chapters 5-7.

Chapter 5
Introductory Remarks

about Photochemical Reactions

5.1. Nature of Low-Energy Excited States
Electronic excitation arising erom the absorption of one or more photons
usually gives rise to an excited staLehaving the same spin symmetry as the absorbing (ground) staLe. Transitions that do not conserve spin are more likely
when the absorbing molecule contains one or more heavy atoms that allow the
various spin states to be mixed via spin-orbit coupling (Turro, 1978). Excited
states of different spin symmetry caD algo be populated via collisional energy
transfer erom an excited sensitizer molecule or atom (e.g., benzopbenone or
mercury).
The vast majority of stable compounds that caD easily be used as reactionstarting materials have closed-shell singlet ground states (So). Therefore, for
most of the material in this chapter we assume that the ground staLe is a
singlet. However, most of the conclusions are valid also for molecules having
other types of ground staLego
.
One-electron excitations arising erom one-photon transitions caD give rise
to either singlet (S.. S2, . . .) or tripiet (T.. T2' . . .) excited staLegoBy convention these states are ordered on an electronic energy basis when assigning the
labeis SI, TI' and so on. Usually the tripiet staLe arising erom a given orbital
transition (e.g., mr* or 11"11"*)
lies below its corresponding singlet staLe. Th~
most common explanation for this arrangement is that the tri piet staLe contains two electrons of the same m. value and this lowers the energy by exchange
interaction relative to the singlet-that is, the two electrons of the tri piet staLe
are kept apart by the Pauli exclusion principie. However, this explanation is
not complete. For excited s,ates in which a bonding-to-antibonding orbital
transition occurs, the charge distribution character of the singlet and tripiet
states caD differ significantly, and this difference in electron distribution must
algo be considered.
Singlet (11"11"*)1
excited states caD be represented approximately by Slater
determinant wavefunctions of the form
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1
.J2 [I..

(5.1)

.1I"a1l"*13I-I.. .1I"1311"*al]

(Cook, 1978; Pilar, 1968; Turro, 1978). Using the following (approximate)
representations of the 11"
and 11"*
orbitaIs in terms of the individual atomie orbitaIs (PAand Pa) and the amplitudes (x and y) on each atom,
1I"==xPA + yPa

(5.2)

11"*==yA -xPa,

(5.3)

to express the active electron parts of the Slater determinants in terms of their
atomie components, we find
1

2

]

2

n

R])

(a13~13a)

(11"11"*)
==l2xy[PAA- PaPa + (y - x )[PaA - rA a

.J2

.

(5.4)

The same 'analysis of the tripIet staLe determinant gives

(11"11"*)3 =

I. . . 1I"a1l"*a I =

[(x2

+ y2)(PaPA - PAPa)]

~.

(5.5)

In writing equations 5.4 and 5.5, the last two columns of appropriate Slater
determinants are simply expanded; the other columns contain the passive orbitaIs, whieh need not be explicitly addressed here. For' 11"bonds that are not
extremely polar x ==y, in which case the (11"11"*)1
staLe is dominated by the ionic
terms

(PAPA

terms (PaA

-

PaPa), whereas

the (11"11"*)3
staLe contains

only radieal

ot covalent

- PAPa).This strong difference in the two charge densities plays an

import ant role in making the 11"11"*
tri pIet staLe lower in energy thanthe singlet
(whieh bas both electrons in the same region of space).
The description of the relative energeties of the singlet and tripIet states
just given bas been simplified by assuming that the 11"
and 11"*
orbitaIs caD be expressed in terms of the same atomie orbitaIs. More sophistieated ab initio
calculations on singlet 11"11"*
states indieate that it is more correct to think of the
11"and 11"*orbitaIs as having different radia! extent or size (McMurchie and
Davidson, 1977). However, detailed investigations of this problem indieate
that the formulation in terms of the jonie and covalent charge-den sity pieture
is qualitatively correct. lt is important to keep in mind that, as a result of the
large difference in electron distribution, these excited states may have physieal
and chemieal properties that are very different erom those of the ground staLe
and that depend upon spin multiplieity (Pearson, 1976; Turro, 1978).
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5.2. Energy Redistribution in the Singlet Manifold
We naw consider what happens to the energy that bas been stored in the electronie framework of the system after an excited stale is formed. In an isolatedmolecule gas-phase system (Rice, 1971) the total energy must be conserved
within the degrees of freedom of the electronie-and-nuclear motion (vibration,
rotation, translation) of the molecule. In condensed media, it is possible eventually (on time scales appropriate to vibrational relaxation, -10-12-10-10 set)
for energy to be dissipated to the surrounding medium.
Two experimental observations indieate the processes that occur with the
highest rate (those fast enough to lead to observed phenomena). First, it is
observed that fluorescence (Sn - So + hv) almost never occurs erom higher
singlet states (Sn' n > 1) (however, see Beer and Longuet-Higgins, 1955).
Even when S2, S3, . . . are excited erom So, the fluorescence usually comes
erom Slo a fact known as Kasha's TUle(1950). This TUlestates that when S2, S3

. . . are excited, same of

this etectronic energy must be digested (on a time

stale that is fast with respect to fluorescence, namely, < 10-6-10-10 Set) by the
degrees of freedom associated with nuclear motion, since in this isolated
molecule the totat energy must remain constant. This proces s of digesting electronie energy (Sn+1- Sn) is called internat conversion; its physieal origin will
be explored in maTe detail in the following chapter.
A second important observation is that the products of most photochemical reactions of molecules that contain maTe than a rew ( 5) atoms need
not be electronieally excited. Thermal and photochemieally induced chemiluminescent reactions do occur, but they are exceptions. Most photochemieal
reactions field directly (without much fluorescence) a high fraction of the
products in their ground (So) stale. This experimental fact indieates that
photoreactions do not occur entirely on an excited-state potential energy surface (most likely, SI) folIowed by radiative decay (fluorescence) of the products; rather, the excited-state reactants often end up on the ground-state,
potential energy surface of the product molecule(s). How then tan an excitedstale reaction ever be symmetry-forbidden if the ground-state energy of the
products lies below the energy of the photochemically prepared stale? To
answer this question it is necessary to understand how internal conversion occurs. A maTe detailed analysis of internal conversion will show that, if the So
and SI potentialenergy surfaces vary with same reaction coordinate (geometrical distortion) as in Figure 5-1, then the initially excited SI molecules will have
a good chance to react and to field ground-state (So) products by hopping erom
the SI surface to So nearthec/oseapproach of So and SI' In Chapter 6it will be
shown that the rate of hopping depends on the number of internal degrees of
freedom that the molecule tan use to digest the electronic energy. Near the

-
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SI

E
products
50
Qr
Flgure5-1
A typical arrangement of Soand SI surfaces that results in an allowed excited-statereaction.

avoided crossing, there is tiUle electronic energy to be digested, so internat conversion is facilitated at these geometries. For small molecules with low densities of internal states (vibration, rotation, translation) the rate of hopping is
slower and the system is more likely to remain on SI' Remember that, in gasphase radiationless transitions, total energy must be conserved. Therefore, the
system gains internal energy even though the diagram in Figure S-l shows the
system hopping erom SI to So, thereby losing electronic energy. This internat

energycaDbe vibrationalmotionalong Qn or it can be vibrationor rotation
along degreesof freedomorthogonalto Qr (not shown in the figure). The
larger the num ber of vibrational modes, the less likely it is for the energy to re..:
main for a substantiallength of time in the Qr degrees of freedom. In condensed
media, the excess vibrational-rotational energy can also be dissipated to surroundings in 10-10_10-12sec.
.
On the other band, if the So and SI surfaces have the properties shown in
Figure 5-2, the initially prepared SI molecules will have to overcome an additional activation barrier for reaction to occur. Such SI surfaces would then
lead to photochemically forbidden reactions: the excited molecule will be
trapped on the reactant side of the barrier. If the photon energy placed the
system high enough on the SI surface to overcome the barrier, the SImolecule
may undergo internat conversion to So near an avoided crossing or actual intersection of So and SI. As will be seen later, the excited SI molecules can most
efficiently hop (undergo internat conversion) to So at such near crossings of So
and SI (Michl, 1972, 1974, 1975). After reaching the So surface, the system caD
either field products or the reactants caD be restored. The quantum yields for
these two processes will depend upon both the precise shape of the SI and So
surfaces and the photon enerl!v. The natnre nf thp rli~tMt; " MMriinntM .t..-,
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s,
E

50
Qr
Flgure5-2
A typical arrangement of So and SI surfaces that results in a forbidden excited-state reaction,

coordinate is obtained, it is necessary to seek symmetry-imposed reaction barriers that arise on the SI surface between the reactant geometry (as determined
by the Franck-Condon principie; see Herzberg, 1966, and Appendix B) and the
funnel geometry through which the reaction proceeds. As in Chapter 1-3, this
again means finding where the potential surface (SI) passes through extrema
(barriers and minima) as a result of avoided crossings.
Appendix B outlines the theory of an electronic transition in which a
ground-state (So) molecule absorbs a photon and moves to an cxcited surface
Sn (n ~ l). Both the common Franck-Condon approach and a partly classical
picture are presented; these tools allow one to guess the geometry at which a
molecule will enter an excited-state (Sn) potential energy surface. These entry
geometries must be known before walking along the SI surface as outlined
above tan be undertaken.

5.3. Processes Involving Tripiet States
Thus far, OUT'
attention bas been restricted to processesthat take place on the
singlet-state manifold. If spin-orbit effects were entirely negligible,the tripiet
states would not become populated after the primary photochemical event,
and these spin-forbidden states could be ignored. However, tripiet excited
states are important because even a smalI amount of spin-orbit coupling tan
cause intersystem crossings (Sn - Ton),especiallywhentheSnand Tonsurfaces
approach or intersect. Moreover, the excited tri piet states tan algObe directly
populated in the primary event either by using electron impact on the neutral
So or by r..~,_.~.
forming the
doublet
anion of So (S;;) and subsequently detaching on
~1~~.~~..
~f'.I_-.",.,
,..,;~

<'

I..~.

r_~._.

d..

T T","",

~r

<'

~r
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When a tripiet stale becomes populated, it can undergo several processes.
Higher tripiet states (Tn, n > I) usually decay in a radiationless manner to Tl
on a time scale that is very fast relative either to backward intersystem cross ing
SI or So-oc to radiativedecay(phosphorescence)-Tn
- Sm+ hp-Tl

-

-

both of which are slow spin-forbidden events. After undergoing internal conversion (Tn
Tl), the Tl-state molecules usually live for 10-3-10 sec. During
this time, which is much longer than the radiative lifetime of the SI stale
(10-10_10-6 sec), the tripiet molecules caD undergo chemical reaction or decay
radiatively or by intersystem crossing to So. Since Tl usually lies below SI, it
can no longer return to the excited singlet manifold. We will make this point
clearer in the next chapter. The longer lifetime of the Tl stale plays an important role in its chemical reactivity-namely,
time is available for reagents to
arrange themselves in a geometrically favorable manner for initiation of reaction. The lifetime gives rise to one of the distinguishing features of tripiet
molecules-namely, the tendency to undergo two-step radical reactions rather
than the concerted one-step reactions characteristic of singlets. For a reagent
in the tripiet stale to react with a closed-shell (singlet) molecule and yield a
closed-shell product-for
example,

f

-

o-o

I I

02eI:) + H2CCH2 H2C-CH2)

requires intersystem crossing. Soch reactions are usually described by twa steps.
First, a tripiet reagent bonds to the singlet molecule to form an intermediate
tripiet radical, for example,

o-o.

I

H2C-~H2
which slowly undergoe& intersystem crossing to become a singlet radical that
finally allows the two radical fragments to close and form a hond.
When an excited molecule in a singlet or tripiet stale reaches the lowest Tl
stale, the factors that determine whether it will react to form products and the
products that will be formed are the same as those used in analyzing the fale of
the SI-state molecules. The two preceding figures can be employed to explain
the allowed and forbidden tciplet reactions to yield singlet products by simply
replacing SI by Tl and making two modifications. First, the possibility for the
Tl and So surfaces to intersect in a (3N - 7)-dimensionalspace (for nonlinear
molecules) most be considered; SI and So caD intersect in, at most, a (3N-8)dimensional space. Second, when examining the fale of hopping erom Tl to
So, spin:-orbit coupling effects most be included. Tbe Tales of S.
So intern~1

-
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conversion and TI -- So intersystem crossing are much different because the
physical factors that govern these rates are differenL
To predict whether a triplet-state reaction is allowed, one proceeds in the
following way. First, the Franck-Condon principie is used to select those
regions of nuclear configuration space that, opon the primary (So + hv -- S,,)
event, are likely to be populated. The internal conversion (S" -- SI) then occurs
rapidly to give SI. Then, likely molecular deformation coordinates are sought,
along which SI and Tl approach closely or intersect and along which no high
symmetry-imposed barriers on the SI surface occur. The intersystem cross ing
(SI -- Tl) funnels will determine the molecular geometries at which Tl is
formed. Finally, starting at this point on the potential energy hypersurface at
which Tl is formed, additional deformations are sought, soch that Tl and So
intersect or approach closely and along which no high barriers exist on the Tl
surface. These TI -- So funnels caD field either ground-state reactants or
ground-state products, depending on the detailed nature of the Tl -- So ronDel ,
or intersection.
Note that the approach in studying photochemical processes is similar to
that for thermal reactions. Minima in SI and Tl are sought because these
minima often indicate where the excited surfaces (SI and Tl) com e closest to
So. Although it is indeed possible for SI and Tl to intersect So, emphasis
should not be placed on these crossing geometries; they contribute a subspace
of smalIer dimension than the dimension of So, Tl' or SI' The regions of space
in which SI or Tl com es close (within striking distaace for the non-BornOppenheimer terms in the total Hamiltonian) are of higher dirnension and thus
mor e importanL In addition to finding minima in SI or Tl. the points at which
SI and Tl caD cross or come close most be determined, and possible barriers in
SI and Tl most be soughL
Before proceeding to examples of photochemical reactions, it is necessary
to explore further the physical mechanisms by which radiationless processes
soch as internal conversion and intersystem crossing occur. This knowledge is'
important because it will per mit us both to predict when these events will be
likely (occur at competitive rates) and to understand how isotopic substitution,
heavy atoms, and vibrational stale densities caD be used to alt er the rates at
which they occur. This is thc subject of Chapter 6.

Cha pter 6
Internal Conversion
and Intersystem Crossing

6.1. Tbe States Between Wbicb Transitions Occur
To understand the mechanisms by which a molecule can undergo a radiationless transition (Yardley, 1980; Lin, 1980) erom one potential energy surface to
another, the Schrodinger equation for combined electronic and nuclear motion
given in Chapter 1 is needed. The electronic wavefunctions (cJ>a(rIR)J corresponding to the two interacting states between which transitions occur ober
the equations
(6.1)

h.cJ>so = Eso(R)cJ>so

and
h.cJ>x = Ex(R)cJ>x

(x = S1 or T1).

(6.2)

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the internat (vibrational-'
rotational) wavefunctions belonging to the So and excited potential surfaces
ober the equations
(D~ + Eso)X~

= f~X~

(6.3)

and
(D~

+ Ex)X~, = f~'X~"

(6.4)

in which D~ is the kinetic energy operator for all of the nuclear vibration and
rotation. The energies f~ and f~' are the total Born-Oppenheimer energies of
cJ>soX~
and cJ>xx~"
respectively. f~ can be decomposed into the electronic energy
at the minimum of the So surface,plus the x~ internat energy (e~)

f~

= Eso (min) + e~.

(6.5)
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AD analogous expression caD be written for €~
= Er (min) + e~

€~

(6.6)

where Er (min) is the electronie energy at the minimum of the excited-state surface. Er(min) - Eso(min) gives the adiabatie electronic energy difference for
the So X excitation; e~ and e~ are simply the vibration/rotation energies
(labeled by the quantum number v) on the So and x surfaces, respectively.
In the approximation that the internat vibrations and rotations may be
uncoupled, the functions x~, and x~, consist of products of appropriate rotational functions and of 3N - 6 vibrational wavefunctions-one
for each of the
normalor local vibrational coordinates (Yardley, 1980) including the reaction

-

coordinate

gonal to

Qr.

Qr

As pointed out in Chapter 1, motion along coordinates ortho-

caDoften be thought of as involvingapproximatelyharmonie

vibration. However, the components of x~ and X~,that describe motion along
Qr cannot be approximated by harmonie motion except near local minima. In
regions of Qr space in whieh So bas negative curvature, the Qr component of

x~ looks like a continuum wavefunction rather than a bound vibrational wavefunction.
We nowconsider the transitions used when a molecule hops erom SI or TI
to So. The SI or TI stale bas been populated by the mechanism So + hvSn - (S.. TI). In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the wavefunction of
this excited stale is given by
1/;r = cf>r(rIR)X~,(R).

(6.7)

The vibrational energy level €~, may be high or quite low (e.g., in condensedphase situations). Although €~, also contains rotational and, perhaps, relative
translational energy, we will, for brevity, speak of this energy as being vibrational. If the density of states (states per cm -I of energy) in the So manifold is
high at this energy level (€~,), it is likely that there is a stale of the So manifold
1/;0

=

cf>so(r

IR)X~(R)

(6.8)

that is nearly degeneratewith 1/;r. Thesetwo zeroth-order states will be coupled
by the term s in the true Hamiltonian that give rise to non-Born-Oppenheimer
corrections. This coupling will be strong if the orf-diagonal matrix elements
(1/;rIHI1/;o>are nonnegligible when compared to the energy difference €~, - €~
(Yardl,ey, 1980). Therefore, in this situation the non-Born-Oppenheimer
coupling is said to give rise to transitions between 1/;r and 1/;0, and these transitions are the hopping that bas been discussed. If the excited stale is a tripiet,
the~non-Born-Oppenheimer term s alone would not couple 1/;r and 1/;0; H must
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6.2. Rates of Transitions
To evaluate ,ates of such transitions, the conventional Fermi "golden rule"
caD be used (Yardley, 1980; Lin, 1980); this fUle states that transitions starting
in q",x~, and going to q,sox~and caused by the non-Born-Oppenheimer parts of
H - he occur at a rate given in sec-1 by

w=

~E

(6.9)

v 1<q,sox~IH - helq",x~')12ó(f~- f~').

The ó function guarantees that the states q,SoX~contributing to the total radiationless transition rate have the same Born-Oppenheimer energy as q",X~,.
When maDYvibrational or rotational mo des are present, there may be,many x~
functions, each having the same energy f~. The number of such states is referred
to as the density of states p at this total energy (f~

= EÓ(f~-f~').

p(f~')

(6.10)

v

If there is reason to believe that alI of the states Iq,sox~in this degenerate
manifold couple to the same extent with the initial staLe q",x~" then the sum
over v in the above expression for W caD be replaced by the appropriate staLe
density

W

=

~

(6.11)

1<q,sox~IH-helq,xX~)12p(f~)

in which x~, is aDYone of thedegenerate states. Modern research on the
behavior of electronicalIy excited molecules indicates that, even for systems
with high staLedensities, often only a smalI fraction of the modes play an a.ctive role in the radiationless transition. As a result, it may not be wise to use
equation 6.11 when trying to understand radiationless transition rates; it is
probably more appropriate to think in terms of equation 6.9.
Internal Conversion Rates
We now consider how equation 6.9 depends on the electronic energy difference
and the vibrational wavefunctions x~ and x~, for the internal conversion case
in which q", is a singlet staLe.The terms in H he that couple the initial staLe
q,SlX~,to the final staLe q,sox~are the non-Born-Oppenheimer terms, and the
orf-diagonal coupling matrix element' described in Chapter 1 is

-

1"/,

yOI

TT

,.IA.

vx\

-

lA.,

yOlyx,nLL

~~n.,~-

.n.,YX\

fr,. I?)
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As discussed in Chapter 1, the second term in this expression is usually larger
than the first (except when the second term vanishes, owing to symmetry);
hence, the analysis will proceed using only this term. The analysis of the first
term caD be performed in analogous fashion (Berry, 1966); to do so would not
shed further light on the physical origins of internal conversion.
An expression for the above coupling matrix element that is more
physically useful caD be obtained by applying the DR operator to the BornOppenheimer Schrodinger equation, which CPStobeys:
DR(h.CPsI

- EStCPst) = O.

(6.13)

Multiplying on the left by CPso and integrating over the electronic coordinates
onty yields
(CPSoID Rh. ICPSt) +

(CPso

I h.DRCPst)

- ESt (CPsol DRCPSt)

-

DREs

t (CPso I CPSt)

= O.

(6.14)

Equation 6.14can be solved for (CPstIDRCPSt)'which caD then be used to reexpress the coupling matrix element and, therefore, to write the transition rate as

w=

~

Eó(e~-e~,)
v

l(x~1 [Est

-

Esorl(cpso

(6.15)

IDRh.1 CPSt>'2DRX~, >12

This analysis shows that Wis likely to be large if regions of nuclear configuration space (R) exist for which the electronic energy gap is smali
(Es,(R) ==cFEso(R» and the product X~(R)DRX~,(R) is nonvanishing.
Therefore, molecular deformations that bring the twa singlet-state potential
surfaces close to one anpther should be sought. If X~ and DRX~, have appreciable overlap in the region in which Eso ==Es" then internal conversion is
likely. However, the electronic Cofce matrix element (CPsoIDRh. ICPsl>
most also
be substantial; this integral will be large if (in the orbital-following sense in~troduced in Chapter 4) the distortion tends to evolve the orbital structure of
CPSI joto that of CPso'
Where symmetry is present, the direct product of the So
and SI symmetries most match that of DRh.. For example, in H2CO, the n1r*
staLe is achieved by excitation erom an occupied b2(n) orbital to the vacant
bl(1r*) orbital. The kind of motion that is symmetry-consistent with bl x b2 is
a2. H2CO"does not have aDYvibration with a2 symmetry. As a result, the
(CPsoIDRh.lcps,) matrix element should be smali for n1r* states in C2v symmetry. In.contrast, 1r1r*SI states have bl x bl = al symmetry and, hence, DR
""n ,"", ;', h"(',,,.r~

(' ;r "IrA ('

1.1 r'rI

1",< t\'rN""

..:I'-~':~--r

(qrl"'~'~h:~

rrr
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Ex

E
VL

Eso

Q,
Flgure6-1
Energy surfa ces that do not appro ach ciosely.

pected to have the largest effect on mapping the

11"*

orbital into the

11"

orbital

because the nature of these two orbitais is affected by the distance erom C to O.
Let us review the procedure developed so far. If a coordinate exists along
which Eso approaches EsI' the hopping rate for internal conversion is increased.
Near this avoided crossing or near approach of the 80 and 81 surfaces, one considers whether symmetry or physical COfceare likely to make «f>soIDRhel<f>SI>
significant for deformations either along Q. (DR = DQ) or along some direction perpendicular to Q.. Oirections in which bot h this electronic COfce matrix
element is large and the vibrational produet x~DRX~, is substantial will play
important roles as modes that digest the excess electronic energy Eso - Es I'
That is, the direction along which Eso and EsI come close is important because
this motion brings the molecule to the funnel geometry. ODce the molecule is
near the funnel, it caD use other degrees of freedom (orthogonal to Q.) to
digest the excess electronic energy.
Energy-Digesting

Modes

Two extreme cases of how the Eso and Ex surfaces might appear may b~
distinguished. The first case pertains to situations in which Eso and Ex do not
approach one another closely-in other words, within an energy gap that is approximately equal to a non-Born-Oppenheimer matrix element. The shapes of
two such surfaces are shown in Figure 6-1. Efficient internal conversion may
still be possible by transfer of electronic energy to internal vibrational energy.
To analyze the rates of such processes in this case, note first that the energydenominator factor in equation 6. 15-[Eso(Q) - ESI(Q)rl-is
smalI and
never undergoes rapid growth near some critical geometry as it would, for example, in the near-crossing situations (a second special case that will be treated
shortly).

Therefore,

Eso

-

EsI is approximated

as a part that depends on the

reaction coordinate Q.. plus a part that describes the (approximately harmonie) motion perpendieular to Q.:
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Furthermore, the shapes of Eso(R) and Es1(R) ale assumed to be sufficiently
similar that Eso(R) - Es(R) can be neglected relative to the presumed large
value of Eso(Qr)

- ES1(Qr)

splitting.

To continue the analysis, twa additional assumptions are made: (1) Only
one mode, whose spatial coordinate is Ra, plays an active role as an energy acceptor (Yardley, 1980). (2) In the initial SI stale, the active mode is in its
v'

= Olevel. Assumption

2 is by no means fully justified or even necessary. In

condensed media situations, it might be moce justified, since vibrational
energy would probably have been dissipated to the surroundings prior to the
internat conversion process. This assumption is made anty so the resulting integral containing X~Ra) and DR"X~.(Ra)can be physically interpreted moce
easily. We will then argue that essentiallythe same physical picture would be
obtained, artel moce tedious algebraic manipulation, if the moce general
(v' ;/::O) case wece analyzed (see Yardley, 1980). Under the above outlined
limitations, the fale expression (equation 6.15) becomes
I,

w = 2; Eó(E~
- E~')I(X~Qr)[Eso(Qr)- ES.(Qr)rlx~.(Qr»
v

\ II
b~a (X~b IX~;,>)(4>soIDR"h.l4>s.).q

2(X~" IDR" 1X~~ )11.

(6.17)

Here the product IIb extends over all modes othe, than Qr and the active Ra
and gives rise to simple Franck-Condon overlap factors for the passive modes.
If these modes ale runy passive, then the shapes of the So and SI surfaces
along these directions should be identical, in which case the (X~bIX~;,>overlap
factors wouldreduce to products of simple c5-functionsIIb c5vb.v;,.
In writing the
above expression for W, we assumed that the electronic foTce matrix element is
rather insensitive to R". Consequently, (4>soIDR"h.l4>s.>
was evaluated at the
equilibrium value of the SI stale of Ra (Ra = R:l), which was denoted by the
subscript "eq" in this integral. The vibrational quantum numbers appearing in
E~and E~' ale underlined because they contain the quantum numbers of all
modes (for example, v = vQr' Va, Vb; b = 1 . . .).
With an of these observations, W reduces to

W=

~ E.
V"VrVr

c5(e~"

+ Eso(min) + e~r - ~~ - Es.(min)

I(X~'<Qr)
I[ESo(Qr)
- ES.(Qr>rlX~~(Qr» 11

- e~~)
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.
x
Es;(min) + eYf
Es,(min)

,

E

x~r

~Es(min)

-

Eso(min) + e~r

o

Qr
Figure 6.2
Energies relevant to internal conversion.

in which e~rand e~; are the interna! energies in the Q, mode in the two states.
The energy-conservation o-function requires that the excess energy

Eso(min)

- Es,(min) + e~r- e~; = dE"

whieh is equal to an adiabatie electronie energy difference plus the amount of
energy a!ong Q, that bas to be "digested," is balanced by the change in vibrational energy of the energy-accepting mode. This modified energy gap is shown
in Figure 6-2.
If x~. and x:~ are approximated by simple harmonie oscillator functions
having identieal frequencies '" but equilibrium bon d lengths that differ by
dR a, the evaluation of the X~.ID R.I X~~ integral is straightforward. For the
case of v~ = O (Yardley, 1980)

<X~.IDR.lxo)= .j;[.A- jVa;

(_~y.-l«Va

-1)!)-1/2

1 (-,jXY.+l«va + l)!)-1I2]exp (-X/2)

is ohtHined. in which X == (,'/(':'1),1 R ~. Suhstitlltinn

(6.19)

nf this resl111intn equa-

j

'
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w

=

l;:' ~
IDR.h.
v.v. I (cf>so

Icf>sl>eql 2

I<X~.(Qr)[ESo(Q.) - ESt(Qr)rIX~;(Qr» 12
~E2

e-X

1/2

.

21rliCJJ(~E. -IlUJ)

exp

[-

-

~Er hUJ
1iUJ

(In (

-

~Er
hUJ
1iUJX

) - 1)]

(6.20)

in which ~Er is the excess energy or gap defined earlier.
Notice

that

~Er

depends

opon

e~.

-

e~;, the energy chaRge along the mode

Since for this specjal case Eso(Qr) - ESt(Qr) does not become smalI for
aDY value of Q" the element (X~. I(Eso - ES1)-' IX~) is likely to be smali unless
Qr.

X~.and X~;have very similar shapes. This will not be the case if ~Er ==O, since
then x~. would correspond to a wave packet having higb kinetic energy and a
short de Broglie wavelength (as in Figure 6-2). This function could have little
overlap with aDY low-energy x~~. Hence, the dominant contribution is for
v: = O and smalI v" and tberefore it is reasonable to set v: = Vr= O in
equation 6.20.
Notice that equation 6.20 leads to the conc1usion tbat high frequency
vibrational modes should be most effective in digesting the excess energy.For
soch modes, (~Er ~1iUJ)/IlUJis as smaU as possible. The exponential dependence of Won tbe energy gap ~Er is tbougbt to give rise to tbe observations
leading to tbe Kasha rule. For most molecules tbe So"- SI spacing (near the So
equilibrium geometry populated in tbe Franck-Condon absorption process) is
larger tban tbe SI

-

-

S2, S2

-

S3, . . . splittings.Hence, internalconversion

from SI to--Sois slower tban between bigber states, since ~Er is larger for tbe
SI
So transition.

Equation 6.20 algOsbows tbat if experimentallyone desired to modify tbe
rate of internal conversion by isotopic substitution, tbe high frequency variations should be modified. For example, substitution of deuterium for bydrogen sbould produce substantial cbanges in tbe rate of internat conversion.
In tbe otber extreme case (see Figure 6-3) in wbicb Eso(Q) - Esl(Q)
becomes small along Q. (of tbe order of magnitude of tbe non-BornOppenbeimer matrix elements), we assume for motion along directions
perpendieularto Qr tbat Eso - Esl caDbe writtenas two components-one
consisting of motion along Qr and a second comprised of barmonie segments
(having tbe same geometries and frequencies). Tbese barmonie potentials are
assumed to be identieal on So and SI and, heRce, cancel yielding
FJ-Es

== Pe(n)-p~(n)

rr.. ..",
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SI

/Ls~
QC
r

Qr

Figure6-3
Energy surfaces that do approach cIosely.

In this case, Q, itself is the energy-digesting mode.
The treatment in this section of the special case in whi<;hEso and Esl do
not approach closely caD also be made for this case in Figure 6-3 to the point at
whieh

w=

:; Eo(Eso(min)
Vr

41(x?r I(Eso(Q,)

-

+ e?r - Es1(min)
ES1(Q,W1

- e~)
(6.22)

(a>soIDQrhe Ia>sl)DR Ix~;) 12

Because (Eso- ES1)-1enhances contributions to the integral over Qr near the
point of closest-approach Q~, the electronie Cofce matrix element and the
energy difference caD be approximated by their values at Q~ to obtain

w = ~1rEO(Eso(min)
+ e?r- Es1(min)- e~)
Vr

I[Eso(Q~) -

Es1(Q~r21

«/>So IDQrhe 1a>Sl) I\x?r IDQr IX~;)12 (6.23)

Unfortunately, an energy-gap law is not easily obtained for this case because
the (X?rIDQr1X~) integtal does not include two bound harmonie oscillator
functions; X?rdescribesfree (unbound) motion along the So surface. However,
transitions will be favored if the electronie energy gap Eso(Q~) - Es1(Q~) is
smalI and the electronie-force matl'ix element is large. Moreover, the kinetic
energy of motion along Q, in the product

So staLe is Es1(min) + e~;

-

Eso(Q~),

at Q = Q~.
The Landau-Zener Point oj View
Before discussingthe rates of intersystem crossing, it is useful to point out the
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looking at Tales of surface hopping (Eyring, Walter, and Kimball, 1944), a
method that pertains only to the second case treated above (the close approach
of So and SI depicted in Figure 6-3). In the Landau-Zener approach the near
crossing of the So and SI surfaces is parameterized by the slopes (fo and fi) of
the surfaces near their avoided crossing and the closest-approach energy
2flO ;:; 2(Es,(Q~)
- Eso(Q~». The probability of a surface hop (per vibration
along Q.. as dictated by x:.) is then expressed as
p

= 1 - exp[ -

(411"2do)(hvIfo - fI 1)-1]

(6.24)

in which v is the velocity of the nuclei as they pass through the avoidedcrossing region. The dependence of P on the vibrationallevel (x:;>of the initial
SI stale comes erom this velocity-if v; is large, the velocity is high. Equation
6.24 shows that three things-a close approach (smali EI0), fast-moving nuclei
(high frequency vibration), and a smali difference in slope (smali change in
force)-favor surface hopping. This influence of the change in slope (which is
the change in the forces Celt by the nuclear frarnework of the molecule along
the Q. direction) is obscured somewhat in the earlier expression for W (equalian 6.23). This falce effect is contained in the x~.(Q.)DQrX:;(Q.) factor. If So
and SI have very different slopes near Q~, the wavefunctions x~ and x:. will
have greatly different local de Broglie wavelengths in this region, a~d x~ a~d x~.
ale not likely to have large local overlap. In contrast, similar slopes or So and
SI near Q~ willlead to large overlap of x~. and x:; (Le., similar shapes in x~r
and x~;>.

6.3. Intersystem Crossing Rates
In intersystem crossing Tales the electronic wavefunctions cpoand Cp"are singlet
and tripiet, respectively. However, the spin-orbital operator

e~
hso

=

2m2c2

Z
(riaXPi).Si+
{ I,a r~a
la

~

E
(2Pj-~i)Xrij1.si
i#j [
rij
J

}

(6.25)

couples CPoand Cp"to give perturbed wavefunctions ;;0 and cP"that contain bot h
singlet and tripiet components. Intersystem crossing is viewed as occurring betweeD these perturbed functions by a mechanism similar to that just discussed
for internal conversion. The perturbed electronic wavefunctions ale approximated by
~so

=

CPso

~,

+ (CPsoIhsol CPTI)(Eso - ETI)-lcpTt

(6.26)
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and
<1>TI

=

<1>TI

+

(6.27)

«PTli hso I<Pso)(ET I - ESo)-I<pSo

(Eyring, Walter, and KimbalI, 1944; Pilar, 1968). These functions caD naw be
used in the Fermi golden-rule formula to evaluate W for intersystem crossing.
In doing so, the electronic-force matrix element (or even the second non-Born- ~
Oppenheimer factor «1>soID~h.I<1>TI)
that was not analyzed earlier) is
modified because 4)soand (PTIare now of mixed spin character:
(~soIDQh.I~TI)

= «PsoIDQh.I<pTl)

+ «Pso

DQh. 1<Pso)~TII

1

hso

+ «Pso Ihsol <PTI)«PTIIDQh.

1<Ps~ETI

- Eso)-I

I<PTI)(Eso - ETI)-I

+ terms second order in hso.

(6.28)

The first term vanishes becal,lse of spin orthogonality since DQh. contains no
spin-dependent terms. The other twa term s contain electronic-force expectation values, Eso - ETI energy denominators, and spin-orbit matrix elements.
When squared and substituted joto the expression for W (equation 6.23), these
integrals give an expression for the fale of intersystem crossing. The treatment
of digestingmodes other than Qr (if So and TI remain far apart) and the treatment of the case of Qr accepting the excess energy (when So and TI cross or
come very close) proceed in the same way as that for intersystem crossing;
therefore, we need not repeat the analysis of the dependence of this radiationless fale on the energy gap, accepting-mode frequencies, and so forth.
The primary difference between the expressions for internal conversion
(WId and intersystem crossing (WIsd is contained in the spin-orbit integrals
«Pso1hso I<PTI)whose squares enter joto WIsc. These integrals require further
discussion (Turro, 1978). The spin-orbit operator hso, consists of the dol product (L.S- + L_S. + 2LzSz)of a spatial electronic angular-momentum operator
and an electric spin operator. Clearly, it is the spin-operator components (S.,
S-, but not Sz) that map the tri piet spin function joto the singlet spin function
in the «Psoihso I<PT.)integral. When operating on <PTI' the corresponding spatial
angolar-momentom operator components caD alter the angolar characteristics

of the spatial wavefunctionin <PTI' More specifically,sincethe componentsL.n
Ly, Lz (or L.. L_, Lz) of the angolar-momentom operator trans form like rotalian operator s under point-gro up symmetry"(see Appendix C or Cotton, 1963),

the direct produet of the spatial symmetriesof <Pso and <PTImostmatchthat of
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at least one of the components Lx, Ly or Lz for the spin-orbit matrix element to
be nonvanishing. This is another important factor to keep in mind when deciding when intersystem crossing is likely to occur. For example, in H2CO, the intersystem

crossing

transitions

-

(71"71".)1 (n7l".)3 or (n7l".)3

-

n2 are spin-orbit

favored because they utilize transitions between 7I"(b1)and n(b2) orbitals or
7I".(b1)and n(b2) orbitais whose direct produet a2 bas the symmetry of a rotation
about the symmetry axis of the molecule. Pictonally, this is represented by
noting that a 90° rotation of the n(b2) orbital maps it joto a 7I"-likeb1 orbital.
Likewise, the intersystem

-

crossing rates (71"71".)1

(71"71".)3 and

(n7l".)1

-

(n7l".)3

should be smaller because they are forbidden by first-order perturbation analysis
-that is, the molecule bas no rotation having bl x bl = al or b2 X b2 = al
symmetry .
In the Landau-Zener method, which applies only to twa surfaces (TI and
80) that intersect or approach closely, the probability of intersystem crossing is
given as before (equation 6.24) except that naw the energy splitting 2E01is caused
by the spin-orbit coupling and is given by
EOl

=

I IcPTI)Q~'

(cPso hso

(6.29)

Hence, the same conditions that favor internat conversion algOfavor intersystem crossing, except that the rate of intersystem crossing also includes the
spin-orbit matrix element in a multiplicative manner. This element will be smali
unless heavy atoms are present and the twa states can be connected by any of Lx,
Ly, or Lzo
.

>"

Chapter 7
Examples 01

Photochemical Reactions

In this chapter six photochemical reactions will be analyzed by the methods of
Chapter 6.

7.1. Dimerization of Two Ethylenes
From the treatment of ground-state thermal reactions (Chapter 1-3) the fourcenter concerted dimerization of twa So ethylene molecules is forbidden by
symmetry. Recall that in C2v symmetry the orbital-correlation diagram for this
reaction is that shown in Figure 7-1. If the ground stale (11"211"2,
<1<1)and singly
excited (11"211"*11",
<1(1*0) configurations of

reactants and products and the con-

figurations with which they correlate are includedt the configuration-correlation
diagram shown in Figure 7-2, in which the C2v symmetries of these configurations ale algOindicated, is obtained. Not all of the configuration correlations
ale shown because it is important to examine first in mOle detail the type of
photochemical event we wish to simulate. Following this examination, certain
of these configurations caD be eliminated.
Photochemical dimerization of ethylene might be viewed as a collision
between (11"11"*)1
excited ethylene molecule and a ground-state 11"2
ethylene under
C2v symmetry. Analysis of the reaction requires expressing this localized (nonsymmetry-adapted) excited species in terms of symmetry orbitals. Using the
reverse of the transformation erom a localized orbital to a symmetry-adapted
orbital, the proposed experimentally prepared 1I"1(1I"1I"*)A
stale (in which A and'
B refer to the twa isolated ethylene molecules) caD be expressed as follows:
11"8 =

11"0,+ 1I"b1'

1I"A =

11"0, -

1I"b1

11": =

11":, "7" 11":1

and
11":= 11":,+

11":1'

erom which the localized

(ethvleoe + ethvlene*)

confll>.nr:ltim'l r:ln hl" written
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u*
u*

a 2- .,,*
b ,- .,,*
b2
O,

°2
b2

1!.
."

S! b1
u

°1

Figure7-1
Orbital-correlation

diagram for dimerization of ethylene.

1ri(1r1r*)~ = (1ral - 1rb)(1ral - 1rb2)[(1ral+ 1rb)(1r:1 + 1r:2W

Keeping in min d that a singlet (1r1r*)1stale is represented by a combination of
two Stater determinants, these orbital occupation patteros represent Slater
determinant wavefunctions. This pro perty of the wavefunctions, combined
with the Pauli principie, allows one to eliminate the 1ral1ral1raland 1rl2pieces of
this wavefunction; however, this local-orbital description still contains maDY
symmetry pieces (e.g., 1r~I1rb21r:1
bas A2 symmetry). The analysis of the various
symmetry pieces of this localized function is analogous ,to decomposing the six
2p states of Na* joto four 2n and two 2I; states when Na* coUides with H2 in
C2v symmetry.
The goal of this analysis is to determine whether there exists at least one
photochemically accessible palb for the reaction. An answer could be obtained
by first analyzing the symmetry element s that are in the 1ri(1r1r*)~stale, then
constructing 011configuration-correlation diagrams consistent with 011of these
symmetries, and looking for symmetry-imposed barriers arising on ony of
these surfac~s. This procedure would be exceedingly tedious but caD be
simplified by the following method.
The orbital configuration diagram in Figure 7-1 shows that an excitation
erom the b21rorbital to the b l1r*orbital would have the best chance of producing an energeticolly downhi/l reaction surface because the b2 and b1 orbitais
undergo a crossing (which incidentally causes the thermal reaction to be forbidden).

Certainly

this b2

-

b1 excitation

is a part of the local-orbital

wave-

function described earlier (in that the 1ri(1r1r*)~function contains a ofb2b1
component. ,This component is the one most likely to lead to slabie products.
Thus, a configuration-correlation diagram is constructed that contains only
"..~"/~",,r1"'oo'

,~,

c,

'..1."

'."

,.

o,'co'
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20-*2

2:.-

8,
8,

A , Bt

A2 11"2b,..,7'*)'
A2 11"~7T~*)3

2(0-0-*)'A 8

o3
2 2
0-2(0-(7'"*) A 282

20-2 A 1
!L..Figure 7-2
Configuration-correlationdiagram for dimerization of ethylene.

b2 X bl = A2 symmetry that arise from the b2 -+ bl excitation. Those configurations having BI and B2 symmetry are eliminated from the configurationcorrelation diagram in Figure 7-2. These eliminated configurations include
b2 -+ a2 and al -+ bl excitations that do not promote an electron from an orbital whose energy is increasing joto an orbital whose energy is decreasing. The
resulting simplified configuration-correlation diagram. which is not meant to
be quantitatively accurate. is shown in Figure 7-3. If experimental data for the
11"11"*
and aa* excitation energies of ethylene and cyclobutane and for the thermochemical !1E for this reaction were available, the configuration-correlation
diagram could be made mate quantitative.
Because of the (b2, bl) orbital crossing. the four configurations drawn in
the configuration-correlation diagram would be degenerat e at this crossing
geometry at the level at which interelectron repulsion effects are ignored.
However. the electron repulsions are not negligible and split the four configurations joto four resulting states. AHhe crossing geometry. the triplet staLe
is probably lowest in energy. Tbe excited staLe. which is formed in the primary
photochemical event. is-because of the forbidden nature of 50 + hv -+ Tn
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"(7"2(7"*2

A, ,,2,,"\
A2 17"2(17"17"*)10O
21L--

O

[QJ /o
O

O
O

A1

O

(7"2«7"(7"*)1
A2

O

(7"2«7"(7"*)3A2

AA1- 2(n/F,
17"4

-

(7"4

A1

Figure 7.3
Simplifiedconfiguration-correlationdiagram for dimerization of ethylene.
~

these requirenfents, though this staLe may only be the one most reactive component of the~;r~(1r1r*)~local-orbital excitation staLe.
After formation of the lA z staLe, internal conversion caD occur near the
point enclosed in the bOKin Figure 7-3. As the two ethylenes collide, via an Oz
accepting-mode distortion, internal conversion to the upper lA 1 staLe can be
followed by "hopping" to the lower lAl surface at the funnel (labeled F),
thereby giving either reactant or product molecules in their lAl (14ground

state! The preciseamount of ground-state re.actantand

lAl

and lA z products

depends upon the quantitative nature of the potential surfaces. Nowhere along

the path erom 1Az to lA 1* to

lAl

is a reaction barrier encountered. The SI sur-

face may be thermodymimically uphill if the (1Z(1(1*l
staLe of cyclobutane lies
above the 1rz1r1r*
I staLe of the ethylene dimer. In such a case, an appreciable
quantum field of product would not be expected until the photon energy used

to populate the S I staLeis sufficient to exceed the energy gap between the
(1r1r*)
I absorption threshold and the point at which the S I staLeintersects the
upper I A I curve. The crucial element in making this reaction photochemically
allowed is the excitation of an electron erom an orbital that moves uphill along
Qr

to a downhill moving orbital. Notice that the purpose in constructing the

configuration-correlation diagram was to see whether the system caD efficiently
(through internal conversion or funnels) get erom the lA z surface (at the
Franck-Condon-populated
reactant gebmetry) to the product ground-state
onrf""r'

",itho"t

~~~f"'nt"r;n"

...n"

c",.,,","trv

;m"n<"c1

""'rr;~-c

'Int

tn

(,-,11"",
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internal conversion will be sufficiently fast that the pro duet moleeules need not
be formed on the IA2 surface.
What would happen if the 3A2(1("1("*)
stale were populated in the primary
excitation event by tri piet sensitization? If the eonfiguration-eorrelation
diagram in Figure 7-3 is quantitatively aeeurate, the TI surface moves downhill
erom reaetants to produets, and some phosphoreseenee erom the 3 A 2(0-0-*)3
stale of eyclobutane is expeeted (assuming that the species does not fir$J
deeompose to yield another produet). In regions of Qr spaee in which the 3A2
surface interseets the lower lAI surface (Figure 7-3), it is algo possible that intersystem crossing eould lead to the formation of ground-state reactants,
beeause the lower lAI surface is interseeted on its reaetant side. Reeall that this
intersystem crossing will be efficient oni y if one of the rotations R,CJRy, and R.

bas the same symmetry as the direet produet A2

x A I = a2. Beeausethe C2v

point group does have a rotation with a2 symmetry, intersystem crossing
should be efficient. In summary, erom the interseetion of T1 with So on the left
side, intersystem crossing should give ground-state reaetant moleeules. From
the right-hand interseetion of T1 and So, produets will form. Phosphoreseenee
of produets will algo oeeur. The quantum yields for eaeh of these three proeesses will depend opon the exaet values of the radiative and intersystem crossing rat e eonstants-sueh
quantitative evaluations eannot be made erom
symmetry-based arguments.

7.2. Closure of 1,3-Butadiene to Cyclobutene
The orbital-eorrelation diagrams for the disrotatory (DIS) and eonrotatory
(CON) paths for closure of 1,3-butadiene are shown in Figure 7-4, in which e
and o indicate even and odd symmetry under o-vor C2. In Chapter 4 the CON
pathway for the thermal reaetions was shown to be allowed and the DIS palb
to be forbidden. It will be seen in this seetion that the allowed pathway for the
photoehemical reaetion differs. We begin by eonstrueting a eonfigurationeorrelation diagram that includes only the most important eonfigurationsnamely, the ground stale and the stale most likely to lead to photoreaetion.
The faet that the energetically favorable 1(" 1("*excitation bas o
e symmetry
for the DIS palb is used next. For this reaetion eoordinate, the eonfigurationeorrelation diagram, which is not neeessarily quantitatively aeeurate, is shown
in Figure 7-5. If the relative-energy seale were eorreet in this figure-which
depends on the strengths of the o-and 1("bonds and the strain energy of the
eyclobutene-excitation
of butadiene to the singlet 1("2(1("1("*)1
stale would not
yield eyclobutene at excitation energies near the 1("1("*1
threshold. Absorption of
photons of higher energy might eause a reaetion if the exeess internal energy

-

were maintained

in the reactioTl coordiTlates.

-

The reaction

is nnt svmm("trv-
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Figure 7-4
Orbital-correiation

eON
(C2)

diagrams for CON and DIS ciosure of l,3-butadiene.

(1"217"*2

'JT2b,.,r*)1
17"2(17"17"*)3

(1"217"

EJ
~

DIS

Inl

Figure 7.5
Configuration-correiationdiagram for DIS ciosure.

amount to intersect with the up per totally symmetric sur face. In contrast, the
reverst SI photoreaction should occur readily because the '11"2(11"11".)1
stale can
cross to the upper totally symmetric (q211".2)sur face and thereby per mit funneling to the ground-state sur face. The funneling caD then produce either reactants
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".2(0"0"*)'
".2(0"0"*:

0".2(".".*)'
0".2(".".*)3

0"2".=-

D

_".21J"2

eON

Ifll

Flgure 7-6
Configuration-correlationdiagram for CON cIosure.

The eON reaction path, which is thermally allowed, is photochemically
forbidden when the excitation includes promotion of an electron erom the secand orbital of the butadiene to the lowest 11"*
orbital. The relevant configurationcorrelation diagram for the eON path is shown in Figure 7-6. It shows that in
addition to the fact that reaction along the SI staLeof the butadiene to produce
cyclobutene is endothermic-as
was the case for the DIS process-an additional symmetry-imposed barrier to reaction on this SI surface is aIso present.
Because no funnel route connecting SI to So is present, it is unlikely that the
system will return to So at a geometry that characterizes cyclobutene; it is much
maTe likely that the molecule will either fluoresce or return to So via internal
conversion near the reactant geometry, because it cannot move away erom this
geometry when it is on SI. The thermal reaction is allowed in the eON case, as
shown by the So surface not moving uphill along Qr. The same behavior of So
also makes the excited-state reaction to yield So products forbidden. For the
same reasons, excitation of the tripiet 11"2(11"11"*)3
butadiene should also fail to
form cyclobutene.
The Dewar-Zimmerman rules caD also be applied to certain photochemical
reactions if the resonance stahilitv n11esare simplv reversed (Pearson. 1976).
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~
so this reaction is thermally forbidden and photochemically allowed. Analogously, the suprafacial [1,3] sigmatropic migration of a hydrogen atom is a
4-electron Hiickel system

",

~
/' ,..
/'

'-

"

and would also occur photochemically.Thesesimplerules cannot be universally
valid because they do not contain references about the orbital joto which the
electron is excited. The range of applicability of the Dewar-Zimmerman
prediction is limited to situations in which the occupied and virtual orbitaIs
participating in the excitation are energy ordered, either as

- --~--=
-ll-~-

reactant

=><-------

ar os

-ll -><- -lt-

produet

reactont

product

7.3. HOMO-LUMO (SOMO) Overlap
for the Diels-Alder Reaction
In using the criterion of HOMO-LUMO overlap to study thermal reactions,
the HOMO and LUMO orbitaIs for each oC the twa reactant species are ex-

amined.For a Diels-Alderreaction,the orbitaIsare the diene 11"2 and 11"1 orbitais (Figure 7-7a) and the cne 11"
and 11".orbit ais (Figure 7-7b). The energy of
the order ing oCthese orbitais and the ground-state reactant orbital occupations
are depicted inFigure

7-7c. These diagrams

show that

11"2

-

11".

and

11"

-

11"3ex-

citations include favorable HOMO-LUMO interactions in that the low-energy
excitations produce a charge flow that allows the o/d bonds to break as the new
bondsl form. Hence, the thermal Diels-Alder reaction is allowed.
To use the HOMO-LUMO overlap toGI for the photochemical reaction,
the orbitaIs are first occupied in a manner appropriate to the exciled stale. For
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7T'3

7T'

7T'*

7T'*
7T'3

tr- 7T'
2
li-7T'
FIguJe 7-7
(a) Diene 11"2
and 11"3
orbitaIs. (b) Ene 11"
and 11"*
orbitaIs. (c) Energy ordering oCthe orbitais in (a)
and (b).

singlet configuration 11"2(11"211"3)1 is considered. The orbitais 11"2 and 11"3 are now
singly occupied molecular orbitais (SOMO) that caD act either as electron

-

donors or occeptors in the HOMO
LU MO excitation sense. Although 011
possible single excitations should be considered when determining how electron density caD flow between two reactants to break old bonds and make new
bonds, orbital energy differences (according to perturbation theory) influence
the contributions to the overall electron density flow, and thus indicate that
the 11" 11"2 and 11"3 11". excitations are probably more important. A 11"2 11"

-

pxcit~tion

woulci

-

"lit

thn'p

plprtron~

in thp

'If orhit~1

(whi,."

i~ not

~"""wpn

-

hV
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higher

energy.

The

- 11"3,11"3
-11"2,and

11"2

11"-

11".

orbital promotions

do not

cause charge to flow between reactants, but they are entirely intrafragment excitations. Notice that, analogous to the perturbation treatment of charge flow
in the ground stale, herc these orbital promotions are analyzed with respect to
their producing useful electron flow storting erom an excited stale. Examination of the energetically favored 11"2 11"2 and 11"3 11". orbital excitations
shows that these orbital-promotion pairs do not produce a favorable overlap
that allows new produet bonds to form. Hence, the photochemical reaction
should be forbidden. Certainly alf of the orbital excitations have same influence on the charge flow that accompanies this reaction, but the most significant factor is whether there are low-energy single excitations that form new
bonds as old bonds break.
The same conclusion would be reached if the ene bad been excited rather

-

-

-

-

than the diene.The orbitaloccupancywouldthen be givenby 1I"l(1I"1I".)., and
11"1 and 11"2
11",
both of which lead to unfavorable overlap and, hence, a forbidden reactionthat is, no formation of new bonds.

the relevant energetically favored excitations would be 11".

7.4. Excited Reactants CaD Correlate
Directly witb Ground-State Products
By promoting an electron erom a doubly occupied orbital whose energy is increasing along the reaction coordinate to one whose energy decreases, an S.
surface might be obtained that bas no symmetry-imposedbarriers. In such a
case, the system moves erom the S. surface to the Sosurface ofproducts by intersystem crossing at the point where the S. surface intersects So (or the upper
cone of So) in a manner favoring product formation.
However, cases are known in which internat conversion is not needed.
Consider, for example, the photochemical abstraction of a hydrogen atom
erom an alkane by an excited carbonyl group

'cJJ\ +

( / O)

/

H-C~

- ;O-O

,O <;1,H

"

8ct.

+

Treating the active orbitals as the CO 11" and 11"., the O p-like lane pair (no), and
the H-C u and u. orbitals, the orbital-correlation diagram shown in Figure
7-8 CaDbe made, in which only the approximate symmetry piane of the H2CO
moiety is used to label the orbitais. The orbitais on the C and O of the product
that He perpendicular to the COM piane are labeled 1I"c and 11"0' This symmetry
label is onlv correct whilp thp ("~rhmw' "rnm~ rpm!>iTlc;,,'...n.,,"

I
1

!
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-O'"OH

+ HCR3

Flgure 7-8
Orbital-correlation

H2COH+ CR3

diagram for H-atom abstraction by carbonyl.

-,00 O

"OO'H
77"C 77"0

because when this radieal becomes nonplanar, the orbitais no longer have pure
11'symmetry, 11'0becomes a lane pair on oxygen, and lI'cbecomes a radieal orbitalon carbon having a mixed p and s character.
The orbital-correlation diagram in Figure 7-8 seems to indieate that the
thermal reaction is allowed. However, notiee that the a~HlI'~On~configuration
correlates with the a~H11'~a~R3configuration of the products and that the product configuration also corresponds to the ionie products H2COH+ and C-R3.
Clearly, these jonie species could not be the ground stale of the products unless
extreme solvation effects were present. (We shall not consider how solvation
caD affect the Sn and Tn surfaces; this is a separate, but very important, topie
that is beyond the scope of the present work.) Hence, the orbital-correlation
diagram does not predict that ground-state reactants tan smoothly give rise to
ground-state (radical) products.
The various low-energy configurations that tan arise by occupying the
reactant and product molecular orbitais ,in various ways are shown in the
singlet configuration-correlation diagram shown in Figure 7-9. Notiee that this
diagram is different from those th:1t have heen encountered in that the singlet
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(7"2

2(7"2 1/\
1'11

: :2.:

(7"2"'6(7""'c ~2

-

!4 1 (7"2.,,2n2
FilUJe 7-9
Configuration-correlation

diagram for H..-tom abstraction by carbonyl.

(nr.) 1 excited configurations of the reactants directly correlate with the
ground-state configuration of the product. This means that an efficient direct
mechanism is available for bringing about the reaction
So

+ h"

-

S1

(reactants)

-

So

(products).

No internal conversion or funneling is needed, and photochemical excitation
of a (n'll".)11A2reactant caDlead directly to ground-state radieal products.
Had we inc1udedthe tripiet (nr.)3 configuration of the reactants on this
configuration-correlation diagram. it would have correlated directly with the
tripiet 02'11"20'11"
stale of the product. Thus, tripiet sensitized carbonyls should
also abstract hydrogen atoms erom alkanes as long as the tripiet (nr.)3 stale of
the reactants is above the ground (singlet or tripiet radica1)stale of the products (Turro, 1978).

7.5. Benzene Photochemistry
In this example. three rearrangements of benzene shown in Figure 7-10 ale
considered. The dewarbenzene and prismane ale drawn both in their proper
three-dimensional structures and symbolically as valence isomers of planar
benzene to emphasize the bonding relationships among these species. We begin
the analysis by proposing reaction coordinates for each of the above reactions
that preserve C2" symmetry and by labeling and ordering the active orbitals of
the thrJe species.
In order of increasing energy erom left to right. for benzene (see Cotton.
1963),the 'II" molecular orbitais ale
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FIgure 7-10
Valenceisomers of benzene.
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in whieh the + and - signs label the relativesigns of the (P,,) atomie orbitaIs.
The (J and 'II"orbitaIs of dewarbenzene are

~
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0
0
0
0
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-
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+

0, = (j'

. and the three
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orbitaIs of prismane are

~~~~~~
~~~~~~
a,

=.".

b2

=(j'

0,

=

(j'

b, = (j'*

b2 = (j'* 02 = (j'*

These sets of orbitaIs lead to the orbital-correlation diagram shown in Figure
7-II. The diagram is not drawn to be quantitatively accurate but indieates that
(J bonds are stronger than 7r bonds; furthermore,
the orbital-correlation
diagram contains no information about the strain energy of 1,4-dewarbenzene
or prismane. Construction of a configuration-correlation diagram appropriate
for the ground and low-Iying singlet excited states of these three valence
isomers is begun by listing the configurations expected to be most important,
indieating the essen/ial configurations for each of the three species and the corr"ht;n"~
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TABLE 7-1
CORRELATION OF ESSENTIAL CONFIGURATIONSFOR BENZENE V ALENCE IsoMERS

Correlates with

Configuration

Dominant

afbM
afblalb1
afblbf
afblb1al
afafbf
afafb1b2

Prismane
Prismane*

11'411'*2benzene

Benzene
Benzene*
Dewarbenzene
Dewarbenzene*
Dewarbenzene*

00400*2pnsmane

afalbfb2

species

11'511'*benzene

usu* pnsmane

and 00211'211'*2
dewarbenzene
and 00211'211'*2
dewarbenzene
and 00211'211'*2
dewarbenzene
and 00211'211'*2
dewarbenzene

00400*2prismane

and 11'411'*2benzene

0050-*prismane

and 11'411'*2
benzene

0040-*2pnsmane

and 11'511'*
benzene

Note: The . indicates Bn electronically excited moletuJe or orbital.

(J*

b2

Tr 02
il

Tril b2

Tr

b1

Tr

.".

(J

Flgure 7-11
Orbital-correlation

diagram for rearrangements of benzene.
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2
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201

'A
1'11

Prismane

'A, b~b{----Benzene
"Iure 7-11
Configuration-correlation

diagram for benzene and prismane.

This information is then used to construct configuration-correlation
diagrams for the three reactions (Figures 7-12, 7-13, and 7-14). Since the
lowest energy orbitals of all three systems have al symmetry and are doubly
occupied, the twa electrons in.these orbitals are neglectedin constructing the
configuration-correlation diagrams. In each diagram the configurations that
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Figure 7.13
Configuration-correlationdiagram for dewarbenzeneand prismane.

contribute to So of reactants or products and those that give rise tojlow-Iying
singly excited states are displayed. Arrows directed steeply upwards indicate
that the particular configuration correlates with a doubly or more highly excited configuration on the other side of the diagram.

These configuration-correlation diagrams indicate that the I B I excited
statepf benzene would not lead to dewarbenzene for photon energies near the
IBl absorption threshold; although the process is not symmetry-forbidden, it
is a very uphill proces s that leads to the doubly excited b~albl stale of
rlpw~rhp'17ene.
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surface. If the photon energy were sufficient to place the system high enough
on the IBl surface, the system could hop-by
a vibration of bl x b2 = 02
symmetry-to
the 1B2 surface. The system might then move on this 1"""2sur-

face, eventually crossing again to the I A I ground-state surface. Since the
IB2-to-IAI surface crossing occurs on the reactant side of the lAl surface,
ground-state benzene should be the main product.
Alternatively, this same benzene-excitation proces s could field either
ground-state benzene or prismane because the IBl surface crosses the lAl surface along the reaction coordinate connecting benzene and prismane. On the
other band, one of the benzen e IB2 configurations correlates directly with a
low-Iying IB2 configuration of dewarbenzene and should thus give an allowed
reaction that might field same So dewarbenzene (but no prismane), the relative
amounts depending on the exact values of quantum yields. If the lA 1 So surface is intersected by the 1B2 surface on the benzene side, then intersystem
f'r0«;n"

w;11 m~~t

Hlrplu
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the top of the So surface lies belo w the 1 B2 surface, formation of ground-state
dewarbenzene is equally likely.
Excitation to the lowest I A

2

staLe of dewarbenzene

should

yield an ap-

preciable amount of ground-state prismane, since the lowest I A 2 configuration

of each species correlates direcdy and crosses the funnel region of the I A I

ground staLe.At higher photon energies, excitation of a

I B2

staLeof

dewarbenzene caD give rise to formation of ground-state benzene; this is the
reverse of the reaction just discussed.
The number of events that might occur whena photon is absorbed is quite
larg e even for a system having few low-energy excited states. A smalI num ber
of occupied orbit ais out of which an electron caD be excited and a smalI
number of low-energy virtual orbitais caD give rise to a large number of singly
excited states. Moreover, a number of geometrical distortions (that is, proposed
reaction coordinates) may have to be considered in following reactant states
through to various product states (as in the case just discussed). The cross ings
of the excited potential-energy curves having low energy among one another
and with the ground staLe (So) surface along the possible reaction coordinates
determine the quantum yields of the numerous available reactive, radiative,
and radiationless pathways. Although the symmetry and nodal-pattern tools
do not allow a quantitative prediction of the yields of the competing events,
they allow one to guess the events that are likely and those that are not likely
because of symmetry-imposed barriers.

7.6. C + H2

-

CH2

-

-

In this example, the reactions IA1CH2
H2 + C and JB.CH2
H2 + C are
investigated in an assumed C2v reaction pathway. To form the appropriate
correlation diagrams the following information is needed (all energies are in
kcal/mole):

C ep)-C

eD),

t1E = 29.2

C eD)-eS),

t1E = 32.7

Cep) + H2- CH2 eB.),

t1E = - 78.8

C eD) + H2
Q

-

CH2eA.),

ilE = -97.0.

( Using the coordinate system shown in Figure 7-15, the hydrogen ag and au
orbitais and the car bon 2s, 2p;o 2py, and 2p, orbitais are labeled as either ah
b, or b? as are the a, a, a*. a*, n, and P...orbitais of CH2. For the reactants,
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Figure 7-15
Coordinate system for discussion the reaction C + Hl

-

CH1.

the ag and au orbitais have al and b2 symmetry, respectively. The nitrogen orbitais and their symmetries are 15 (al)' 2p. (al)' 2py (b2), and 2Pr (bl). For
CH2 the symmetric combinations of the twa CH a and a* bonds have al symmetry, the antisymmetric a and a* combinations have b2 symmetry, the nonbonding (n) orbital bas al symmetry, and the p".(x) orbital bas bl symmetry.
An orbital-correlation diagram for the CH2
C + H2 reactions caD be
drawn in which the orbitais are ordered by their relative energies. The same
orbital-correlation diagram applies to both reactions; onIy in the configurationand state-correlation diagram s does one distinguish between the tripiet and
singlet species. The orbital-correlation diagram is constructed by connecting
orbitais having the same symmetry, as shown in Figure 7-16. To proceed, 3p,
ID, and IS wavefunctions of the carbon atoms must be symmetry-analyzed.
We write these wavefunctions-first
in term s of 2pm where m = 1, O, - 1 orbitals and then in terms of 2pr,y..orbitals. These wavefunctions are the foUowing:

-

1. Three Slater-determinant

wavefunctions belonging to the

each of which bas an Ms value of 1. (Any value of Ms-l,

3

P state,

O,or - 1-

could be chosen because the reaction of 3 P C to produce 3 B I CH2 is independent of Ms.)

2. Five I D Slater-determinant wavefunctions
3. One I S Slater-determinant wavefunction
Then, the configuration-correlation diagram s for the above singlet and tri pIet
reactions caD be constructed.
The Ms = 1 functions aU have t~o unpaired a electrons. If the 152 and
152 spin orbitais, which are com mon to the first four columns of each Slater
determinant are ignored, for 3p (M" M,)
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diagram for the reaction C + H1

-

CH1.

I2pa+12poa I

and

3p(0,1) = I2p+la2p-la

I

3p(-I,I) = 12poa2p-lal.
The five ID determinantal functions lire obtained as follows. The lD(2,0)
and 1D( - 2,0) functions are the only determinants arising erom pl that have
ML = ::I:2andare

-

lD(2,0) = 12p+la2p+li31
and lDJ,O) = 12p-la2p-li3I."
The other lD(ML,O)ML = 1,0, -1 functions are obtained by applying the Llowering operator to 1D (2,0) or the L+ raising operator to 1D( - 2,0). In so doing, we use the fact that L+ acting on an eigenfunction of L 2 and Lz yields a
multiple of the eigenfunction having one higher or lower Lz eigenvalue. Thus,
lD( -1,0).
The operators L", are most conveniently expressed as sums of orbital-Ievel

L1D(2,0) - lD(1,O), and L+lD( -2,0)
n""r~tn,,~

T,. ;;= ~ , (;,

Th,.. ,..rr,..~. Ar,

-

on r>n,. "r .,."

"I~,"",..J -1",11 (1_2",_2,
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2p2 aspects are treated. Since f", operating as an orbital having (f,m) eigenvalues gives 1hJf(f + 1) - m(m::l: 1) times the orbital with eigenvalues (f, m::l: 1),
L~D(2,0)

= [L(5) + L(6») 12p+1a2p+1~ I

= 1iv'2[12Poa2p+1~1

+ 12p+la2po~l)

- lD(1,O)

and
L+1D(-2,0)

= [f+(5)+f+(6»)12p-la2p-l~1

= liv'2[12poa2p-l~1 +

12p-la2po~l)

- lD( -1,0)

To obtain lD(O,O) we caD apply L- to lD(l,o) or L+ to lD( -1,0).
example,

For

L-1D(1,0) = liv'2[12p-la2p+l~1 +212poa2Po~1
+ 12p+1a2p-l~l)liv'2

- lD(O,O).

These combinations of Stater determinants are not normalized; to normalize
Lbemis straightforward, for example,
lD(O,O) =

~

[12p+la2p-l~1

+ 12p-la2p+l~1

+ 212poa2po~I).

The one IS(O,O) Stater-determinant function caD be obtained as the remaining combination of the determinants having ML = O,Ms = Othat is orthogonal to lD(O,O) and 3p(0,0). Recall that lD(O,O) is given above. 3p(0,0)
caD be obtained erom 3p(0,1) by applying s-:
3p(0,0)

- S-3p(0,1)

= (S-(5) + S-(6»12P+1a2p-lal

= 1iVI[l2p+1~2p-la I +12p+1a2p-l~ I).
Clearly lD(O,O)bas the form 2z + x + y, whereas 3p(0,0) contains x - y;

hence, 1S(0,0) must have the form z - x - y, or
IS(O,O)=

.1

[12poa2po~1 - 12fJ+1a2p-l~1- 12p-la2p+1~I).

T" p1(nrp~~ the In.

JpfII,f.

1) ""Hi ISw:lVpflln('tinn~

in tprm~ "r"n

or-
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and (2pJC::l::
i2py)r1l2 for 2p"'1; this will generate Slater determinants including
2px.y,%
orbitais. It is important to understand the reason for bringing about this
transformation erom mI = 1,0,-I to x,y,Z space. The 2Pmorbitais and their
determinental wavefunctions are appropriate for the spherically symmetrical
carbon atom in which L% = Ei/%(i)commutes with the electronic Hamiltonian.
However, in the presence of the H2 molecule in C2v symmetry, L%no longer

commutes with the electronic Hamiltonian, though the operations of the C 2v
point group (E, Clv,Clv', C2) do. Because the 2p:x:,y,%
orbitais are symmetryadapted with respect to C2v symmetry, these orbit ais must be used in the
wavefunctions.
The transformations of the three 3P(ML,l), five lD(ML,O), and one
18(0,0) wavefunctions to x,y,z-space are the following. The transformations
of the P wavefunctions are
3P{l,I) = 12p+la2po~1 = r1l2[12PJCa2p%al+iI2pya2p%al]

3p( -1,1) = r1l2rl2PJCa2p%al- iI2pya2p%al]
3P(0,1)

= 2-1(12p;x:a2p;x:a1+ I2pya2pya I + il2pya2pJCal

-

i/2pJCa2pyal]

= il2pya2PJCal.
For 3P(0,1) we used the facts that Slater determinants are antisymmetric
12PJCa2pyal = -12pya2PJCal

and that they ober the Pauli principie

I2PJCa2pJCa I =

O

The three 3P(ML,I) functions are degenerate when the H2 molecule is not
present, so aDYcombinations of these three functions would also be degenerate.
In particular,
(3P{l,I) + 3p( -1,I)]r1/2

= 12PJCa2p%al;;;;3P(xz,l)

~(3P(I,I)
l

- 3p(-1,l)]r1/2

I .
-:-3~(0,l)

= 12pva2Pral ;;;;3P(yx,l)

= I2pya2p%a I ;;;; 3P(yz,l)

c and
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are all degenerate. However, the three new functions (YZ,xZ, and yx) are mor e
useful because they are symmetry-adapted for C2v symmetry: 3p(xz,l)
3P(yz,l) and 3P(yx,l) have E.. E2 and A2 symmetry, respectively. These symmetries are obtained as the direct products of the symmetries of the orbitais.
For example, 3P(yx,l) bas A2 symmetry because the direct product of b2(y)
and b I(x) bas A 2 symmetry. Notice that it is not correct to conclude that the 3p
stale functions would spaD the same symmetry space as three 2p orbitais do (Px
bas bloPy bas b2 andpz bas al symmetry). A second reason that thexz,yz, and
yx determinant s are more useful for the C2v case is that they correspond to a
single orbital occupancy erom which configuration-correlation diagrams are
easily generated.
Let us now consider the five degenerate ID(ML ,O) wavefunctions.
i
ID(2,0) = 12P+1cx2p+li31
= 2[i2Pxcx2pyi31 + 12pycx2pxi3l]

1
+ 2[ 12Pxcx2Pxi31- 12pycx2pyi3l]

1
tD(-2,0) = 12p-lcx2p-Ii31= 2[i2Pxcx2Pxi3I-12pycx2pyi3l]

ID(I,O)

~ [i2Pxcx2pyi31 + 12pycx2Pxi3I].

= r1l2[i

2Pocx2p+1i3I + 12p+tcx2Poi3l]

= ~ [12pzcx2pxi31+ l2pxcx2pzi31 + iI 2pzcx2pyi3I + iI2pycx2Pzi3l]
ID(-I,O) =

~ [i2pzcx2Pxi31

+ l2pxcx2pzi3l-il2pzcx2pyi3l-iI2pycx2Pzi3l]

ID(O,O) = 6-1/2[212pocx2Poi31 + 12p+tcx2p-li31 + 12p-Icx2p+li3l]

= 6-t/2[212Pzcx2Pzi31 + 12Pxcx2Pxi31+ 12pycx2pyi3I].

Since degenerate functions can be combined without affecting their degeneracy,
tD(:l: 2,0) caD be combined to field functions having symmetries tD(.xx,O)ID(yy,O) and tD(xy,O). Likewise, tD(:l: 1,0) caD be combined to field ID(xz,O)
and D(yz,O) symmetry functions. These new combinations are useful because
they are symmetry-adapted: For example, the symmetries of ID(.xx,O)ID(yy,O), ID(xy,O), ID(xz,O), and tD(yz,O) areAlo A2, El and E2, respectively;
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Figure 7.17
Configuration-correlationdiagram for singlet and tnplet.

The 18(0,0) wavefunction bas the pro perty that
18(0,0) = 3-1/2[12poa2po~1 - 12p+.a].p-.131 - 12p-.a2p+1~1J
= 3-1/2[12psa2psl3l - 12pxa2pxl3l - 12pya2pyl3l],
which bas A I symmetry in C2" since each of its components bas A I symmetrythat is, al x al = Alo bl X bl = Alo b2 X b2 = A..
The configuration-correlation diagram, together with the relevant avoided
crossings, is shown in Figure 7-17. In constructing this diagram, the relative
energy orderings of various configurations must be kept in mind. For example,
the u2n2pxuconfiguration is placed lower then the u2n2uu* one, which, in tum,
is lo~er than u2n2pxu*.

Let us examine how the configurations have been correlated. The 3 B I
u2u2np" configuration of CH2 correlates with the u:p:2sp" configuration of
C + H, (see the orhit!ll-confllmT!ltion

rli!l9T!lm in Fil'11rp 7-1~\ TJ,p I~ttpr "rm
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H2 + C(ls22s2p3) and, as such, lies considerably above the l S stale oC
C(ls22s22p2).
The lA I q2q2n2 configuration oCCH2 correlates with q:2s22p: (see Figure
7-16). This latter configuration is not purely ID or ISoILis a combination of ID
and IS functions-in particular
Iq:2s22p:1

= 6-1[6112ID(O,O)-

31/22IS(0,0)]- rl[ID(2,0) + ID(-2,0)],

which is 2/3 ID and 1/3 IS in character. Hence, the configuration-correlation
diagram must be drawn with a barrier near the ID asymptote to represent the
fact that lAI CH2 correlates with a (2/3:1/3) mixture of ID and IS C (plus
H2), which will eventually mix (with 2p: and 2p:> to field the I D and I S stalego
The 3A2 q2n2qp" and 3B2 q2n2qq* configurations of CH2 correlate with
U:2S2p"py and U:2S2pypZconfigurations oCC + H2. The latter two tripiet configurations are members ofthe three degenerate 3p(xy, l), 3p(yZ, l) and 3P(xz,1)
functions. The third member of this family-the
3P(xz,l) configuration
u:2s2p"Pz-which
bas 3BI symmetry-correlates
with the q2n2p"u* configuration oC CH2.
In lite fashion, all five of the I D and the I S states of C + H2 caDbe corre-

lated with those of CH2. However, since we are considering only the lowest
tripiet and singlet states, this correlation is uimecessary. Ali that needs to be
done is to seek low-energy configurations that have I A I or 3 B 1 symmetry in the

-

C2. point group.

-

We now examine whether the reactions Cep) + H2 CH2 and CeD) +
H2 CH2 have large activation barriers and determine the states of CH2 that
are produced in these reaction.

-

The configuration-correlationdiagramin Figure7-17clearlyillustrates

.

+ H2 CH2-should have a symmetry-imposedbarrier. The transition stale along this reaction path should lie closer to the
C + H2 reactants than to the CH2 products because the forward reaction is
exothermic.
The lAl reaction CeD) + H2 CH2 algo bas a symmetry barrier in the

that the 3Bl reaction-C

-

configuration-correlation diagram, but this barrier is artifical. Recall that the
lA Iu2q2n2 CH2 configuration correlates with a 2/3:1/3 mixture of ID and IS
configurations. Hence, as CH2eAl) is pulled apart along the assumed C2.
reaction path, the electronic wavefunction must mix the l D(O,O), I D( + 2,0) +
I D(

- 2,0), and the 1S (0,0) configurations. However, as the distance between

the C and H2 species becomes so large that they no longer interact, the
wavefunction smoothly evolves to have only eD) C + H2 symmetry.
Another aspect of the configuration correlation diagram shown in Figure
7-17 is of interesL The lowest 3BI surface, which bas a substantial barrier, is
rroc;c;prihv thp 3A, and 3R, c;urfaces. so we may ask whether pseudo-Jahn-
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vibrational distortion to give rise to mixing. The CH2 molecule bas no vibralian with this symmetry. In constrast, the 3 B t3 A 2 crossing could give rise to a
pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect through a distortion having A2 x Bt
B2 symmetry. The asymmetric stretch vibration of CH2 bas b2 symmetry; this means
that as the CH2 is pulled apart, aDYasymmetric stretch motion could cause a

=

transition erom the 3B t surface to the 3A 2 surface, after which further
dissociation could occur on 3 A 2 to give rise to Cep) + H2. The result of such a
surface transition would be a lowering of the activation energy of the dissocia-

Hon reaction. The 3B I

-

3A 2

transition need not take place in everycollision.

Those collisions in which the moIecuIe ends up on the 3A 2 surCace will experience a lower barrier.
Such pseudo-Jahn- Teller effects caD algo affect the reaction Cep) + H2

-

e

CH2. Those C atoms whose orbital occupancy isP"Py A 2) caDfollow the
3A 2 surface, which bas no barrier, until the 3A 23B t crossing.At the crossing
the asymmetric distortion caD permit the system to move to the 3 B I surface
and thereby form ground-state CH2 products. Those Cep) atoms whose orbital occupancies arep"p"eBt) or pyp"eB2) will encounter barriers as the H2
approaches. The 3B2 surface appears to have the smallest barrier (activation
energy) but, as mentioned above, the 3B23Bt crossing cannot give rise to a surface transition because CH2 bas no B2 X BI = A2 vibration, and thus, 3B2
collisions are ineffective. 3B I collisions caD proceed directly (that is, with no
pseudo-Jahn-Teller effects required) through the barrier on this surface to give
ground-state CH2 products.

Problems
l. You are studying the photochemical reaction in which 1,4-dewarnaphthalenerearranges in a disrotatory ring opening to yieId naphthalene. The reIevant energy
change is ilE = -48 kcal/mol.

@Xl)

~

cv:v

ó.E =-48 kcal Imcie
a. Using the one symmetry pIane that is conserved in the reaction, drawand IabeI as
even (o') or odd (o") alI oC the active orbitals oCthe benzene moiety and oC the

CD
moiety. For example,
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+
+
+

0

+
+

+

is a'.

b. The energyordering ofthe orbitais in the dewar structure is a', a', a', a", a', a",
a', a", a", a". Describethe physicalcharacteristics(e.g., u or 11",
bonding or antibonding) of each of these orbitaIs in terms of the benzene and

(l)
moiety orbitaIs.
c. The energy ordering of the 11"
orbitaIs in naphthalene is a', a', a", a', a", a', a",
a', a", a". Draw an orbital-correlation diagram for the reaction, labeling each orbital as a' or a" and stale the nature (u, 11",u., or 11".)of each orbita!.
d. The low-energy excited states of 1,4-dewarnaphthaIene lic at 125 kcal/mol, 150
kcal/mol, and 180 kcal/mol and are tripIet, singlet, and singlet, respectively.
Their spatial symmetries are A", A' , and A", respectively. Assign configurations
to each of these three excited states and stale the configurations of naphthalene
with which they correlate. In alt cases use the ground stale of naphthalene as the
reference point of energy.
e. The low-energy excited states of naphthalene lic 60 kcal/mol, 90 kcal/mol, and
100 kcal/mol above the ground stale and have JA", lA', and lA" symmetries,
respectively. Assign configurations to each of these three states and stale the configurations of 1,4-dewarnaphthalene with which they correlate.
f. Draw a quantitatively correct configuration-correlation diagram using all of the
above data. Give spin and space (A' or A") labeIs to all configurations. Show how
the configurations will mix to give rise to states. You may assume the doubly excited configurations lic 180 kcal/mol or more above their ground stale configurations.
Now, based upon your state-correlation diagram, answer the following:
g. When light of 2850 A is used to excite the dewarnaphthalene,
tain primary fluorescence of the dewarnaphthalene?

why does one ob-

h. What other fluorescence would you expect to see if the wavelength of the exciting .
light decreases to 2550 A? Why? What does the observation of fluorescence at
3195 A tell you about how the internal energy bas been distributed within the excited dewarnaphthalene molecule?
i. At a much longer time after creating the initial excited stale of the dewarnaphthalene, why does one see phosphorescence on/y erom naphthalene?

2. The photochemistry of formaIdehyde bas received much attention recently. It is a
"testing molecule" for models of energy-sharing, photodissociation, and internal
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conversion. Let us tfY to understand SOfie of the interesting features of this smali
molecule.
a. Drawan orbital-correlation diagram for the C2vdecomposition H2CO -+ H2 + CO,
labeling the orbitais according to their symmetry under the two reflection planes.
Repeat this process for the H2CO -+ H + HCO reaction, assuming the reaction to
take place in a manner that preserves one symmetry piane. IncIude only the active
orbitais in these diagrams.
The following facts are available: (I) The lowest n?r. tripiet and singlet excited states of H2CO lie 25,200 cm-I and 28,200 cm-I above the ground stale. (2)
The CH bond energy in H2CO is 88 kcal/mol. (3) H2CO -+ H2 + CO is exothermic by 11 kcal/mol. (4) H2CO eA) -+ HeS) + HCO (linear 21r)is endothermic
by 114 kcal/mol. (5) The lowest n1r. singlet excited stale of CO lies 65,500 cm-I
above its ground stale.
b. Draw configuration-correlation diagrams for the C2v H2CO -+ H2 + CO reaction
and the C. H2CO -+ H + HCO (bent) reaction. Label the configurations according
to symmetry and indicate how the configurations combine to give rise to states.
c. 1t is known that excitation of the singlet n1r. stale of H2CO with light between
28,200 and 30,600 cm -I Ieads to internat conversion, fluorescence, and formation
of ground stale H2 + CO. By examining the C2vcorrelation diagram, explain how
H2 + CO could be formed. In particular, what kind of molecular deformation
could be involved to allow (in a symmetry sense) the formation of ground-state
H2 + CO? Near 28,200 cm -I, H2CO. undergoes fluorescence and internat conversion to ground-state H2CO in a Talio fo I:20. In contrast, D2CO (D = deuterium) undergoes mostly fluorescence and very littIe internat conversion. Explain
this difference between H2CO and D2CO. (An isotope effect is not a sufficient
explanation).
d. As the energy of the exciting light reaches 30,600 cm-I, formation of H + HCO
becomes possible. On symmetry grounds, what kind of molecular deformation
could give rise to these radical products? Be SUTeto explain the fact that the
resulting HCO is bent.
e. Describe the mechanism by which tripiet n1r.H2CO (formed by tripiet sensitization) quickly gives rise to ground-state singlet H2CO.

Append ix A
Overview ot ob Initio
Molecular Orbita I Theory

A Born-Oppenheimer

electronic wavefunction

q,

must obey the "damped

nudei" Schrodinger equation described in Chapter I,
h.(r IR)q,(r IR)

= E(R)q,(r IR).

(A.I)

Here, he>the electronic Hamiltonian, might indude spin-orbit operators as wen
as the usual kinetic energy, electron-nudear, nudear-nudear, and electronelectron interaction terms. For aDYsystem containing maTe than one electron,
equation A.I bas never been solved exactly, and one must resort to approximalian methods to obtain a description of the wavefunction q,and a value for the
electronic energy E(R).
.

.

The twa most commonly

employed

approximation

techniques

are pertur-

bation theory (PT) and the variational method (VM) (Pilar, 1968; Eyring,
Walter and Kimban, 1944). The implementation of either approximation
begins with finding an appropriate set of molecular orbitais that caD subsequently be used to construct a basis of N-electron functions in terms of which
q, is expanded. Let us first analyze how the molecular orbitais are obtained.

A.I. Orbitais
In the Hartree-Fock (HF) or self-consistent field (SCF) method (Cook, 1978),
one uses the variational principie to determine those spin-orbitals 11fil-orbitals
multiplied by a spin function a or 13having m. = :f:1/2-that minimize the
energy of a single Slater-determinant trial wavefunction q,SD (Cook, 1978;
Pilar, 1968)
q,SD = det[1fl(rl)1f2(r2)

. . . 1fN(rN)].

(A.2)

This energy-minimization process results in a set of HF or SCF equations that
the spin orbitais must obey, narody,
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Fvll

= Eivli,

(A.3)

in which Ei is the orbital energy corresponding to spin orbital vli and F is the
Fock operator in atomie units (Pilar, 1968), or

t;.rJ

I - Prr, .1'.(r/ ) dr/.
(A.4)
'l'J
Ir e'l 'l'J
in which Prr' permutes the coordinates r and r' , and N is the number oCelectrans in the system. In the operator F, the sum over joe<:reCers to those spin or-

F = _..!...V2
- ~
Za
+
2 r '-: Ir - Rai

.1""(r/ )

-

bitais that are occupied in tPSD' ILis through this choice of occupancy that one
determines the stale (e.g., Isalsl3 or Isa2sl3) for which the SCF calculation is
being perCormed.
In writing the trial variational waveCunction as a single Stater determinant, one assumes that the major component oC the true electronic waveCunction tP describes uncorrelated motion oC the electrons. In other words,
although the electrons certainly interact, their motion is not strongly aCCected
by the instantaneous positions oCthe other electrons. The regions oC space in
which they move (the orbitaIs) are primarily determined by the average interactions among the electrons. This nearly independent-motion ansatz leads to the
postulate that tPtan be approximated as an antisymmetrized product of oneelectron spin orbitaIs (Pilar, 1961; Cook, 1978); this approximation is similar
to giving the probabilities oC uncorrelated events as products oCprobabilities
oC the individual events.
If the orbitais used to construct tPSD are allowed complete variational flexibility, the resulting calculation is reCerred to as an unrestricted HF (UHF)
ca1culation. In this most general case, the resulting HF spatial orbitais
associated with a and 13spins will not necessarily be identical. For example, a
UHF ca1culation on the lsals'l32sa occupancy oC Li does not field two identicalls orbitaIs (1s *' Is/). As a result, the Stater determinant det(1sals'l32sa)
is not a puce doublet (s = 1/2) spin eigenCunction (Pauncz, 1979). Although
this is indeed an unattractive Ceature of soch UHF waveCunctions, thisSCF
procedure is widety used as a method for generating molecular orbitais (Popie,
1976). Subsequent to the UHF calculation oC the molecular orbitais, the im-

proper spin-symmetrybehavioroCtPSD tan be removedby applyinga spinprojection operator P, (Pauncz, 1979)to tPSD to give a correct spin eigenstate
(A.S)

tPs,SD= P'tPSD'

The resulting projected UHF waveCunction

tPs.SD

is generally no longer a single

Stater determinant. For example, a doublet (s = 1/2) projection oC the
lsals'l32sa Stater determinant yields
I

~[det(1sals'B2sa)

+ det(1sR1s'0'2'1(Y)1.
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However, it is still straightforward to compute the energy of

cP..SD using

the

Slater-Condon rules (Cook, 1978) discussed below.
As an alternative to projecting a spin-unrestrieted Slater determinant, one
caD Cofce the orbitals that belong to paired electrons to be identieal at the start
of the SCF procedure and to remain sa. For example, one caD use the determinant det(lsalsi3lsa), which contains only twa (ls and ls) spatial orbitals
rather than three (15, 15', and ls). The energy of this spin-restrieted HF (RHF)
trial function caD be minimized to give a set of equations (Roothaan, 1960)
analogous to equation A.3, which determine the restricted HF orbitais. This
RHF process bas the advantage that it does not yield different spatial orbitals
for paired eleetrons. Thus, for the Li example, the RHF CPSD automatieally bas
doublet spin symmetry (Paunez, 1979). A disadvantage of the RHF method is
that it is computationally more diffieult. Furthermore, its derivation is not entirely free erom arbitrary assumptions (J~rgensen and Simons, 1981), whieh
makes it diffieult to associate the orbital energies {fAwith ionization potentials
by means of Koopman's theorem (Pilar, 1968; Cook, 1978). In contrast, the
UHF method permits the approximate evaluation of (vertical) ionization
energies as -Ej.
The UHF or RHF self-eonsistent-field equations are usually solved by the
Roothaan-matrix procedure in whieh the 1/;; funetions are expanded in an

atomie orbital (AO) basis {XbJ. When this expansion is used in equation A.3,
one obtains Roothaan-matrix HF equations of either the UHF or RHF variety
(Cook, 1978). If M atomie orbitals are used in the expansion, the resulting
matrix eigenvalue problem generates N occupied molecular orbitals and
2M

-N
1/;;

excited or virtual molecular orbitais.

=

ECbXb(a
b

(A.6)

or (3).

The most commonly used atomie orbitals are Slater-type orb.tals (STO),
namely,

Xb = NbY/bmbr"b-lexp(-rblr-Rbl)
and Oaussian-type orbitals (OTO),
Xa = N~Xk. yu.Zv.exp[

- aa(r -

Ra)2J.

(A.7)

(A.8)

In these defining equations, Y/m is a spherieal harmonie, Nb and Na, are normalization constants, Ra.b is the position of the nucleus on whieh the atomie
orbital is located, nb, Ib, mb, ku, Uaand Vaare orbital quantum numbers, and
b and aa are orbital exponents that determine the radial sizes of the atomie
orbital.
Slater-type orbitals are to be preferred on fundament al grounds because
they display proper eusp behavior at the nuclear eenters. For example, the

r
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[ddr Nexp(-tr)l

Jr=o

=

-Nt.

(A.9)

This is preciselythe behavior displayed by hydrogenlikeorbitais that are eigenfunctions of the one-electron Schrodinger equation having anty kinetic and
electron-nuclear attraction energies. In contrast, all GTO have zero slope at
the nucleus; for example, for the Is GTO

[drN exp(!!...

ar2)1
~~o

= O.

(A. 10)

Near a nucleus the fuli Schrodinger differential equation is dominated by the
same kinetic and nuclear-electron attraction terms that constitute the hydrogen-

likeHamiltonian;thus, thecorrectwavefunctionq, must display hydrogenlike
cusps at the nuclei. The STO fulem this criterion; the GTO do not.
The deficiencies of the GTO raise the question of why and how they are
used. GTO's are convenient in studies of polyatomic molecules because they
allow efficient handling of the multicenter integrals that arise. In integrals containing a product of twa orbitaIs Xa and Xb that have origins on different
nuclei Ra and Rb' the Gaussian orbitaIs allow this product to be written in
terms of a single common origin. For example, the product of twa Is-type
GTO's tan be expressed as

exp[-aa(r - Ra)2]exp[-ab(r - Rb)2]

(

= exp[-(ad + ab)r2]exp

aaab
aa

+ ab

Rl

)

(A. li )

in which the origin of the final T-dependent function is located between Ra and
Rb at a distance aaR/(aa + ab) erom Ra and a~/(aa + ab) from. Rb
(R 5 IRa Rb I). The fact that the próduct X aX b that involves GTO's having

-

different origins tan be expressedas a single new GTO at a new origin makes
the use of GTO's in evaluating integraIs efficient.
To attempt to overcome the improper cusp behavior of GTO's, one often
.

employs contracted GTO's (CGTO) (Schaefer, 1972; Dunning, 1970, 1971;
Huzinaga, 1965). A CGTO (X~) is a lineal combination of the GTO's

X~ = EAabXb

(A. 12)

b

l

in which the GTO IXbl have common quantum numbers (e.g., ts, 2p, 3d) but
different orbital exponents (ab). By combining a tight GTO (one having lan~e

~
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L Loose GTO

r
Fllure A-l
FormatioD or aD STO by additioD or loose and tigbt OTO's.

(Xb)with other GTO's having progressively smaller exponents, one might fil
the cusp behavior of the STO. This is shown for Is-type functions in Figure
A-l. By choosing the contraction coefficients (AGbl properly, it is possible to
generale a CGTO whieh, in a least-squares sense, reproduces the proper STO
cusp behavior (Popie, 1969). Alternatively, the contraction coefficients caD be
chosen to minimize the SCF energy of the lowest energy stale of the atom of
interest (Dunning, 1970, 1971). For either of these CGTO for aDYatom, the
CGTO itself caD be viewed as the atomie-orbital basis function that is to be used
in subsequent molecular SCF calculations. In the literature, tabulations of optimal CGTO's are available for most first-, second-, and third-row atoms based
either upaD the STO fitting procedure (Popie, 1969) or the atomic-energy optimization procedure (Dunning, 1970, 1971).
In summary, the SCF method caD be used to generale a set of molecular
orbitaIs that are expressed in terms of a chosen set of Gaussian- or Slater-type
atomie basis functions. The nature of the occupied molecular orbitals, as
displayed in the molecular-orbital expansion coefficients of equation A.6,
describes the charge densityand bonding characteristics of these orbitais. The
energies (Eil of the occupied orbitals give us, via Koopmans' theorem, ionizalian potentials of the system. However, one must remember that the entire
SCF method, including the concept or molecular orbital, is predieated upaD
the assumption that cpis accurately represented by cPso'
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A.2. Configuration Interaction
In Chapter 3 it was shown that it is not always possible to describe the electronie wavefunction ci>in terms of a single orbital-occupancy list (configuration). For example, the fragmentation of heteropolar bonds to give radical
products was shown to require both 0'2and 0'0'.configurations to describe rP
throughout the entire bond-dissociation process. For these reasons one most
often extend the description of ci>
to include moce than one Stater determinant
or configuration. Moreover, soch a multiconfigurational description should be
examined whenever high accuracy in the resulting wavefunction and energy is
desired. Hence, even when ci>is dominated (-950/0) by a singleStater determinant, that determinant does not accurately represent the true wavefunction
because the Stater determinant describes electrons moving in orbitais determined anty by the average interactions with the other electrons and not by the
instantaneous interactions. No electron correlation is present in the SCF
(single determinant) description.
By writing rPas a linear combination of alt Stater determinants (rPrl that
caDbe constructed erom the 2M (occupied and virtual) SCF spin orbitais,
ci>

'j
l
!

{A.13)

= I;Crcl>r,

r

the SCF treatment is improved. In most soch configuration-interaction
calculations the

rPr

ale symmetry-projected functions (each of which may con-

tain several Stater determinants) deseribing the various configurations (spinorbital occupancies) that can be made flam 2M orbitais and N electrons
(Pauncz, 1979;Shavitt, 1977).
Clearly, the number 2M!/ N!{2M - N)! of these configurations becomes
extremely large as the basis sile (M) and the number of electrons increases.
Therefore, various procedures have evolved for selecting the most important
ofthe2M!/N!{2M-N)!

configurations{Shavitt,

1977). ThemostcommonlY..

used criterion for judging the importance of a configuration cl>r is to evaluate
its interaction strength using the one or few configurations that ale absolutely
essential to describe cI>.For example, for the case of heteropolar band rupture
(mentioned above and in Chapter 3) the 0'2 and 0'0'. configurations
ale essen-

tial. Other configurations

cl>r (e.g.,

0'0", 1["2,and so forth) ale evaluated for

their importance by computing their interaction strengths (cI>rlHIrPessential) for
all of the essentialconfigurations. If the interaction strength is large, cl>ris considered to be important.
Unfprtunately, ranking configurations according to the value of their interaction strengths provides liUlephysical iriterpretation for the nonessential
configurations. However, it is possible to ascribe meaning to those eonfigurations

that

are either

~;"(rlv (r/,.' nr rJ""hhr

(r/,~' I'vr;tpr1

-~,~.;..~

.~ ~ ,.1"...,;""",,

~
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essential configuration CPe.The contributions to cpmarle by a configurati9n in
which one electron is promoted erom 1/;,.(occupied in CPe)to 1/;p(unoccupied in
CPe)caD be denoted CP~wThe trial wavefunction CPe
+ C.cp~,.consisting of twa
Slater determinants is (because the twa determinants differ by one column only)
equivalent to another single Slater determinant having the property that the
column in whichCPeand cp~,. differ (CPehaving 1/;,.and cp~,.having 1/;p)is replaced
by a column containing the modified spin orbital1/;' = 1/;,.+ C.1/;p.The fact

that CPe
+ C.cp~,.
is equivalent to a modified Slater determinant in which 1/;,. bas
been replaced by

minants

1/;'

1/;r,. produce

is the basis for saying that soch singly excited deter-

either orbital modification or orbital relaxation.

If the SCF orbitais are used to construct the Slater determinants, one
finds (by using the Slater-Condon rules discussed below) that the interaction
strength between the SCF determinant (which is presumably one of the essential configurations) and singly excited determinant s vanishes-that is,
(A.14)

(cpHFIHlcp.) = O.

This equation, known as the Brillouin theorem (Schaefer, 1972; Cook, 1978;
Pilar, 1968), simply states that singly excited determinants are not important
(in the interaction strength case) when SCF orbitals are used to construct the
determinant s because these orbitals are already optimal-further
optimization
(modification or relaxation) or the orbitals is not needed.
For doubly excited configurations cp~~,.v in which 1/;,. and 1/;v(which are
occupied in CPe)are replaced by 1/;pand 1/;q,the trial function CPe- CDcp~~,.v caD
be rewritten as a corobination of twa other determinants, each of which include pairs of polarized orbitals:
CPe

-

CDcp~~,.v = det[.

. .(1/;,. - .,JCD 1/;p)(1/;v+ .,JCD 1/;q)]

+ det[. . .(1/;,.+ .,JCD1/;p)(1/;v
- .,JCD 1/;q)].

(A.15)

Notice that in each of these twa determinants, each electron moves in separate
polarized orbitals. For example, in deseribing the ruptur e of the H2 band
discussed in Chapter 3, a configuration-interaction wavefunction including

both the a: and a~ configurations was used:
cp = a: - Ca~.

.

(A.16)

The polarized orbitals corresponding to this doubly excited configurationinteraction wavefunction are ag:l::.JCau' Soch double excitations give rise to
electron-pair correlations because, in the polarized-orbital determinantal

description, the electron pair residingin the orbitals 1/;,. and 1/;v are correlated in
tll(' s('n<:ptn;1t onp ("eetrOTlis in OTleoo'arized orbita' when the other e1ectron is
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Q Q

FigURA-2
Polarized orbitaIs.

in the other polarized orbital. Doubly exciteddeterminants that include excitations or orbitals differing in their left-right symmetry (as above) give rise to
polarized orbitals that are left-right polarized. Double excitations of the form
q2 1/": give rise to polarized orbitals (q:l: -.!C1/"
r) that differ in their angular
characteristics as shown in Figure A-2. Double excitations of the form
2s2 3s2 give polarized orbitals (2s:l: -JCJs) that differ in their radial or inout character. This polarized orbital-pair description of the contributions
made by double excitations is the basis for sayingthat such configurations give
rise to electron correlations. As one electron is in one polarized orbital, the secand is in the other orbital; this is what is meant by correlated motion.
In summary, configuration interaction is used to improve upaD the SCF
description of the electronic wavefunction. Such improvement is often essential as, for example, in describing heteropolar hond rupture to give radical
products. However, configuration interaction caDalso be used simply to improve the accuracy of the wavefunction cPand energy.E. Configurations that
are singly or doubly excited relative to a dominant (essential) configuration
allow orbital relaxation and electron-pair correlation effects to be included in
the configuration-interaction wavefunction. Numerical procedures for adding
configurations above and beyond these singlesand doubles, whichare included
on physicalgrounds, are usually based upaDevaluatingthe interaction strength
of each such configuration with all of the essential configurations.

-

A.J. Slater-CondonRules
After obtaining a list of configurations that includes the essential configurations
and perhaps same set of singly, doubly, or more highly excited configurations
that have been chosen as discussed in section A.2, the Cr expansion coefficients
of equation A.13 must be evaluated. In the configuration-interaction procedure, the wavefunction of equation A.l3 is used in the variational method to
minimize the electronic energy. This approach leads to the well-known configuration-interaction matrix eigenvalue problem (Shavitt, 1977; Pilar, 1968)
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Q
EHIJCJ

J=l

= ECI

(A.17)

1= 1,. . . Q

in which Q is the number of configurations included in the configurationinteraction wavefunction and E is the configuration-interaction approximation
to the electronic energy. The, Q x Q matrix H clearly bas Q eigenvalues {Ej,
i = 1, . . . QI and Q independent eigenvectors IC~J. i = 1, . . . Q; J = t

. . . QI. The various Ej represent the configuration-interaction approximations to the ground- and excited-state energies; the coefficients IC ~J; J = 1,

. . . QI describe

the configuration-interaction wavefunction for this ith stale.
The elements of the H matrix are given as integrals over the configurations q,I:

HIJ

=

1 q,jheq,J dTl

(A.t8)

. . . dTN,

in which he is the fulI Born-Oppenheimer electronic Hamiltonian described
earlier and dTjdenotes the space- and spin-integration volume element for the
jth electron.

The evaluation

of these integrals

is nontrivial

because the

q,Iare

antisymmetrized N-etectron functions. The derivation of closed expressions
for the Hu matrix elements is given in maDY texts on quantum chemistry
(Cook, 1978; Condon and Shortley, 1957). The resulting set of so-calIed
Slater-Condon rules caD be summarized as follows. Two configuration functions q,I and q,J are first decomposed into their constituent Slater determinant s
detIk and detJ, (each q,I consists of one or mor e Slater determinants). To compule the matrix element ( detIk IheIdetJ,) the spin-orbital occupancies of these
twa determinants are compared. If the occupancies differ by maTe than twa
spin orbit ais (e.g., ls2~2 and ls",2p~3sfldiffer by three), then the matrix element vanishes. If the occupancies differ by twa spinorbitais (with 1/;1'and vlpin
detIk and 1/;pand 1/;qin det J,), then the matrix element bas a value ~ [(1'1'Ipq) (1'1'Iqp)] in which

(1'1'Ipq) == 11/;:(f)1/;:(f') If

- f'

1-11/;p(f)1/;q(f')

drdr'

.

(A.t9)

The choice of + or - in the ~ sign is determined by how maDYspin-orbital
interchanges are needed to arrange detJ, to have exactly the same spin-orbital
ordering as detIk' except that 1/;preplaces 1/;1'and 1/;qreplaces 1/;p.Ifthe num ber
of interchanges needed is odd (even), then the minus (plus) sign results. When
detIk and detJ, differ by only one spin órbital (with 1/;1'in detIk and 1/;pin detJ,),
then the value of the matrix element is
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:l: [(vl/tl- ~ V~- ~

Ir~ilal

l1fp) + ~«(y;/t1f~I1fp1f~)- <1f/t1f~I1f~1fp)

in which the sum over " runs over all of the spin orbitals common to detl. and
detJ,. The sigo :l: is computed as just described by determining how maDY
spin-orbital interchanges are needed to bring detJ, into the same order (except
for the 1fpand 1f~mismatch) as detl.. Jf detr. and detJ, have identical spinorbital occupancies, their Hamiltonian matrix element is given as above, but
with 1fp = 1f1"and summed over the index lA.that runs over all occupied spin
orbitals.
ODce the Slater-Condon rules are used to compute the Hamiltonian
matrix elements over the determinants detl., the evaluation of the configurationbased matrix elements «PI Ihe I<PJ)is straightforward. Knowing that <PI is expressed as a linear combination of the detl.
<PI

= EBI.detl.,

(A. 20)

k

one caD write
«pllhel<PJ) =

E
BI.BJ,
k,l

(detl. Ihel detJ,).

(A.21)

The final result of using the Slater-Condon rules is that the configurationinteraction H matrix, whose dimension is equal to the number of configurations
selected, CaD be computed in terms of the one-electron «1f;j -1/2V211f),
(1f; 1- Za/ Ir - Ra I l1fj» and two-electron « 1fi1fjl1fk1fI» integrals over the
spin orbitals used to form the configurations. These integrals caD be evaluated
in terms of the molecular-orbital expansion coefficients Cia and the one- and
two-electron integrals over the atomic-basis orbitals IX a), which must be explicitly calculated for the OTO or STO basis. For example, the two-electron integrals are expressed as
(1fi1fjl1fk1fl)

= abcd
E CiaCjbCkcCld(XaXbIXcXd).

(A.22)

After forming the Q x Q configuration-interaction H matrix, the eigenvalues (El) and eigenvectors (CIJ; J

= 1 . . . Q) are found

by diagonalization.

Each of the resulting approximate energy levels El caDbe shown (Hylleraas,
1990)to be an upper bound to the Ith exact energy level of the system. The
eigenvectorICu; J = 1 . . . Q) tell us to express the approximate configurationinteraction wavefunction«PI)for the Ith energy levelin terms of the configura-
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Q
cf>i

=

( (A.23)

ECilcf>l.
1=1

By ineluding in a configuration-interaction wavefunction the essential
configurations (which are usually straightforward to guess) as wen as configurations that are singly and doubly excited relative to aDYof these essential
components. a satisfactory description of orbital relaxation and electron-pair
correlation effects caD often be achieved. This truncated configurationinteraction treatment. based upaD law-order excitations out of essential configurations. bas a significant weakness that should be marle elear. This kind of
configuration-interaction method suffers erom what is called s;ze ;ncons;stency
(Popie. 1976). To illustrate the problem. consider how one would compute the
configuration-interaction energy of twa separated and noninteracting beryllium
atoms. Assume that a configuration-interaction calculation bas already been
performed on a single Be atom erom which it was decided that anty twa configurations (ls22s2 and Is22p2) need to be ineluded in the one-atom configuration-interaction wavefunction to achieve a reasonable description-that
is.
evidence is available that supports the inelusion of anty double excitations
(2s2

-

2p2) in the Be atom configuration-interaction

wavefunctions.

If the

same level of configuration interaction (dominant configuration ls~2s~ Is~2s~
plus

double

excitations

2s~

-

2p~.

2s~

- 2PA2PB.
2s~- 2p~.2sA2sB-

2PA2PB.2sA2sB - 2PA. and 2sA2sB - 2p~) were applied to the Be + Be system.
the lowest resultant configuration-interaction energy would not be equal to'
lwice the configuration-interaction energy obtained above for the single Be
atom. One says that this configuration-interaction treatment is s;ze-;ncons;stent
because the energy obtained for noninteracting systems is not the sum of the
configuration-interaction energies of the individual systems.
What is wrong with the above configuration-interaction wavefunction is
that the wavefunction for Be + Beshould (becausethe atoms are noninteracting) be the antisymmetrized product of the wavefunctions for the twa Be
atoms (A and B):
cf>Be + Be

=

(A. 24)

cf>BeA cf>BeB'

Because cf>BeA
and cf>BeB
contain both Is22s2 and Is22p2 configurations. cf>Be
+Be
should contain 2s~2s~. 2s~2p~. 2p~2s~. and 2pi2p~ (the Isi Is~ is suppressed).
This last configuration is quadruply excited relative to the dominant 2si2s~

configuration. but it must be ineluded if cf>Be+ Be is to be size-consistent.
From the above example. it should be elear that a configurationinteraction wavefunction that is truncated to aDY level of excitation (e.g..
doubly) when separately treating individual systems. A and B. will not be appropriate for use when treating the combined system AB even when A and B
nr~ f'nr rM~A..~rI

n"t

"1".,,,

",J,"n

thp"

~re intf'r~ctinp

nr chemkallv

bonded),
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Correct treatment of AB requires inclusion of excitations Up through the sum
of the excitation levels used when separately treating A and B. Clearly, this
size-consistency problem of the truncated configuration-interaction method
may cause serious errors when using these techniques for computing energy
differences such as bond-dissociation energies, intermolecular forces, and
energy or enthalpy changes in chemical reactions.
The realization that truncated configuration-interaction approximations
are not size-consistent bas led to much recent interest in the use of perturbation
theory for treating electron correlation effects (PopIe, 1976). In these manybody perturbation theories (MBPT) the electronic Hamiltonian he is usually
decomposed into h~and Vin which h~is a sum of one-electron Fock operators
N

h~= EF(i),

(A.25)

;=1

in whichF(i) is the Fock operator for the ith electron defined in equation A.4.
The perturbation V {hen consists of the instantaneous electron-electron interaction minus the average (coulomb minus exchange) interaction contained
in the Fock operator
V

l

N

2

i"#j

= -E

l

Ir; - rj I

N

- Ev(r;)

(A.26)

i=1

in which
l-P,
v(ri)

. J 1/Ij(r')
= Jocc
E

Iri-r r;',r,1/Ij(r')dr'.

In addition to the above decomposition

(A.27)
of he, the exact electronic

wavefunction 4> is assumedto be givenas a zeroth-ordercomponent4>° plus
higher-order corrections (4>(n);n = 1,2, . . .) with 4>° taken to be a singleconfiguration wavefunction. Such a single-configuration wavefunction, if it is
constructed erom the SCF spin orbitals, is an eigenfunction of the above-defined
h~with eigenvalue Eo equal to the sum of the SCF orbital energies belonging to
the spin orbitais occupied in 4>°.
Although such MBPT -based treatments of electron correlations have been
successfully carried out by several research workers (PopIe, 1976; Bartlett,
1975), major problem s arise when the physical situation dictates that the true
wavefunction 4> is not dominated by a singleconfiguration. As we saw earlier,
description of processes with heteropolar or homopolar hond rupture usually
requires a description of two or more essential configurations. By using a spin-

unrestrictedSCFconfigurationas 4>°, it is possibleto describehond
rupture
"'
"o
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length oC, for example, HCl, the single configuration is det(. . .uau' (3) with
u = u'. Opon hond rupture the single-configuration wavefunctionbecomes
det(. . .uau' (3) in which u is the hydrogen ls orbital and u' is a chlorine 3p orbital. Unfortunately, such a UHF treatment suffers erom the spin-impurity
difficulty discussed in section A.l. Moreover, chemical problems (e.g., strong
configuration mixing arising in concerted reactions involving breaking and
forming moce than one hond) exist for which any single-configuration descriplian is inappropriate, and these limit the application of MBPT to large
numbers of species arising in a variety of chemical reactions.
. At present, a great deal of research is aimed at extending the machinery of

MBPT (which does not suffer erom the size-consistencyproblems) to permit
cpoto consist of moce than one essential configuration; however, this problem
is not resolved ret. As a result, a perturbation theory tool that caDbe used in
the avoided-crossing situations arising in maur of the concerted reactions
treated in Chapters 4 and 7 is not available. Thus, we shall not pursue further
the use of MBPT to treat correlation in a manuel that overcomes the sizeconsistency difficulty of the configuration-interaction method. The most
essential point is that configuration interaction is not size-consistent. Thus,
although the inclusion of singlyand doubly excitedconfigurations is attractive
because of their significancewith respect to relaxation and pair correlation,
use of the variational configuration-interaction method for determining the
amp/itudes of these configurations may be questionable. Unfortunately, the
MBPT method bas not ret been extended to allow multiconfigurational
zeroth-order functions, so it also cannot (at present) be employed for reliable
evaluation/of the desired amplitudes.

Appendix

B

The Nature 01
Photon-Induced
Electronic Transitions

When a photon is absorbed by a molecule and causes an electronic transition
to occur, the e/ectronic energy of the molecule changes erom Eo(R), its groundstale value before absorption, to Ex(R), its excited-state value. The energy of
the photon

of frequency

hp most match Ex(R)

-

Eo(R)

= hp.

For aDY given

frequency P, this condition will generally not be met at oli molecular geometries
(R); only at particular geometries {Re}will hp = Ex - Eo.
There is much moce to understanding photon absorption than is contained
in the above relation. Often the electronic absorption spectrum of a molecule
(even one which subsequently undergoes a photoreaction) displays sharp vibrational structure, especially when the molecule is in the gag phase or in an inert
matrix soch as frozen argon or nitrogen.. This vibrational structure arises
because the ground and excited electronic states of the molecule have quantized~
vibrational energy levels (E~ and (E~'I, respectively. Even when the excited stale
bas vibrationallevels that are broadened by dissociation (Le., they are not actually bound), vibrational structure caD persist in the absorption spectrum if
the width of the stale (fi divided by the dissociation lifetime) remains less than
the spacing between the levels.
When vibrational structure is seen, the energy of the photon most algo
ober the equation hp = E~'- E~;that is, the transition occurs between quantized
states of Eo and Ex. Combining the above two requirements on hp gives
E~'

-

E~ = Ex(Re) - Eo(Re).

(B.I)

This very important relation shows that transitions erom E~to E~'can occur only
at molecular geometries (ReI in which the quantum-Ievel energy difference
E~' - E~is identical

to the e/ectronic

energy difference

Ex(Re)

-

Eo(Re).

Since

the electronic energy functions Ex and Eo are the potential energy functions for
the vibration-rotation motion of the molecule, the vibration-rotation classical
kinetic energies Tare given by E~' -

Ex(Re) = Tx(Re)and E~- Eo(Re) = To(Re).

Hence, the above condition can be restated as Tx(Re) = To(Re); that is, photon
absorption caD occur at geometries in' which the classical vibration-rotation
kinetic energy is conserved.
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Thus far, we have seen how to determine geometries at which the light of
= f~' - f~ eon be absorbed. To understand the fale at which soch
light will be absorbed, we need to consider what happens to the electronic and
vibration-rotation wavefunctions of the molecule when a photon is absorbed.
In the approximation in which the photon-molecule interaction is treated as
an electric dipole interaction, the ground-state Born-Oppenheimer wavefunction
cpo(rIR>X~(R)becomes cp%(r
IR) (cp%(r IR) If' r Icpo(rIR» x~(R) when the photon

energy hp

(hp

= f~' -

f~)

is absorbed(Simons,1982).To make a connectionwith the

Franck-Condon picture, the R-dependence of the above postabsorption wave-

function (vl%.p) is expanded in terms of the complete set of vibration-rotation
functions (x~'1 of the excited stale

vl%.p(rIR)= ;;(X~,cp%IE'rlx~cpo)CP%X~'ó~
- (f~';

(B.2)

f~)]

The ó function is inserted simply to insure that the energy of the photon that
creates vl%.p is equal to the quantum-stale energy difference f~' - f~. The probability P of finding the molecule in any specific vibration-rotation stale cp%x~,
having energy f~' is given by the square of the amplitude of this stale in the
above expression for vl%.p:

p = ó~-

e~';f~)]

(B.3)

l(x~,cp%IE'rlx~cpo)12.

The usual Franck-Condon factors arise by assuming that the electric-dipoletransition matrix element (cp%(r
IR)IE r Icpo(rIR» ==#to%(R)is relatively independent of molecular geometry #to%(R)==#to%.With soch aD approximation

.

[
P = ór-

f~'

-

f~

] l(xv,lxv)! #to%,

-ll-

%

o

2 2

which contains the Franck-Condon factors I(x~.1 x~)12. The expression for P
leads to the conclusion that transitions to cp%X~,
occur at a fale proportional t<;>
#tt%limes the square of the overlap between the initial vibration-rotation stale
x~ and the final stale x~"
Transitions for which #to%vanish ale said to be electronically forbidden.
Molecular point-group symmetry, which is reflected in the spatial symmetry of
CPo and cp%, caD determine whether #to%
vanishes. For example, the lA 1- IA2,
1I".(bl)
electronic transition in C2v "2CO is forbidden, since #to%=
( 11".1E r In ) vanishes. Transitions that ale electronically allowed caD still be
forbidden if the Franck-Condon factor l(x~.1x~)12 vanishes. Again, molecular
symmetry gives rise to symmetry in X~,and x~, which caD then be used to predict

n(b2)
.

...\"_'h_..1

y 1,,0\

..

.

...

.'

.
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equation B.3 it bad not been assumed that /Lox(R)is R-independent, and /Lox(R)
was expanded about the equilibrium geometry (Re} of the ground staLe x~,
/Lox(R) = /LoiRe) + (R - Re) .VR/Lox+

. . .,

(BA)

then for such electronically for;bidden transitions the transition pro babili ty P
would reduce to

p

= {V-

Because

(B.5)

(f~';f~)]iVR/LOX'(X~'I(R-Re)IX~)j2.

the geometrical

displacements

R

-

Re contain

contributions

erom

various symmetries, the integrals <X~,I R - Re IX~) could be nonzero even
though <x~,IX~) = O. In such cases, the intensity of the transition is said to be

borrowed. In lowest order it is forbidd~n, since /Lox ==O;it is only through the
R-dependence of /Lox that the transition is weakly allowed.
Although the above Franck-Condon analysis of the intensities of vibrationrotation structure in electronic absorption lines is very informative, another
point of view gives additional insight. By treating the vibration-rotation
kinetic-energy operator of the molecule classically, the photon-absorption
probability caD be rewritten as follows (SimOns, 1982):

p =

(x~1 ó[v

-

(Ex(R)

-

Eo(R»/ h]/L~x(R)Ix~).

(B.6)

This expression caD be interpreted in terms of the probability IX~(R)12of the
molecule being at geometry R in the ground staLe x~, multiplied by the electric
dipole matrix element at that geometry /L~x(R),and constrained (by the ó function) to allow contribution of only those geometries that ober hv = Ex - Eo.

By allowing equation B.6 to apply oniy when hv

= f~' -

f~, a partly classical

approximation of P is obtained:
p

= ó[v -

(f~' - f~)/ h](x~1 ó[v - (Ex - Eo)/ h]/L~x1X~).

(B.?)

This expression for P caD be used in attempting to understand how photon
absorption prepares the molecule at the excited-state potential-energy surface
Ex(R). The energy of the photon must coincide (within the spectral linewidths)
with one of the energy spacings f~' - f~. For each such energy value, the molecule can absorb the light oni y at geometries (ReI obeying hv = Ex(Re) - Eo(Re);
this condition preserves the vibration-rotation kinetic energy of the molecule.
The relative probability that the molecule experiences each such critical geometry (ReI is given by the square of the initial vibration-rotation wavefunction
IX~(Re)12.
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Ix~12 of the absorbing molecule being at (ReI multiplied by the relative caLe
l!~x(Rc)of its electronic absorption at (ReI. This interpretation of equation B.7
is a valuable one. In attempting to determine the geometries at which the
system will enter the excited surface, onIy molecular geometries for which
Ix~12 is substantial most be examined. Within soch geometries, anty those for
which ground- and excited-state surfaces are spaced by h" will be populated
during photon absorption. Finally, the transition to the excited surface will be
efficient anty where l!~x(Rc)is large.
The above qualitative treatment of photon absorption was motivated by
the need to guess where a molecule will enter an excited-state potential energy
surface. Knowing where it enters Ex, one caD then walk along the Ex surface
toward the produet molecule to see whether reaction barriers, surface crossings, or near-crossings occur. As iIIustrated in Chapters 6 and 7, the ability to
explore excited surfaces in the above manner is essential if one hopes to predict
the outcome of photochemically initiated reactions.
The energy of the photon h" = E~'- E~bas been treated as being precisely
determined by the initial E~and final E~'energies. However, the energy of the
absorbing photons may not be precisely determined, owing to the finite bandwidth of the light source or the lifetime broadening of the excited level E~'. In
that case, the contributions arising erom a finite range of frequencies "0 ::I:::
A"
most be added up. In attempting to guess the molecular geometries at which
the excited surface Ex is entered, most be allowed to vary (by A,,) about the
mean value "0. Experiments involving high-resolution monochromators (A" / c

"

- 0.1cm-l) and sharp vibrationallines (l/hc)Ae~. - l cm-1 do not produce
significant smoothing of the photon energy (Le., A" is smalI). However,
modern picosecond and nanosecond light sources have bandwidths of 33 cm-1
and 0.03 cm-I, respectively, and for very short (-1-10 picosecond) light
pulses, significant uncertainty in " caDoccur, which then requires one to consider a spread in " values in implementing a picture of the photon-absorption
event.
Even if a highly frequency-resolvedlight source is employed, a reasonably
short (10-11-10-13sec) lifetime of the final staLee~' caDgive rise to a spread
(3-333 cm-l) in the allowed absorption energies. Thus, when considering excited states that decompose on a relatively fast time scale « 10-10sec), one
most again consider a range of " values.

Append ix C
Reviewl of
Point-Group Symmetry 10015

In this appendix it is assumed that the reader is familiar with moIecuIar point
groups, symmetry operations, and character tabIes. Good introductions to
these topics can be found in severaI references (Cotton, 1963; Eyring, Walter
and KimbaU, 1944; and Wilson, Decius, and Cross, 1955). In this appendix,
we shaU onIy review material that is of direct use in soIving the probIems in the
text.
We begin by summarizing the information content of a representative
character table. A fairly complete list of character tabIes is given at the end of
this appendix. At its ground-state equilibrium geometry the ammonia
moIecuIe NHJ belongs to the CJv point group. !ts symmetry operations consist
of two C J rotation axes (rotation by 1200 and 2400, respectiveIy, about an axis
passing through the nitrogen atom and Iying perpendicuIar to the pIane formed
by the three hydrogen atoms), three verticaI pIanes (fv, (fv', (fv",and the identity
operation. These symmetry eIements are shown in Figure C-l.
The CJv character Labie given at the end of the appendix lists the abovej
symmetry operations aIong with the names of three irreducibIe representations
(A I, A 2, E) that characterize this point group. AIso listed under the title of
point group CJv are exampIes of especiaUy com mon and important functions
[e.g., z, R., (x,y)] that trans form according to each ofthe irreducibIe representations.
To trans form according to a certain irreducibIe representation means that
the function, when operated upon by a point-group symmetry operator, yieIds
a linear combination of the functions that transform according to that irreducibIe representation. For exampIe, a 2p, orbitaI (z is the CJ axis of NHJ)

on the nitrogen atom beIongsto the A I representation because it yieIdsItimes
itseIf when CJ, CJ, (fv' (fv', (fv", or the identity

operation

operates

on it. The

factor of l means that 2p, has A I symmetry, since the characters (the numbers
listed opposite A I and beIow E, 2CJ, and 3(f, in the CJv character table) of aU

six symmetry operations are l for the A I irreducibIe representation.
The 2px and 2py orbitais on the nitrpgen atom trans form as the E repre-

sentation, since CJ, C; , (J" (fv', (f,", and the identity map 2px and 2py among
one another. For exampIe,

c
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(Ty
(Ty..

FlgureC-l
Symmetry elements oC NU3.

CJ( 2Pr)
2py

CJ,

(2pr)
2py

=
-

- (cos
sin 2400)
2pr)
-sin 2400
2400 cos
2400 x ( 2py

E(::) = (
Ov(2pr
2py

)

cos
1200 x ( 2py
sin 1200)
2pr )

(cos
-sin 1200
1200

=

) x (::)
-1

(O

:1)

1
~C:) = (- ~

x

(::)

~
-- ~ ) xC:)
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and
2pr

~

=

( ) (

av.

.J3

2py

2"

~
.
-21..

2pr

x

) ( 2py).

The 2 x 2 matrices, which indicate how each symmetry operation maps 2Pr
and 2py into SOfie combinations of 2pr and 2py, ale called the representation
matrices (RM) for that particular operation and for this particular irreducible
representation. For example,

(~

YJ

is RME(av')' The traces (sums of the diagonal elements) of these matrices ale
called characters (e.g., XE(av'» and ale the entries in the character tables.
A shortcut device exists for evaluating the trace of the representation
rilatrices (that is, for computing the characters). The diagonal element s of the
representation matrices ale the projections along each orbital of the effect of
the symmetry operation acting on that orbital. For example, a diagonal element of the CJ matrix is the component of CJ2py along the 2py direction. More
rigorously, it is !2p;CJ2py dr. Thus, the character ofthe CJ matrix is the sum of
!2p;CJ2py dr and !2p!CJ2Pr dr. In general, the character X of a symmetry
operation S caD be computed by allowing S to operate on each orbital rbj,projecting Srbj along rbj (forming !rbrSrbjdr), and summing these terms,
EdrbrSrbj dr = x(S). If these rules ale applied to the 2Pr and 2py orbitaIs of
nitrogen within the CJv point group, then

X(E) = 2, x(CJ) = X(CJ,) = -l,

and

X(av) = x(av') = x(av') = O.
This set of characters agrees with those of the E representation for the CJv
point group, so 2pr and 2py belong to or transform as the E representation.
This is why (x, y) is to the left of the row of characters for the E representation
in the CJv character table.
In similar fashion, the CJv character labIe states that dr2_y2and dry ornit:>1, on 'litr"""""

tr:>",rorm

:>, P :>, ifo d.. ~fl(i d,... nl1t d.2 tr~"!';forms

as A"

c
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To illustrate a somewhat maTecomplicated situation. weconsider how the
three Is" orbitals on the hydrogen atoms transform. Using the shortcut fule
just described. the traces (characters) of the 3 x 3 representation matrices
formed are computed by allowingE. 2C3. and 30'vto operate on Is",. Is"l' and
Is"3' The resulting characters are X(E)

= 3. X(C3)= X(C3,)= O.and X(a,,)

= X(O'v')= X(O'v')= 1. The C3vcharacter labie shows that these characters
(3.0.1) do not match the characters of aDYone irreducible representation.
though the sums of the characters of the A l and E representations do give
these characters. Hence. the hydrogen Isu orbital set forms a reducible

representationconsistingof the sum of A I and E. This meansthat the three
Is" orbitaiscaDbe combinedto field one orbitalof A l symmetryand a pair
that each transforms according to the E representation.

To generalethe A l and E symmetry-adaptedorbitals. the symmetryprojection operators PE and PA, are used. These operators are given in terms
of linear combinations of produetsof characters limes elementary symmetry
operations as follows:

PA, = EXA,(S)S
s

(C. I)

PE = EXrlS)S
s

(C.2)

The result of applying PA, to. say. Is", is
PA,Is", = Is", + 1s"1+ 1s"3+ 1s"1+ 1s"3+ Is",

= 2(ls"1

+ 1s"1 + IS"3) = rPA,.

which is an (unnormalized)orbital having A l symmetry. Clearly. this same rPA,
would be generated by PA, acting on Is"lor
exists.
Likewise.

PEls", = (2 x Is",) - 1s"1-

1s"3 5

1s"3' Hence. anty one Al orbital

rPE.I

which is one of the symmetry-adapted orbitals having E symmetry. The other
E orbital caD be obtained by allowing PE to act on 1s"1 or Is"3:
PElS"l

= (2 x Is"l) -

Is", -

PEIS"3

= (2 x Is"3) - Is",- ls"l = rPE,3.

1s"3 5

rPE,2
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It might seem as though three orbitals having E symmetry were generated, but
only two of these are really independent functions. For example, fbE,Jcan be

expressedin terms of

=

fbE,J

-(fbE,t

fbE,t

and

fbE,2

as

+ fb,2).

Thus, only fbE,t and fbE,2 are needed to span the two-dimensional spac~ of the E
representation.

In summary, a given set of atomie orbitals (fbil can be usedas a basisfor
the symmetry operations of the point group of the molecule, The characters
X(S) belonging to the operations S of this point group can be found by summing the integrals !fbrSfbi dr over all the atomie orbitaIs. The resultant
characters will, in general, be reducible to a combination of the characters of
the irreducible representations Xi(S). To decompose the characters X(S) of the
reducible representation to a sum of characters Xi(S) of the irreducible
representation X(S) = EiniXi(S), it is necessaryto determine how many times,
ni, the ith irreducible representation occurs in the reducible representation,
The expression for ni is (Cotton, (1963»

ni =

1-EX(S)Xi(S)

(C.3)

g s

in whieh g is the order of the point group-that is, g is simply the total num ber
of symmetry operations in the group (e,g., g = 6 for CJ,), The reducible representation X(E) = 3, X(CJ) =0, and X(uv) = I formed by the three IsH
orbitals discussed above can be decomposed as follows:
I

nA!

= -(3'1
6

nA!

= "6(3'1

nE

= "6(3,2+2'0,(-1)+3'1(0»

+2,0'1

+3'1'1)

+2,0,1

+3'1'(-1»

=

1

1

=O

1

= 1,

These equations stale that the three IsH orbitals can be combined to give one
At orbital and (since E is degenerate), one pair of E orbitaIs, as established
above, With knowledge of the n i, the symmetry-adapted orbitaIs can be formed
by allowing the projectors
p

-

~y

(l;:\<:

(c. 4)
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to operate on each of the primitive atomie orbitais. How this is carried out was
illustrated for these IsH orbitais after equation C.2. These tools allowa symmetry decomposition of aDYset of atomie orbitals into appropriate symmetryadapted orbitaiso
Before eonsidering other eoneepts and group-theoretieal machinery. it
should be pointed out that these same tools tan also be used in symmetry
analysis of the translational. vibrational. and rotational motions of a molecule. The twelve motions of NH3 (three translations. three rotations. six vibrations) can be described in terms of eombinations of displaeements of each of the
four atoms in eaeh of three (x. y. z) directions. Hence. unit vectors placed on
each atom directed in the x. y. and z directions form a basis for aetion by the
operations (S) of the point group. In the ease of NH3. the eharacters of the resuitant 12 x 12 representation matriees form a reducible representation in the
C2. point group: X(E) = 12. X(C3) = X(C3,) = O. X(a.) = X(a.,) = X(a..) =
2. This representation caD be decomposed as follows:

1

.

nA!

= "6[1'1'12+201'0+3'102J

nAz

1
= "6[1'1'12+2'1'0+3'(-I)'2J

nE

=3

1

= -[I'2'12+2'(-I).0+3.0'2J
6

From the information on the left side of the
of all four atoms in the z. x and y directions
respectively. whereas rotations about the
transform as A2 and E. Hence. of the twelve

=

1

= 4.
C3. charaeter table. translations
transform as A I(Z) and E(x. y).
z(Rz). x(Rx). and y(Ry) axes
motions. three translations have

A I and E symmetry and three rotations have A2 and E symmetry. This leaves
six vibrations. of whieh twa have A I symmetry.DanehaveA 2 symmetry,and
twa (pairs) have E symmetry. We could evaluate the symmetry-adapted vibrations and. rotations by allowing symmetry-projection operators of the
irreducible-representation symmetries to operate on various elementary cartesian (x, y, z) atomie displaeement vectors. Both Cotton (1963) and Wilson,
Decius and Cross (1955) show in detail how this is aceomplished.
We naw return to the symmetry analysis of atomie orbitais by eonsidering
how the symmetries of individual orbitais give rise to symmetry eharaeteristics
of orbital produets. Sueh knowledge is important because one is routinely faced
with eonstrueting symmetry-adapted eleetronic configurations that eonsist of
products of N individual orbitais. A point-group symmetry operator S. when
aeting on such a produet of orbitais, gives the produet of S acting on each of
.t" '-,.J:-.' ", ~,
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(C.5)

For example, reflection of an N-orbital product through the (J v pIane in NH3
utilizes reflection operations for all N electrons.
Just as the atomie orbitaIs formed a basis for action of the point-group
operators, the configurations (N-orbital products) form a basis for the action
of these same point-group operators. Hence, the various electronie configurations (orbital occupancies) caD be treated as functions on whieh S operates,
and the machinery illustrated earlier for decomposing orbital symmetry caD
then be used to carry out a symmetry analysis of configurations. However,
another shortcut makes this Lask easier. Since the individual orbitaIs lebi,
i = l, . . ., MI trans form according to irreducible representations, we form
the direct product of the symmetries of the NorbitaIs that appear in aDYconfiguration. This direct product caD then be symmetry-analyzed in a straightforward manner, as discussed earlier. For example, if one is interested in
knowing the symmetry of an orbital product involving a~a~e2 occupancy in
C3v symmetry, the procedure used is the following. For each of the six symmetry operations in the C 3v point group, the produet of the characters
associated with each of the six spin orbitaIs (orbital multiplied by a or (3spin)
is formed
6

X(S)

= TIXi(S) = X~I(S)X~2(s)xi(S).

(C.6)

i=1

In the specifie case considered here, X(E) = 4, X(C3) = l, and X«(Jv)= O.
Notiee that the contributions of aDYdoubly occupied nondegenerate orbitaIs
(e.g., a~, and a~) to these direct-product characters X(S) are unity because for

olI operators S, X~(S) = l for aDYnondegenerate irreducible representation k.
As a result, only the singly occupied or degenerate orbitaIs need to be considered when forming the characters of the reducible direct-product representalion X(S). In this example, the direct-product characters caD be determined
erom the characters XE(S) of the two active (non-closed-shell) orbitals-the ei
orbitaIs. That is, X(S) = XE(S). XE(S).
From the direct-product characters X(S) that belong to a partieular electronie configuration (e.g., a~a~e2), one must still decompose this list of
characters joto a sum of irreducible characters using equation C.3. For the example at band, the direct-product characters X(S) decompose joto one A I, one
A2, and one E representation. This means that the e2 configuration contains

A h A 2, and E symmetry elements. The ,e2 configuration contains all determinants that caD be formed by placing two electrons joto the pair of degenerale orbitaIs. There are six such determinants. In Chapter 4 we show how to
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these puce (A 1, A 2, and E) symmetries and that possess either singlet or tripiet
spin (which are the only possibilities for the twa e2 eleetrons).
In summary, we have reviewed how to make a symmetry deeomposition
of a basis of atomie orbitais into their irreducible representation eomponents.
This tool is most helpful when eonstrueting the orbital-eorrelation diagrams
that form the basis of the Woodward-Hoffman rules. We also learned how to
form the direet-produet symmetries that arise when eonsidering eonfigurations
that eonsist of produets of symmetry-adapted spin orbitaIs. This step is essential for the eonstruetion of eonfiguration- and state-correlation diagrams upaD
whieh one ultimately bases a predietion about whether a reaetion is allowed or
forbidden.
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Answers

Problems Relating to Thermal Processes (Chap ter 4)
1. The relevant HOMO and LUMO of the ten-membered ring are the anti(J1 orbitais involving the
CH bonds. The HOMO and LUMO of the smaller ring are the 1I"s and 11"":or-

symmetric(JA bonding and symmetric antibonding

bitais, which are symmetric and antisymmetric, respectively, under reflection
through the pIane of symmetry that is preserved throughout the reaction.
Suprafacial attack would result in favorable HOMO-LUMO interactions
«JA"" 11"":and (J1
1I"s), whereas antarafacial attack would not.
The bond-symmetry rule algo indicates that suprafacial attack is allowed
because the occupied orbitais of the reactants «JS, (JA,and 11"~)
match in sym-c
metry those of the products (1I"s, (Js, and (JA),where the 11"
hond is now in the
ten-membered ring, and (Js and (JA now refer to CH bonds in the smaller ring.
In applying the Dewar-Zimmerman method, one finds for suprafacial attack, a Hiickel transition stale having six electrons (two CH bonds and one 11"
bond). Again, the suprafacial attack is predicted to be allowed.
2. Using the bond-symmetry rule, one gees that the occupied active orbitais of

the cyclopenteneoneare the symmetric(Js and antisymmetric(JA CC bonding
orbitais and the symmetric Ps orbital. The pIane of symmetry used to make
these labeis is the oni y one that persists throughout the reaction path. In the
products the active orbitais are the CO lone pair on carbon, which is symmetric (J(CO)s, and the two occupied 11"orbitais of 1,3-butadiene, which are
symmetric 11"
s and antisymmetric 11"
A, respectively. The reactant and product
orbitais match in symmetry; hence, the decomposition reaction should be thermally allowed.
In the other case, the relevant occupied orbitais of the cyclohexadieneone
are the two CC bonds (Jsand (JAand the two 11"
bonds 1I"sand 1I"s(bot h of which
are symmetric). In the products, the orbit ais are (Js(CO) and the three occupied
orbitais ofbenzene, which are 1I"s,1I"s,and 1I"A
(see section 7.6). Again, the bondsymmetry rule indicates that the thermal decomposition reaction is allowed.
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3. This reaction is symmetry-forbidden-it is nothing but twa independent
[2.+ 2.Jcycloaddition reactions. Soch reactions were shown to be forbidden in
sections 4.4 and 4.8. The reason this problem might lead to confusion is that
when using the orbital- and configuration-correlation diagram method, one is
temptedto connectthe 11"12
- 11"56
symmetry-adapted orbital, which is antisym-

metricunderthe pianeMI, withthe (138 -

(147

orbital,whichis alsoodd under

MI. However, asbeeomeselearwhenoneutilizestheorbital-following
device,
11"12
- 11"56
and (138- (147cannot be so connected-they belong to totally
distinct portions on this molecule.
By placing twa forbidden [2. + 2..Jreactions in close spatial proximity,
one might incorrectly correlate the reactant and product orbitais. It is not
proper to correlate orbitaIs that are localized on one part of the reactant
molecule with those that belong to a different part of the product molecule.
4. If n is odd, the H atom caD undergo a suprafacial shift to give
HDFC=C(-C=C)n-CR.R2;
when n is even, the antarafacial hydrogen shift
to the terminal carbon is aIlowed. In either case, one obtains twa isomers that
differ geometrically at the -CR. R2 end and that are enantiomers at the
HDFC- end. The twa isomers arise in each case because of the ercerotation
about the C-CHR.R2 band in the reactant molecule.
5. Methyl-group migration is aIlowed because the orbital of the CH3 group,
which plays a role analogous to that of the Is orbital of the hydrogen atom,
bas Sp3character. This orbital bas both a positive and a negative lobe. Byconnecting its positive lobe to the orbital of the neighboring carbon atom and its
negative lobe to the p", orbital of the terminal carbon atom, one achieves a
Mobius transition stale having four electrons. Thus, the suprafacial methylgroup shift is allowed. Of course, the configuration of the substituents around
the methyl group is inverted ance the transfer to the 3-carbon takes place.
6. Denoting the three orbitais of the hydrogen atoms by IsHAoIsHB,and IsHc
and applying the a. and e symmetry projectors (see Appendix C), one obtains
the following (unnormalized) symmetry-adapted orbitaIs:
Xal = (lSHA+ IsHB+ IsHd

X., =

- IsHB { 2'lsHB - IsHA 2'ISHA

IsHc
IsHc
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The tour nitrogen orbitais caD also be symmetry-projected:

X~,

= 2sN

X::, = 2PZN

X: =

2PXN

{ 2PYN
(The Z axis is chosen to "be the 3-fold symmetry axis of the molecule.)
The three al atomie orbitais combine to yield bonding (cf>l),nonbonding
(cf>4)and antibonding (cf>7)molecular orbitals having al symmetry. Likewise,
the two pairs of e orbit ais combine to give pairs of bonding (cf>2,cf>3)
and antibonding (cf>S,cf>6)
molecular orbit ais having e symmetry.
The ground staLeof NH3 bas an electronie wavefunction that is dominated

by the configuration cf>~cf>~cf>~cf>~
(the ls~ electrons are neglected).This configuration bas lAl symmetry. The singly excited configuration cf>~cf>~cf>3cf>~cf>S
gives
rise to singlet and tri piet states corresponding to all symmetries contained in

the direct product e x e = e + al + a2 (see Appendix C). Of these; the E staLe
would be fiest-order Jahn-Teller unstable, whereas the other two (A 1 and A2)
are not. The Al and A2 states could be second-order (actually pseudo-) JahnTeller unstable through coupling, via a distortion of e symmetry, with the E
staLe. The other singly excited configuration cf>~cf>~cf>3cf>~cf>7
bas e x al = e symmetry. This E staLe should be fiest-order Jahn-Teller unstable with respect to
distortions of E x E = E + Al + A2 symmetry. Of these, the only vibrations
of NH3 have Al and E symnietry. The Al vibrations would not remove the
degeneracy because they preserve the symmetry of the molecule; hence, only
the distortion of E symmetry will be effective.

Problems on Photochemistry (Chapters 5-7)
The answers to problem 1 are given in the excellent book Problems in Quantu,m
Chemistry by P. J~rgensen and J. Oddershede (Addison-Wesley, Reading,
Mass., 1983). On page 238 of this book a discussion of the problem is given, as
well as references to the experimentalliterature relating to this very interesting
case.
Complete ans wers to the questions posed in problem 2 are probably not
attainable at this time. Much debate remains about what is really happening in
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the photochemistry of formaidehyde. For this reason, it is best to attempt to
relate your answers to this problem to SOfie of the best treatments of formaldehyde photochemistry, which are contained in the following references: J.
C. Weisshaar and C. B. Moore, (1980), J. Chem. Phys., 72, 5415; H. L. Selzle
andE. W. Schlag, (1979), Chem. Phys., 43, 111; D. F. Heller, M. L. Elert,
and W. M. Gelbart, (1978), J. Chem. Phys., 69,4061; J. D. Goddard and H.
F. Schaefer III, (1979), J. Chem. Phys., 70,5117; and maDYother references
contained in these papers.
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Fermi golden ruJe, 84
Fock operator, 24, 26, 124
Franck-Condon
factors, 88, 138
principIe, 79, 98
funnels on potential energy surfaces,
78, 98, 100
Hamiltonian
electronie, 5, 13-15, 123
nuclear-motion, 4
total, 3
Hartree-Fock
energy, 27-28
procedure, 24-28, 123-127
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wavefunetion, 27-28, 123
highest oeeupied mo'ecular orbital
(HOMO), 54
hopping between potentia' energy surfaees, 77-78, 111-112, 119-120

intensity borrowing, 139
internal eonversion, 77, 83-92, 98
intersystem erossing, 79-80, 83-85, 9294,99
Jahn-TelIer effeet
first-order, 17,44
pseudo, 48, 119-120
seeond-order, 17-21
vibrationa' distortions in, 44, 4648

Kasha's rule, 77
Koopmans' theorem, 36, 127
Landau-Zenertheory, 91-92, 94
linear eombination of atomie orbitals
(LCAO) 26, 125
'o west unoeeupied mo'eeu'ar orbital
(LUMO), 54
maDy-body perturbation theory, 134-135
mo'eeular orbita', 23
eonfigurations, 23
energies, 27, 124
Hartree-Foek, 24, 123
oeeupied, 27
spin, 26
symmetry, 24-25
virtual, 27
occupied-orbital folIowing, 54
one- and two-electron integral transformation, 132
orbital-correlation diagram (OCD), 29,
36, 42, 47, 96, 100, 105, 108, 114
"orbita' nadal patterns, 55, 64
orbita' re'axation, 129

partly classical view of photon absorplian, 139-140
photon absorption probability, 138-140
point-group symmetry. See Appendix C
polarized orbital pairs, 129-130
potential energy surface, 3, 5, 11ff
slopes, 11-17
curvatures, 11-21
intersection, 8, 29, 81
transitions between, 77
perturbation theory, 15-20, 92-94
radiationless transition, 7, 83-94
rate, 84-94
reaction coordinate, 12
reaction path, 12, 13
reducible representation, 45, 144, 147
character oC, 45, 144, 147
representation matrices, 143

sigmatropic migrations, 63-65
singlet and tripiet wavefunctions, 76,
92-94, 114-118
.
size consisteney, 133-135
Slater-Condon rules, 29, 130-132
Slater determinant, 123, 124
spin-orbit operator, 92
spin orbital, 123
spin symmetry
conservation, 75
notation (80, T I' S,), 75
state-correlation diagram, 29, 37, 43
suprafacial, 59
symmetry
approximate, 29, 39-40, 43, 49
direct products in, 146-148
effeets on surfaee curvatures, 17-20
effects on surface slopes, 16-17
elements, 141
of mo'ecu'ar deformations, 15, 16
of vibrations, 146
point-group. See Appendix C
projection operators, 44, 45, 144-145
~
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